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Having now reſolved to review Wits of the Royal College of Sur- 
geons, from the days of Penicuick to thoſe of Fonathan Bell, from the Me- 
dical Eſſays down to the. Yellow Fever, I have thought fit to adopt a 
motto in ſome degree expreſſive of the danger of my undertaking ; and I 
applied to my friend Sydrophell for a tranſlation. 

Pinge duos angues: Pueri, ſacer eſt locus; extra 
Mejete. 

Piſs not, rude boys, on ſacred ground, 

Beware that deadly ſin; ‚ 

Where ſerpents are the ſign without, 
You'll gueſs what lurks within. SYDROPHELL, 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

« Now is the axe laid to the root of the trees, and every tree 

« which bringeth not forth good fruit will be hewn down.” 

Mar it be allowable for the Author of theſe Criticiſms 

to ſuppoſe the world anxious to know what future works 

he has projected. 

No. 3. A Vade Mecum for Surgical Students, teach- 

2 ing, not Surgery, nor ſurgical diſeaſes, but ſurgical opera- 

tions, the laſt new flouriſh of the knife, and the srxrs, as 

they are called, of the ſeveral operations, ſo as to enable 

them to perform the Minuet at Surgeons Hall. Dedi- 

xd cated to my Friend Sydrophell. 

No. 4. An Eſſay upon a Certain Diſeaſe of the Bones, 

= termed Necroſis, 

No. 5. Letters on Medical Education. 

No. 6. A Review of Mr. Benjamin Bell's Book on the 

Venereal Diſeaſe. 

No. 7. Literary Anecdotes. | 

No. 8. A Review of a Syſtem of Chemiſtry, tranſlated 

from the French by - Soc: Je: Au- 
thors— Critics Lecturers Reviewers— Governors of So- 

cieties Directors of the Conſciences of Youth—DoRors 

in Phyſic and Phyfiology—and Doctors of the Modern 
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DEDICATION 

ro THE 

AUTHOR OF THE SYSTEM OF SURGERY. 

J — — 

Pone ſuperbiam 

Ne currente retro funis eat rota, 

Honounzn SIR, 

TukRE are beauties in your works, which, 

though familiar to thoſe of your own profeſſion, 

the world has hitherto had no taſte of. Lou muſt 

have felt very ſeverely the hardſhip of being known 

only as a ſurgeon, when you are ſo well entitled to 

reſpect as a man of learning and ſcience. My poor 

endeavours ſhall be no longer awanting to procure 

for you thoſe homages from literary men, which 

you ſo well deſerve. ä 

It is the peculiar happineſs of this city to be at 

once bleſt with two ſurgeons of ſuch genius, that 

other cities in future ages will contend for the ho- 

- 
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nour of their birth! their names © emblazoned 

together, ſhall form a new Gemini among the zo- 

diacal ſigns, and be eternal as the ſun and the 

moon, and the ſtars! while my poor labours ſhall be 

ſtrewed with the duſt of all the Capulets *. 

The wild uncultured beauties which appear equal- 

ly in the writings of both, are ſo evenly balanced, 

that in chooſing which ſhould be the ſubject of my 

eulogiums, I was at firſt perplexed, and am now al- 

moſt aſhamed of the choice I have made; I am ſen- 

ſible, that, without an apology, I dare not enter in- 

to your preſence ! the public would be ſurpriſed, 

and you would be juſtly offended with the ſlighteſt 

appearance of diſreſpect. | 

I am an author by trade, and the motto of our 

profeſſion is well known, Qui non laborat non 

manducat. When exiſtence depends thus on our 

exertions, we are entitled to uſe every fair means 

of enſuring ſucceſs. I know tao well the dangers. 

This figure I ventured to uſe in No. I. but I think I have great- 

ly improved it now.— I owe this admirable joke, and .a great many 

of the cogical jokes, to my friend Sydrophell. 
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of trying the flippery path of public opinion, with- 

out precaution. © When the Ruſſian ventures upon 

dangerous ice, he yokes ſtout horſes to the ſledge, 

but he faſtens to it with a long rope one ſilly horſe, 

which goes on twenty paces or fo before; and if he 

plunges into a hole, the Boor cuts the rope, lets 

him go to the bottom at once, and turns round 

fome other way. Mr. John Bell“ is my enfant 

perdu: He trots on bravely, and I drive along 

fearleſs and triumphant !!! Pardon this vanity, Ho- 

nonred Sir, which your particular civilities have 

blown into me: You have ſo patromzed my firſt 

Number, and the public have fo praiſed it, that in- 

deed I hardly know myſelf ; but this I cannot but 

know, that my heart ought to overflow with grate- 

ful feelings towards you for the countenance you 

have already given me. The opportunity of reviſ- 

ing your writings, and of diſplaying all their rich 

and varied beauties, and this thrice happy occaſion 

of dedicating to yourſelf; which would in any 

* My Firſt Number was dedicated to that illuſtrious author, and 

contains a critique of his Volume of Anatomy. 

a ij 
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caſe have been a pleaſure to me ! becomes now a 

mere offering of duty, homage, and gratitude, to 

my. beſt patron and friend. | 

I] Be contented with what I have done, as I ſhall 

| make you happy with what I am going to do 

Ihe worm I trode upon had nature in it, and it 

[| was timely cruſhed.” But now I return to you with 

a degree of pleaſure which I do not know how to 

conceal ; and I here profeſs my contrition for having 

beſtowed one moment upon a worm, a grub, a 

mere ephemeris ! an inſe& of the hour compared 

with you! who are the Leviathan, the Bohemoth, 

the great feaſt preordained for the choſen people. 

Thou art the man of ſtrength, whom we have 

kept in the dungeon until the rejoicing day, to 

| be brought forth to make ſport for the Lords of 

the Philiſtines. | 
| | 

| 
| That every one has his faults, is proverbially f 

| known ; and alſo that it is the duty of a friend to | 

| make a man ſenſible of them. Benjamin, hold ] 

up your head; yours are few and venial; fear not 
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that I will ſearch into them rudely. When I try 

to open your eyes, you ſhall feel only the tickling 

of an experienced oculiſt, not the cruelty of a har- 

dened ſurgeon. And as for your old wounds, I 

will not open them up again ; I cannot even look 

upon them without pity and compaſſion ! I ſee you 

have been already under rude hands. I know that 

man of blood who has uſed you ſo cruelly! The 
felleſt of the fell! His ſurgery is of the old ſchool ; 

* Criticus, adſuetus urere, ſecare inclementer.” He 

has not diſſected you fairly for the benefit of others. 

He has not probed you quietly to find out your 

unſound parts. I perceive everywhere over your 

body, not the inciſions of the ſcalpel, but the gaſhes 

of the tomohawk ; a weapon which he flings with 

a force and dexterity which nothing but uſe and 

happy natural diſpoſitions could give him. He 

ſeems to think with the Indians, that when he kills 

his opponent, he ſucceeds to his abilities! and 

knows, God help us, of no better way of getting at 

people's brains, than breaking their ſculls. 

But, as your friend, I rejoice in the ſteady cool- 
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neſs with which you have borne his horſe-ſurgery. 

His knife has followed his probe ſo quickly, that 

he has left not one hollow place without a gaſh. 

His cruelties are ſhocking. He has perforated your 

Thorax, blown up your Pericardium, turned out 

your Bowels, cut your Ilium open like a Dog's, 

thruſt the ends of it one within the other like an 

opera. glaſs, and ſewed it after an ugly faſhion. 

.Your Spleen, your Pancreas, your Stomach, and Co- 

lon, he has tumbled about! not ſparing even your 

Aorta and Thoracic Duct : He has flapped down 

your Scalp, trepanned your ſcull round and round! 

and committed upon you all the exceſſes and hor- 

rors of ſurgery . His peers, the butchers, if they 

could be impannelled upon a jury, could not ac- 

quit him of murder. | 

But while I lament over you, I muſt quarrel with 

you, that is, in a friendly way. When this bloody 

minded man troubled the College (of which you 

very naturally confider yourſelf and your copart- 

ners as conſtituting a majority, or at leaſt a quo 

Vide Bell on Wounds, at which he is reckoned particularly expert. 

St 

tl 
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rum, tres faciunt Collegium); when he began to 

diſturb the College with his johnbellations t, why 

did you not let him go on quietly ? I can aſſure 

you he is no more fit than yourſelf to inſtitute a 

literary ſociety, and far leſs to ereate one out of 
nothing! Lou ſhould have let him“ co on,” and 

left it to me to ſhow how much he is a dunce in 

ſcience, a pretender in anatomy, a puppy in fur- 

gery, and a plagiariſt in every thing. Was it 

wiſely done to ſet your Hall on fire m order to 

drive out a few vermine ? He, and thoſe who have 

joined him, are a ſet of ſelf-ſufficient ignorant boys, 

not equal befides in number to the partners of your 

own firm. If they have contradicted you, it muft 

have been from mere conceit, 'vanity and idleneſs ! 

They are idle, they are idle, and therefore do 

they ſay, Let us go to ſacrifice to ovr gods.” 

Though I would befriend you, I cannot comfort 

you. You have really been imprudent. Johnſon, 

the rugged Pyrrhus of literature, has obſerved, 

** That there is no amuſement with which the pub 

+ Vide No. I. Paſſim, 

— 
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lc is ſo apt to be delighted as baiting an author, 

and the more, as he preſents himſelf voluntarily 

to the ſtake.” You have actually preſented your- 

ſelf to the ſtake ; and if ever theſe barkers ſhould 

gather to the ſport ! and you feel your round fat 

haunches gored ! remember it was your own bel- 

lowing that brought the hounds about you. 

Do not deſpiſe theſe yelpers ; though their faarl- 

ing can never frighten you, their barking may di- 

ſturb your reſt. Nor do not look down upon them 

with contempt from that pinnacle of glory where 

you fit magnificently enthroned on ten editions of 

ten thick octavos. Remember that the pile upon 

which you {ſit ſo proudly conſiſts of volumes, vo- 

lumes confiſt of chapters; and if but one or two 

chapters were to be rudely torn out from one vo- 

lume, the unevenneſs of that ſingle volume might 

give a bias to the whole, and make it totter, 

Pride is an unmanly paſſion ; it hurts the truly 

great; it makes the little contemptible : Pride, 
like fear, draws a man into danger, pone ſuper- 

biam.” Your comforts are many; you have ac- 
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quired a great reputation, which the trivial criti- 

ciſms of a half crown pamphlet will never tarniſh. 

Youare elevated to a line of practice, where, whirl- 

ed along by the opinion of the day, you ride tri- 

umphantly among crowds of deſperate and exaſper- 

ated rivals. You have more ſolid comforts; you 

are the Groſphus of the day, and may exclaim 

vith him of old, © Mihi parva rura parca, non men- 

dax dedit et malignum ſpernere vulgus;“ leaving it 

to your nameſake to live by authorſhip, and to 

boaſt, with others of the tribe, Mea virtute me in- 

volvo probamque pauperiem, fine dote quzro.” 

Perhaps the gentleman may find, in the end, that 

ſuch wrappings are but cold clothing; but as for 

you, take the advice of a friend, which J hope is 

not too late, Thank God, and fit quiet.” 

Jam not inſenfible, Honoured Sir, that I am 

now entering upon an arduous taſk; and yet I 

have no doubt but that T ſhall be able to review 

the whole of your volumes with leſs trouble than 

I have had with this confounded job of Mr. John 

Bell's ſecond volume of Anatomy. It was ſo diffi 

b 
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cult to pick out exactly ſuch paſſages as I wiſhed! 

there were ſo few words ill ſpelled ! there was fo 

little of the book his own, and ſo much of it 

compiled from the beſt authors ; and although ana- 

tomy is the moſt ſtupifying thing on earth, yet 

„ found the ſtyle ſo lively and entertaining, and 

** the whole book read ſo much like a romance e 

that I was a good deal at a loſs how to proceed. 

| I proceeded, however, with all poſſible caution 

and diligence, and hit upon ſome tolerable inven- 

tions for fulfilling my purpoſe. I reviewed his vo- 

lume of anatomy as if it had been a book of che- 

miſtry ; his general hiſtories as if they had been 

particular diſſertations z and his phiſiology ] criti- 

ciſed according to that moſt ingenious theorum in 

the Encyclopedia queſtions of Pantagruel. Utrum, 

an elementary ſentence, might allege a decennial 

preſcription againſt amphibious animals; and e 

contra, the other reſpectively put in her petition 

in caſe of ſeizure and novelty.” If I have not 

ſucceeded ſo entirely as I had reaſon to expect, 

* Vide No. I. 
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it is from the world having of late fallen back 

in learning: 1 fear indeed that liberal ſtudies 

are much neglected, and readers now a- days think 

to diſtinguiſh good books from bad by the moſt 

fallacious of all teſts, the evidence of their Gon 

untutored ſenſes! without the ſmalleſt deference to 

the opinion of philoſophers, phifiologiſts, philolo- 

giſts, men of real learning and true ſcientific ta- 
* 

lent, 

The ſtudy of anatomy I had unfortunately ne- 

glected altogether in my younger days. This, in 

our profeſſion, is always a ſerious misfortune, and at 

my time of life it is an irreparable one. I reſolv- 

ed, in theſe delicate circumſtances, to act prudent- 

ly; and ſo I mentioned in the preface that“ I ſhould 

review that part of the volume ſome other time *.” 

How I could forget what I had ſo cunningly con- 

trived, or what vain miſchief-· working devil put It 

in my head to meddle with the anatomy, God 

knows! but, by St. Patrick, J ſet to work with a 

thing I never intended to do, and blundering on- 

Vid. No. I. 

b jj 
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wards, I forgot the difficulties of the buſineſs by 
ſtruggling with them ; but after labouring in my 

vocation with all diligence, I declare-to you, upon 

the word of a CuyrisTIAN ! and A TRUE MAN!! 

I could diſcover no /ingle thing wrong, except the 

ſupra ſcapular artery being put right *. 

Then, the worſt of all was this, that as I knew 

nothing of anatomy but what I had actually learnt 

from Mr. Bell's book, and he never having men- 

tioned Murray's Tables of the Blood Veſſels, from 

which he has unqueſtionably taken his names and 

arrangements; and there being no good natured 

friend to mention that book to me; I unfortunate- 

ly blundered upon the two commoneſt boaks of 

all, Haller and Sabatier, and accuſed Mr. Bell of 

taking his deſcriptions from books which could be 

of no uſe to him. 
Now, ſince I am complaining to you of theſe 

diſaſters, I will een make an end of my narrative. 

Before this total wreck. of reputation as an anato- 

miſt, I had laboured through a heavy ſea of au- 

* Vide No. I. 
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thors, ancient and modern; not one of which had 1 

ever ſeen before : I was actually, in order to make 

{ure of ſpelling the titles and names correctly, ob- 

liged to read over the Bibliotheca Anatomica for 
the words Haller, Lanciſi, Bartholine, Senac, Glyſ- 

ſon, Bidloo, Morgagni, Valſalva, Vieuſſens, which 

the author always ſpelt Viuſſens, and Eriſiſtratus, 

which the author ſometimes ſpells Eriſtratus*; fo 

that, to be plain with you, I was tired of a taſk for 

which I was ſo little prepared; and the laſſi- 

tude which fell upon me, in conſequence of re- 

peated diſappointments and perpetual chagrin ! is 
the real cauſe of the whole pamphlet wanting that 

wit and ſpirit which I could ſo eaſily have given it. 

But in my preſent ſubject I ſhall feel none of theſe 

diſtreſies. Difficile eſt ſatirum non ſcribere.” I 

ſhall have no lumbering folios, nor little filthy ill- 

ſhaped quartos to tumble over. You profane not the 

vaults of any of the Capulets. You have pillaged 

no libraries, but have prudently confined yourſelf to 

the three ſyſtems which immediately preceded your 

* Vide No. I, 
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own. You have ſtolen not a leaf here and there; 

you have ſtolen bodily ! your venereal diſeaſe from 

Aſtruck, your ſurgery from Heiſter, your fibs 

from Garnegeot ; but your manner is all your 

own ! You are, indeed, ſo perfect in yourſelf, that 

it is not without regret I ever ſee you copying 

from others: You have no need to ſteal, no apo- 

logy for ſtealing : beſides, Sir, petty thefts are al- 
ways unbecoming, and yours are really of an odious 

complexion. John Bell now, ſteals like a proud 

thief, from rich men only, as Morgagni, Sabatier, 

Valſalva, Let me tell you, Sir, there is an honeſty 

in ſtealing ; and if a man muſt thieve! as moſt of 

us moderns need to do, he ſhould aim at the cha- 

racter of a reſpectable thief, 

This little work, Sir, will have its merit with 

literary men. To make the learned of other 

profeſſions acquainted with the moſt extraordinary 

writers in ours, is to make a new alliance among 

the ſciences; and tedious as the raſk may be, I re- 

gard it as a public duty; and I will boldly affirm, 

in the true Tipperary accent of the Author of the 
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1 Purſuits of Literature, that “ if I bad any private 

N end or malignity in any part of my work, I would 

Ds have burned it with indignation (which I take to be 

ar a damnable kind of burning) before it had appear- 

at ed.” My Numbers are increaſing in ſize and re- 

18 putation; and I feel that my name becomes more 

o- important, and is in a manner called for by you 

* and by the Public; and fain would 1 indulge my- 
us ſelf in the pleaſure of diſcloſing it, for I feel all 

ud the little vanities of an author fluttering about my 

er, precordia. If I conceal my name when 1 am ſo 

ſty ſtrongly tempted, it is for much the ſame reaſon 

of that the Chineſe, when they ſell the bird of Para- 

has diſe, cut off its feet: Even a bird of Paradiſe 

would be little prized, if it were known to have 
ith hopped about like other birds, 

her A pamphleteer without wit, is like a ve with- 

ary out beauty ; wherefore I have thought fit to rouge 

ong over my natural paleneſs and poverty with quota- 

" tions from others; but you will have occaſion to ob- 

rm, ſerve, that I never quote with ſuch Exx#tcT as when 

the quote from myſelf. Pardon my vanity once more ; 

2 

— — — — — — — 
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for it is through your liberal approbation that 

I venture to expreſs that opinion, which it 1s but 

too natural for every author to entertain : yet ſure- 

ly my firſt Number is no ordinary compoſition ! 

Allow me, honoured Sir, under this privilege of 

quoting from myſelf, to repeat to you the advice 

which I gave to your nameſake Mr. John Bell in 

my firſt Number. I ſhould have corrected the 

grammar of it but for want of time; therefore, I 

pray you let it paſs as it is. The advice is good 

in the main, though the language may be a little 

irregular in its modes and tenſes. One thing 

« you ſhould particularly aim at—I mean be— 

attacked publicly by ſome eminent man (Jona- 

than Bell, for example), becauſe you might then, 

« with great propriety, cry out perſecution. You 

„ ſhould, therefore, attack the character of the moſt 

« reſpectable brethren of the ſame profeſſion with 

% yourſelf. The farther your aſſertions are from the 

truth, the more apt wi! theſe reſpectable cha- 

« racers be to attack you; and in 2hat 855 you 

« would gain your point *.“ 

* Jide Number I. 
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 « What do you think, therefore, of affirming, that 

« remarks have been written by ſome of theſe ne- 

* ical gentlemen out of pure ſpite and ill-nature, in 

© ORDER TO tarniſh thoſe laurels which they could 

„not hinder you from obtaining, and to diminiſh 
& that glory which they could not rival.” 

Lou would only have to repreſent their attack 

as proceeding from envy at ſuperior abilities and 

* ſkill, and from a deſire of concealing from the 

« world your merit, which, if ſufficiently known, 

vould deſtroy themſelves.” —* * But, dear Sir, how 

ſhould I pretend to adviſe you in fuch matters!” 

** You are too prudent, too good-natured, to retort, and 

** too proud to ſpend even a thought on ſuch poor crea- 

* tures “ Do then be pleaſed to turn your whole 

thoughts towards my neceſſitous ſituation ; it is but 

to keep ourſelves alive that we do © ſuch things as 

make the proſperous men lift up their hands and 

wonder who could do them.” When I conſider 

the natural liberality of your diſpoſition, and the 

opportunities you can command, I no longer doubt 

+ Vide Number I. 

C 

* V:de Number I. 
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thoſe various acts of generoſity - on your part, 

which friends have reported to me. Vou have 

found out ſuch ingenious ways of promoting the 

circulation of my firſt Number, that your conde- 

ſoenſion in this reſpect is to me a ſtronger proof of 

your earneſtneſs, than, even your inceſſant diligence, 

which the public has not failed to remark! and which 

it were very ungrateful in me not to acknowledge. 

Do not, kind Sir, withdraw your ſupport from this 

ſecond Number : Continue to honour me with the 

ſame patronage as at the firſt ; and I your faithful 

creature ſhall ever pray, &c. 

Being yours until 

Death do us part, 



It is very natural for my readers to wiſh to know who my friend Sy» 

drophell is, whom I mention ſo honourably on various occaſions. He is 

my ſure friend, a ſincere and perfeQly honeſt man, © Dignum eſt qui cum in 

tenebris mices. I cannot produce him in propria perſona, but ſhall pre- 

ſent his portrait, as it is touched off, by one who looked the court and city 

through, and drew a great many originals to the life. 

To let our reader underſtand 
What's vszrvL of him before hand; 

He had been long towards Mathematics, 

Optics, Philoſophy, and Statics 

Magic, Horoſcopy, Aſtrology, 

And was, old dog, at Phiſiology. 

But as a dog that turns the ſpit, 

Beſtirs himſelf, and plies his feet, 
To climb the wheel, but all in vain, 

His own weight brings him down again ; 

And ſtill he's in the ſelf ſame place, 

Where—at his ſetting out he was : 

80—in the circle of the arts, 

Did he advance his natural parts; 

Till falling back, fill for retreat, 

He fell to juggle, cant and. 
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He hath bid me to a calf's head ; the which if I do not carve moſt 

curiouſly, ſay, my knife's naught. 

GENTLE READER, 

Thou art now going to enjoy the beauties of a book 

which has long been the admiration of profeſſional men, 

and which has ſuperſeded all other ſurgical books. It is 

the ſtaff of Moſes converted into a ſerpent, which has ſwal- 

lowed up the ſerpents of all the magicians who have thrown 

down the ſtaff before him.” This is the book which hath 

raiſed the author of it to the firſt rank in a learned profeſ- 

ſion, in a city famed for learning! it hath been the only 

ſyſtem of ſurgery for a long courſe of years! To thee have 

I the pleaſure of unfolding its various excellencies. Why 

ſhould I tell thee of the elegance of the language. Of 

the deep ſolid reflections; or of the mature and various 

learning of the author !—Gentle reader, read on!!! 

„ BLooD-LETTING, whether we conſider it as to its in- 

« fluence on the ſyſtem, or with reſpect to the niceneſt and 

even DIFFICULTY in the mode uſually employed for effect- 

A 
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« ing it, is perhaps one 'of the moſt important operations 

in ſurgery. From being ſo frequently put in practice, 

and from every pretender to any knowledge in the heal- 

«- ing art being able to perform it without any apparent 

difficulty, the public have been ovcep to conſider it 

as trivial with reſped to its execution; but every practi- 

* tioner of CHARACTER mult acknowledge, that, in order to 

perform this operation properly, the greateſt nicety, /leadi- 

„ neſs, and EXACTNESS, are neceſſary. All the other ope- 

« rations in ſurgery I have frequently ſeen well performed ; 

% but I can with freedom ſay, that I have ſeldom ſeen 

« blood-letting with the lancet done very correct: When 

« properly performed, it is really a neat operation.; but 

„ when not done with much exatineſs, it is the very RE- 

„ VERSE.” re 

„It is not here meant to enter into the conſideration 

of the various cauſes which, in different circumſtances, 

point out the propriety of ab/tratting blood from the 

ſyſtem ; nor is it intended to enter upon a particular 

« diſcuſlion of the different effects produced by genera! and 

« topical blood. letting: Theſe confiderations, as being high- 

« ly important, would of themſelves extend to a very great 

« length ; and beſides, are of ſuch a nature as renders it 

„ impoſlible to enter minutely upon their diſcuſſion in any 

Item of ſurgery. All that is here intended, is to de- 

« ſcribe, as clearly as poſlible, the various modes of per- 

« forming the operation of blood- letting.“ 

In all inflammatory affeftions producing a general diſ- 

order of the ſyſtem, the method of taking away blood, 

as now eſtabliſhed by 1ygatamorRIat PRACTICE, is, by ſuch 
< * a= N 
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% MEANS as DISCHARGES the quantity to be taken in a 
% ſhort ſpace of time, by an opening made with a lancet, 

either in an artery or in a vein. The latter of theſe 

«* termed Phlebotomy, and the former Arteriotomy, are 

the means employed for what we term general blood-let- 

* ting the particular conſideration of which we ſhall pre- 

« ſently attend to.“ 

If the peculiar beauties of this piece of ans of this 

elegant peroration ! were in danger of being loſt, we ſhould 

not be awanting in our duty ; but would it not be an inſult 

on any reader to point out the niceneſs, neatneſs, leudineſt, ex- 

attneſs, perfectneſt, and propriety of the language? theſe, like 

all the other elegancies of this author, ſtrike the eye of the 

moſt indifferent obſerver. I have ſeen by chance a gentle- 

man, not of the medical profeſſion, but, notwithanding, 

ſomewhat of a ſcholar, take up one of our author's volumes 

in a careleſs way. But no ſooner has his imagination been 

{truck with the frequent repetition of certain magical 

words, which our author has great faith in, than I have 

obſerved his eye, gliſtening with curioſity and expectation, 

run rapidly along the page, as if with a defire to turn 

from it, and yet fixed to it as if by the faſcination of a 

ſerpent; and after ſome murmurings of applauſe, he has 

aſked in a voice half ſupprefſed—labouring under all the 

anxiety of novelty and admiration, © Are all your medical 

writers ſuch maſters of language and compoſition ? I have 

heard of Mr. Benjamin Bell—pray is this his book?“ Yes, 

Sir, it is, and I can afſure you that this opening of the 

book is far from being fortunate for the author; there is 

not in all the volume one page, nor in all the ſyſtem one 

volume, inferior to this! nor one volume, page, para- 

A ij 
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graph, line, ſentence, nor individual word even, in-all the 

author's works, which has not its peculiar and appro- 

priate beauties ; and as you turn over his pages, you will 

everywhere find his abilities and good ſenſe even to 

excel his taſte! He is none of thoſe who ſeduce you by 

fine words and ſmooth periods to read nonſenſe. In the 

| Paſſage above quoted, you cannot but admire the ſubtilty 

of his diſtinctions between the actual operation of Phlebo- 

tomy, and its influence over the ſyſtem by the ab/tradion 

of blood; the depth and ſoundneſs of his judgment, in diſ- 

covering the importance of a ſubject hitherto ſo much ne- 

glected; the extent of his genius in giving a due degree of 

rank to this, in the ſcale of his ſurgical operations; and you 

will no doubt be touched with the winning modeſty with 

which he mentions, © that he has never ſeen this important 

operation properly performed, nor with ſufficient nicety, 

ſteadineſs, and exactneſs, except by himſelf!” How much 

then, muſt he be ſuperior in other operations ! ? 

Our author glides on from page to page, from paragraph 

to paragraph, in the ſame eaſy flowing vein ; he ſpends a 

few of the following pages in giving the young ſurgeon 

ſome very judicious rules for placing his patient ! for hold- 

ing the arm ſteady while he is bleeding him! and allo for 

obtaining an ingredient, very neceſſary or uſeful at leaſt in 

every chirurgical operation, viz. for OBTAINING ! Dax LIGHT 

IN PERFECTION ! 

As the ſituation (i. e. the poſture) of a patient during 

* the operation of blood-letting, has a conſiderable influ- 

* ence ON the es produced by the evacuation upon the 

# ſyſtem, this circumſtance THEREFORE merits our particu- 

lar attention. | 
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The patient being properly ſeated, the next ſtep in 

every operation of this kind muſt therefore be, by means 

* of a proper bandage ſo to comprels the vein intended 

to be opened, as to prevent the blood from returning 

* to the heart; and for the ſame reaſon, an equal degree of 

++ preſſure, it i obvious, ought to be applied to all the 

other veins of the part; for, if this circumſtance ſhould 

not be attended to, (Quer. Would it not rather be ſome- 

* what difficult not to attend to it?) the communication 

** preſerved by the collateral correſponding branches, would 

render the preſſure upon any one particular vein of very 

little importance. But, independent of its producing a 

more free diſcharge of blood than could be otherwiſe ob- 

« tained, this preſſure upon the veins, by inducing an ac- 

cumulation of their contents, tends to bring them more 
* evidently into view, and conſequently renders it eaſier for 

the operator to ect a proper opening than he would 

* otherwiſe find it.“ | 

„While we thus, however, attend particularly to the 

« poſture of the body at large, the particular poſition of 

the limb or part to be operated upon muſt not be neglect- 

ed. In every operation it is a matter of much import- 

«* ance to have the patient /eated in a proper light, but in 

„ none is it more material than in blood- letting. The 

«. beſt general rule that can be given upon this point is, 

that the patient oght to be ſo placed, as that the prin- 

„ cipal light of the apartment ſhall fall directly upon the 

« part to be operated upon, ſo that the vein to be opened 

„ may be made as apparent as poſſible, When clear day- 
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« light can be obtained, it ought to be preferred ; but 
« when not to be bad in perfection, one or more candles 

« ſhould be bad recourſe to.” 

Swift, in his College of Projectors, ſuggeſts that - 

light in perfection, which he calls ſun-beams ; (and I ſup- 

poſe the two authors mean pretty nearly the ſame thing), 

may be obtained from cucumbers by diſtillation. 

« But, whatever may be the poſition of the part to be 

© operated upon, and whether the patient is to be placed on 

« a bed or on a chair, the ſurgeon ought always to be 

« ſeated. The operation may, no doubt, be done while 

« the ſurgeon.is ſtanding ; and it is moſt frequently indeed 

performed in this manner; But it can never be done ei- 

ther with ſuch ſteadineſs or neatneſs, as when the opera- 

„ tor is firmly ſeated on a chair.“ | 

Next comes the anatomy of the yeins of the 4 arm. Let 

Dr. Monro look to it. He was Mr. Bell's teacher. 

« In forming the choice of a vein from whence. blood is 
to be taken, the general rules we have already laid down 

« upon this point, muſt be here particularly attended to. 

„That vein which appears moſt conſpicuous, at the ſame 

« time that it rolls leaſt under the ſkin, ſhould in general be 

« fixed upon: but when AN ARTERY is found to lie immedi- 
„ ately below, AND quite contiguous to ſuch a vein, the ope- 

« rator, if he is not perfectly ſatisfied with his own ſtea- 

* dineſs, ought rather to take ſome other—(artery, does 

„ he mean?) In general, however, the artery lies % 

* bw in this place, that the median baſilic vein, under 
„ which it commonly runs, may be opened with perfect 

« ſafety ; and as this vein in general appears more conſbi- 
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© cu⁰,2 THAN ANY OF THE OTHERS, probably from the con- 

tinued pulſation of” the artery below ob/trufting in ſome 

« meaſure the paſſage of its contents, it is in this reſpect 
« therefore more properly calculated for this operation 

than any of the others. Other circumſtances occur too, 

„ which render the median baſilic preferable to the ce- 

« phalic or median cephalic veins for the operation of 

« blood-letting. The former, - viz. the median baſilic, is 

« leſs deeply covered with cellular ſubſtance, and by ly- 

ing towards the inner part of the arm it is more thinly co- 

vered with the tendinous expanſion of the biceps muſcle, than 

« either of the others. From theſe circum/tances the ope- 

ration is always attended with I pain when done in this 

« yein, than in any of the others ; and that conſideration 

alone ought to have a good deal of influence in deter- 

« mining the choice of an operator.” | 

It is very commonly obſerved, that anatomy is perplex- 

ing to beginners; but you, Mr. Bell, are an anatomiſt ſo 

deeply verſed in parts quite unknown to Dr. Monro (whom 

you have libelled with a dedication, publicly accuſing him 

of being your teacher in anatomy), that you are able to 

puzzle, not mere ſtudents, but thoſe even who are anato- 

- miſts by profeſſion. You might diſpute with Sheldon up- 

on the anatomy of the knee joint, or with Monro upon the 

anatomy of the burſæ, or with your nameſake Jonathan 

on the anatomy of the ſupra ſcapular artery. 

Where did you get this anatomy of the veins of the arm? 

Where did you find veins above, and veins below the faſcia ? 

veins much above the faſcia? and veins more above the 

faſcia? Sir, you mult tell! Beſides, there is a theory here 
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concerning the great ſize of the baſilic vein which the whole 

world will envy you: You muſt tell from whom you have 

ſtolen it. The morſel which thou haſt eaten ſhalt thou 

vomit up again, and loſe thy ſweet words.” | 

We know that you ſurgeons of Edinburgh muſt be emi- 

nent anatomiſts. The reaſon is to be found in your Seal of 

Cauſe, your Charter, which was given you by James IV. of 

Scotland, himſelf a cunning leech; of whom Pittſcottie ſays 

there was no ſurgeon in the realm that uſed that craft but 

would take his advice.” It was by James that this cele- 

brated college (this college! literatura, et experientia, pro- 

ba inſtitutione, et multis peregrinationibus exteris compa- 

rata nullis uſpiam terrarum in ea arte cedens etiam quam 

celleberrimis * !) was endowed ; and in this Seal of Cauſe 

the King an Councile order that“ ye may have ance in the 

year a condemned man, after he be dead, to make anato- 

mia of, quhairthrow ye may have experience ilk ane to in- 

ſtruck others, and ye ſhall doe ſuffrage for the ſaule +.” 

It was three hundred years ago that the Royal College 

of Surgeons became thus careful about anatomy : Why 

then ſhould we wonder to ſee Mr. Benjamin Bell teaching 
his diſcoveries in that ſcience to all Europe? for this 

dead body was given by King James in order * that ye 

knaw anatomia, nature and complexions of man's body, 

and likewiſe that ye knaw all the veins of the * that 

ye may make phlebotomia in due tyme.“ 

Mr. Bell is guilty, in the next paragraph, of a moſt un- 

handſome joke againſt the Germans, eſpecially unbecoming 
_— 

* Vide Seal of Cauſe, + Vide Seal of Cauſe. 
- > | 
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in a grave man (for Mr. Bell is a grave man), and ſhock- 

ing in one who has copied all his books from worſe than 

a German, from a Dutchman ! from honeft Laurence Hei- 

ſter !-—Meaning to explain to his reader, that the Germans 

prefer an inſtrument ſomewhat like a horſe-fleam to the 

lancet Mr. Bell ſignifies to us, with a knaviſh orthographi- 

cal quaintneſs, which we thought him incapable of, that 

the PHLEGM in many parts of Germany has 3 a 

great reputation.“ 

I was at firſt much at a loſs how to conduct myſelf; I 

did not feel myſelf called upon, even under the ſacred 

character of a true and impartial critic, to accuſe my 

favourite author of a LESE-REPUTATION againſt his old 

maſter; but I found the ſame expreſſion too often re- 

peated to admit a doubt in what light I was to confider 

it x. Indeed I have long ſuſpected that Phlegm did ſome 

% The yHLEGM, in many parts of Germany, has acquired ſome reputa- 

tion, particularly in taking blood from the jugular vein : But there are va- 

rious objections to the uſe of this inſtrument, which muſt undoubtedly pre- 

vent it from ever coming into general uſe ; and theſe particularly are, that 

we are obliged, from the nature of the inflrument, to regulate the deepneſs 

to which 1T 1s to go, before it is applied: Now we know well, that in blood- 

letting this is a circumſtance we are never by any means certain of ; for we 

frequently, after the introduction of a lancet, find it neceſſary to go much 

deeper than was at firſt expected; ſo that, when a nt is uſed, un- 

leſs we employ one on every occaſion of a length which cannot * fre 

quently required, we mult often meet with diſappointments. 

« But the moſt material objection to this inſtrument is, that where 

| there are arteries or other parts lying below the veins ! and in any danger 

of being hurt by the operation of blood - letting, the riſk is much greater 

with the uren than with the lancet. 

B 
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times acquire reputation; and I am well aſſured that Mr. 

Bell himſelf has long indulged a belief in this doctrine. If 
any proof of this were needed, I ſhould refer my reader firſt 

to the frontiſpiece of Mr. Bell's Syſtem, which is an ideal 

drawing by a very celebrated artiſt of this city, Mr, Raeburn. 

It is A FIGURATIVE REPRESENTATION OF PHLEGM fitting ac- 

quiring reputation“! After he has peruſed that page I would 

refer him next to the preface, where Mr. Bell ſays, * Anxi- 

ous to avoid controverſial writing, in which a full occu- 

pation of my time in what I judge to be more USEFUL 

purſuits does not permit me to engage, and to which 

my inclination is altogether apvERsE, nothing ſhall tempt 

me to give way to it And the courteous reader having 

ſtudied that elegant text ſo far as to underſtand its mean- 

ing, I would tranſcribe another, but, alas! with grief and 

« Independent of this too, by the uſe of the lancet, we have it much 

more in our power to command an orifice of a determined fize than when 

the PHLEGM 1s uſed : So that, without heſitation, we may venture to pro- 

nounce the PHLE.GM to be an inſtrument in no degree necefſary 5 but for 

ſuch as incline to uſe it, the moſt convenient ſorm of one is repreſented in 

Plate III. fig. 2. 8 

The manner of uſing the FHLEGM is as follows. The bandage for 

ſecuring the turgeſcency of the veins being applied,” &c.—This our author 

explains in favour of the young ſurgeon, left, when he comes to be exa- 

mined at Surgeons Hall, he ſhould be as much puzzled as Roderic Ran- 

dom was with the Examiner's retort, « What, Sir! before yau tie up 

the arm ?” | F 1 

I can tell you, Mr. Benjamin, neither you nor your nameſake Jona- 

than, ſtand high upon Lavater's books, who ſays, in his Eſſay upon the 

temperaments, © You will riſk nothing if you affirm of a man always 

ready to boil over, that he will never be ſuſceptible of the real enthuſiaſm 

of genius, —Abſolute phlegm, I admit! is not more favourable to it!“ 

2 
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vexation. This remark,” ſays this phlegmatic, I am 

« induced to ſuggeſt, from having been informed that 

« ſome have written in ſuch 4 manner on different parts 

« of MY PUBLICATIONS, as if they wiſhed, and expect- 

« ed, that I ſhould reply to them. Books of Tas DE- 

* SCRIPTION, HOWEVER !!: I ſhall never read!!!” Will ſo 

proud, ſo great, ſo dignified, ſo magnanimous an author as 

this, condeſcend to look down upon a poor pamphleteer ? 

Alas, my poor pamphlet will never reach the hand of this 

the greateſt writer of the age: he may indeed be © inform- 

ed of it;“ but he whom the rude gaſhes of Jonathan the 

anatomical ſurgeon have not awakened from his ſettled 

phlegm, will never heed the nibbling bill of Jonathan Daw- 

plucker, twitching a few ſtraggling plumes from his glo- 

rious gooſe wing: Nevertheleſs will I adventure to pluck 

a few, and ſet them in my cap, not as trophies, but as fa- 

yours, denoting my connection with this great man, Vet 

ſurely there is in all this ſomething which philoſophy can- 

not explain. Is it not ſurpriſing! great as this author is, that 

he ſhould be informed from time to time of ſuch books as Dr. 

Beddoes', Mr. Earle's, Dr. Sheldon's, Mr. John Bell's, Don 

Antonio de Gimbernats !!! &c. without having the ſlighteſt 

deſire to ſee them? How few people are there ſo ſtrangely 

blown up with pride and phlegm as not to feel a pub- 

lic attack in ſome degree? How very few who would 

not like to know whether they were called blockhead ofily, 

or both rogue and blockhead ?—and yet, as Sir Fretful Pla- 

giary very feelingly obſerves, © There is always ſome damn- 

ed—good-natured—friend! to tell one about theſe things.” 

The dangers of uſing a broad-ſhouldered lancet are 

ſuch, as we are well aſſured no ſurgeon (Mr. Benjamin Bell 
B ij 
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excepted), has the flighteſt conception of. The round- 

ſhouldered lancet abſolutely makes a wound in the vein 

THREE TIMES AS LARGE as that in the {kin ; but as it is pro- 

bable that many ſurgeons believe the ſkin to be too thin 

and too cloſe upon the vein to allow of any perceptible 

difference (much leſs the difference of half an inch) be- 

' twixt the ſize of the two orifices (if there be indeed two 

orifices), we ſhall here ſtate the fact in the words of one of 

the moſt celebrated ſurgeons in Europe. 

The capital objection to this form of the round-ſhoul- 
. 4 dered lancet, is, that the broadneſs of its ſhoulders pro- 

+ duces always a wound in the external teguments of per- 

„ haps three times the ſize of the opening made in the vein ; 

a circumſtance which adds no advantage whatever to 

« the operation: On the contrary, ir produces much un- 

* neceflary pain in the firſt inſtance ; ir renders ir fre- 

* quently a very difficult matter to command a /toppage of 

the blood; and the wounds produced by ir are com- 

* monly ſo extenfive as to render them very liable to ter- 

« minate 1n partial ſuppurations, an occurrence which al. 

* ways PROVES painful and diſagreeable to the patient.” 

After a few pages employed in explaining the various 

lancets and yHLEGMS with which this important opera- 

tion is to be performed, Mr. Bell proceeds to give the fol- 

lowing nice, neat, ſhort, exact, correct, milliner-like directions 

for holding the lancet. 

The lancet being bent to ſomewhat more than right 

angles, the operator now takes it between the finger and 

* thumb of his right hand; and, leaving at leaſt one half of 

the blade uncovered, he reſts his hand on the middle fin- 
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ger, ring finger, and little finger, all placed as conveniently 

at poſſible in the neighbourhood of the vein from whence 

« the blood is to be taken, and having puſhed the point of 

the inſtrument Freely through the fin and teguments into 

« the vein, he now carries it forward in an oblique direction, 

till the orifice is of the fize he inclines to have it; tak- 

« ing care, during the time of puſhing on the lancet, that 

its point be kept in as ſtraight a direction as poſſible, for 

fear of dipping into the parts below.“ 

Ehe inſtrument is now to be withdrawn, and the ſurgeon 

« remaving the thumb of his left hand, is to allow the vein 

to empty itſelf freely into the different cups previouſly pro- 
* vided for the purpoſe *.“ 

For the goed of ſurgery, and the gratification of my * 

reader ; for Mr. Bell's honour and my own exculpation,- 

I have continued his valuable text in the foot-note be- 

* « But the material circumſtance to be kept in view, is the direction of 

« the point of the lancet after it has got fairly into the vein. By almoſt 

« every author who has wrote upon blood-letting, /o ſoon as the lancet is 

« nown to have got into the vein, in order to extend the orifice to a ſuf- 

« cient length, we are directed, very properly, to carry the inſtrument for- 

« ward. But in what manner are we deſired to do ſo ?” | 
After three pages more about the imminent dangers of raiſing up the heel 

of the lancet, we have the following beautiful concluſion : . So that if ei- 

« ther an artery, nerve, or tendon, lie contiguous, they muſt of neceſſity 

« be wounded; and I am perfectly convinced, that this cauſe alone has 

frequently been the origin both of wounded arteries, and of pricks in 

„ the nerves and tendons. So that as the hazard of the praflice, whenever 

6 e mult at once appear evident, and as the ſuppoſed 

« ; ariſing from a contrary mode of operating 1s effeQtually 

« prevented by the uſe of the ſpear pointed lancet, . 

* ſhould be carefully avoided, | 
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low ! without which, to ſerve as a running baſs! my ſong 

would make but imperfect muſic. In thoſe parts of the text 

my reader will find Mr. Benjamin Bell explaining © the 

«* cauſe of the origin! of pricks of the nerves and tendons !” 

talking moſt learnedly about transfixing the veins,“ — 

wounding the nerves,” and * feeling for thoſe dangerous 

nerves with the fingers ;” explaining, by winks, and nods, 

and inuendos, in his own quiet way, who is, and who is 

not poſſeſſed of a ſufficient degree of ſteadineſs to per- 

form this operation ;” explaining alſo, in a peculiarly 

impreſſive manner, © the acute pain,” the © burning 

heat,” —* the ſenſation running up along the humerus ;” 

the diſtreſs—the gangrenes—the convulſions—the locked 

gw—and the fatal conſequences which follow bleeding. 

He delivers a deeply intereſting hiſtory of Mr. Hunter's doc- 

trine of an inflamed vein : And he concludes this very cu- 

& With reſpeR to the fize of orifice is caſer of Wood dating, this circum- 
10 ſtance muſt at all times be determined by the nature of the diſorder for 

«* which the evacuation is preſcribed.” —* But in an operation of im- 

« portance, every particular requires much attention, Now, one material 

« uſe of the thumb placed below the part chere the lancet was direded to 

« enter, &c. ; 

Let us cloſe this ſection with a ſpecimen of elegant and lucid deſcrip- 

tion, and very impreſſive reaſoning. It is a deſcription of the conſequences 

of this tendon, nerve, or any thing (we don't know what), which is in 

the arm, and is often coming in the way of the operator's lancet. 

| of Wounds or Pricks in the Nerves or Tendons. 

« Although the nerves, from the ſmallneſs of their ſize, cannot pre- 

« viouſly be diflinguiſhed by the fingers ; yet, if ſufficient attention be 

« given to the direction of the point of the lancet, ſo as to avoid with cer- 

« tainty carrying the inſtrument through the back part of the vein, the 
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rious diſquiſition on wounded nerves, with a declaration of 

ſupremacy as ſelf. important, intolerant, and tyrannical as a 

pope's bull; and all for nothing!! For Mr. Bell is ſo far from 

having any opinion concerning the cauſe of the danger- 

ous ſymptoms which ſometimes follow from bleeding in 

the arm, that he ſays, There is great reaſon, however, to 

think, that in different inſtances the sau TRAIN of ſymp- 

toms have been induced by different cauſes; that in one 

inſtance a wouNbeD NERVE, and in another yRIcxs of 

the TENDoxs, have given riſe to u.“ And then, in 

compliment to his own ingenuity, and to his own phlegm, 

he adds, BEING pxctbEBLy of this opinion MYSELF ! !! I 

think EVERY PERSON MUST BE so. But as the ſame method 

of treatment proves equally applicable, whether the diſ- 

caſe has proceeded from a wound of a nerve, or of a ten- 

« ſame means which tend to ſecure the arteries and tendons, will with al- 

e moſt equal ſureneſs prove a ſafeguard to the nerves : For, if the opera- 

« tor enters his lancet, as he ought always to do, on the ſuperior part of 

« the vein, and if he does not cut the vein entirely acroſs, by puſhing the 

* lancet through to the oppoſite ſide of it, he can never run any riſt of 

% evounding the contiguous nerves ; for the conſtant courſe of theſe nerves 

« lying ſo near to the different veins, is, gither immediately below the 

« yeins, or at leaſt ſo far down upon their fides as to be out of all riſk of 

being wounded, if the lancet is made to enter «where it ought to do, and 

« it muſt always be the ſurgeon's fault if the inſtrument is puſhed out at 

« the oppoſite fide of , a vein. I may venture to afſert, that no inconvenience 

of this kind ever happens, from the wound made by a lancet in entering 

« the anterior part of a vein: It is always on the oppoſite fide of the vein 

that any miſchief of this kind is produced, by the lancet, as we have al- 

ready obſerved, being puſhed entirely through; a ſituation it ought never 

* to be in, AND which every ſurgeon 0UGHT TO HAVE Readineſs enough to 
« prevent. 4 
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don, wx Do not think it neceſſary to enter here into a 

more minute diſcuſſion of the queſtion!!!“ 

Here our author holes himſelf in his natural element, and 

we ſhall ſee no more of him! Having led us through this 
vaſt foreſt of tall and ſtately words (which, by the by, are all 

ſo ſimilar to one another, that, like wild Indians, we are 

obliged to notch every ſtem and ſtump with the hatchet 

as as we go along, in order to find the way back again), 

| he carries us up to the mouth of his hole, and there 
— he earths himſelf, and leaves us to ſtare about us. 

But to leave off figures, let us be as careful as we ought 

to be not to loſe the benefit of the many important leſ- 

ſons which theſe pages contain. We are taught. —firſt.— 

to try to diſtinguiſh the nerves with the fingers! the ſmall 

nerves which go over the cutaneous veins! which are in- 

deed ſo ſmall that I ſhall give Dr. Monro, Mr. Benjamin 

Bell, Mr. John Bell, or any diſſector, ſurgeon, or anatomiſt 

« But although a very ordinary degree of caution would eaſily prevent 

every occurrence of this nature, and although, when accidents of this kind 

« do happen, the ſurgeon is almoſt in every inſtance to blame ; yet expe- 

« rience has on different occaſions evinced, that, either from the want of 

« attention, or from the operator not being poſſeſſed of a ſufficient degree 

&« of ſteadineſs, however eafily ſuch inconveniencies ought to be prevented, yet 

« {till they do frequently occur. Nerves, and even tendons, are ſometimes 

c pricked, and the dreadful train of ſymptoms which ſuch ations com- 

« monly produce are almoſt ſure to ſucceed. 

« It ſometimes happens immediately on the introduction of the lancet, 
« that the patient complains of a moſt exquiſite degree of pain; and when 
« this occurs, we may reſt aſſured that either a nerve ox TExDox has been 

« wounded. On ſome occaſions, by proper management, ſuch as eva- 

4 cuating a conſiderable quantity of blood at the orifice newly made, by 

« keeping the part at perfect reſt, and preſerving the patient in as cool a 
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among them all! ſix hours to make theſe dangerous nerves 

viſible, even by diſſection! deliberate diſſection, in a dead 

Secondly, We are taught to introduce our lancet on the 

ſuperior part of the vein, leſt we ſhould be fo ſtupid as to 

ſtrike the vein through the elbow, and from behind. 

Thirdly, We are taught, that theſe cutaneous nerves, 

(which are ſo named by anatomiſts becauſe of their belong- 

ing to the ſkin immediately covering the veins), © lie ei- 

ther entirely behind the veins, or far down upon their fides ! 

as if their ſides were as ſteep as the Andes or Teneriff! and 

there were a day's travel from the region of the cutaneous 

nerves, to the ſummit. This is the anatomical deſcription 

of nerves which wander irregularly acroſs the face of all 

the veins, and which are wounded before the vein is 

touched; for ſuch branches of theſe nerves as are hurt in 

bleeding, lie betwixt the veins and the ſkin. | 
Fourthly, We are taught, that a ſurgeon never can hurt 

« fate as poſlible, the pain at firſt complained of will gradually abate, and 

« at laſt go off entirely without any bad conſequence whatever. 
« At other times, however, the pain which occurs inſtantaneouſly on 

the introduction of the lancet, inſtead of abating, begins ſoon to in- 
« creaſe ; a fullneſs, or ſmall degree of ſwelling, takes place in the parts 
« contiguous to the wound ; the lips of the ſore become ſomewhat hard and 
« inflamed ; and in the courſe of twenty-four hours or ſo from the opera 

« tion, a thin watery ſerum begins to be diſcharged at the orifice. 
« If, by the -means employed, relief is not ſoon obtained, theſe ſymp- 

*« toms generally continue ia nearly the ſame ſtate, for two, or perhaps 

three days longer. At this time the violent pain which at firſt took place 
becomes ſtill more diſtreſſing, but inſtead of being ſharp and acute as be · 

fore, it is now attended with the ſenſation of a burning beat, which fill 

C 
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the arm, if he does not entirely cut the vein acroſs, by 
puſhing the lancet through to the oppoſite fide of it, he 

can never run any riſk of wounding the contiguous 

nerve ; a ſituation it ought never to be in.” Let it be 

remembered, then, henceforward, that never, in the prac- 

tice of Mr. Bell, ſhall the arm or ankle of man, woman, 

or child inflame ! that would imply, that Mr. Bell had 

very clumſily transfixed the vein! a thing impoſſible in 

the practice of ſo nice an operator. As for other ſur- 

geons, to whom accidents of this kind are occuRRNG 

DAILY, they are without apology, or, at leaſt, they muſt 

find out ſome other text, for their vindication than that of 
Mr. Benjamin Bell. | 

We are next informed, that when pain begins to be at- 
tended with a ſenſation of burning heat, it ceaſes to be 

acute and that heat! burning heat at leaſt! is a ſource of 

diſtreſs : and that, when this burning heat proceeds from 

BLEEDING IN THE ARM, it runs along the arm!!! and that, 

« goes on 10 increaſe, and proves during the whole courſe of the ailment a 
* ſource of conſtant diſtreſs to the patient. The fullneſs and hardneſs in 

„the lips of the wound begin to increaſe, and the ſwelling in the neigh- 
« bouring parts gradually extends over the whole member; from the foot 00 

« upwards over the thigh, when the operation has been done in the lower be 

« extremily ; and from the elbow down the fore-arm, and along the humern. 0 

&« over to the peftgral muſcle and other contiguous parts, when the accident 

% has occurred at the uſual place of blood-letting in the arm. | * 

Such iꝝſſances indeed are not to be conſidered as frequent occurrences ; 40 

* but they happen often enough to convince us of the neceſſity of ver) 8 

4 great caution in this operation. In the courſe of my experience, I have © 

« known ſeveral inflances where the conſequences of bloodletting have prov- 
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when it happens from BLEEDING IN THE LEG, it runs up the 

LEG!!! but of this, however, we are not very ſure, We 

are next informed, that there is great reaſon to believe, that 

in different inſtances the ſame train of ſymptoms have been 

induced by different cauſes ; and that, in one inſtance, the 

wound of a Nerve (which is the chief inſtrument of ſenſa- 

tion), and, in others, pricks of Tendons (which are declared 

to be parts totally void of ſenſibility), produce exactly the 

ſame ſymptoms ! ! ! 

We are told next, in very modeſt language (but, how- 

ever, without entering into controverſy !) that the author 

is decidedly of this opinion. He thinks ſo!!! therefore 

every other perſon muſt ſurely be ſatisfied to think ſo, which 

renders it unneceſſary to enter into diſquiſitions.“ 

We are next told, though the ſymptoms are produced 

by the wounds of parts ſo oppoſite in their nature, that the 

ſame method of treatment muſt prove equally applicable to 

« ed fatal, and the dreadful train of ſymptoms we have already enumerate 

« ed uniformly occurred in all of them. 

« Different opinions have prevailed reſpecting the cauſe of theſe ſymp- 
« toms; By ſome they have been imputed to wounds of the tendons ; and 

« by others the tendons are ſuppoſed to be ſo entirely deſtitute of ſenſibi- 

« lity, as to be quite INCAPABLE of producing ſo much diffreſe ; fo that 

« wounds of the nerves they conſider in al} ſuch occaſions as the true cauſe 

« of the various ſymptoms we have mentioned. 

« One or other of theſe idea continued to be the only ſource for ex- 
« plaining the various phenomena FOUND to occvs in this MaLanr, 

« till a difſerent opinion was at laſt ſuggeſted by the ingenious Mr. John 

Hunter of London. Mr. Hunter ſuppoſes, that all the dreadful ſymp- 
*« torps ſqund now and then to be induced by the operation of blood-lettiog, 

* Cy 
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both, whether the diſeaſe has originated from the wound of 

a nerve, or the prick of a tendon!!! 

This manner of writing is ſo convincing, and the un- 

guage has ſo many ſeductions, that we cannot wonder at 

the book being univerſally admired. Through the firſt 

hundred pages our author is employed in explaining the 

importance of this great operation! the danger of it! the 

FHLEGMS, LANCETS, LIGATURES, LIGHT and CANDLES, with 

which it is performed! the difficulty of performing it! the 

SPASMS, CONVULSIONS, GANGRENES, and what not, which 

follow!!! But this mock tragedy terminates in a ſcene 

truly bloody and tragical, which begins with the following 

moſt muſical alteration : © It often happens, however!!!“ 

_ 0 It often happens, however, in this very alarming diſor- 

| der, either from neglecting the matter altogether on the 

| « accident firſt happening, as is too frequently the caſe, or 
from an improper /ub/equent treatment by warm emollient 

| applications, that opiates and all the other remedies enu- 

«© may be more readily accounted for, from an inflamed ſtate of the inter- 

&« nal ſurface of the vein, than from any other cauſe ; yet I think we may 

« very fairly conclude, that it coULD not probably, i in any one inſtance, 

© BE ABLE TO ACCOUNT WITH SATISFACTION for their firſt production.“ 

” There is great reaſon, however, to think, that in different inſtances 

the. ſame train of ſymptoms have been induced by diferent cauſes ; that | 

in one inſtance a wounded nerve, and in other pricks of the tendons, have 

« given riſe to them. Being decidedly of this opinion myſelf, I think every 

& perſon muſt te 555 who has paid much attention to the ſubje&!!! but as the 

« ſame method of treatment proves equally applicable, whether the diſeaſe 

&* has originated from the weund of a nerve cr of a tendon, we do not 

think it neceſſary to enter here into a more minute diſcuſſion of the queſ. | 

te tion,” 
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merated are afterwards had recourſe to, without any ad- 

vantage whatever : The fever, pain, and ſwelling of the 

parts continuing, convulſive AFFECTIONS of the MUSCLES 

at laſt occur; all tending to indicate the moſt imminent 

danger!!! | | ae 
* In this ſituation of matters, if we have not immedi- 

ate recourſe to ſome effectual means, the patient will 
ſoon fall a victim to the diſorder ; and the only remedy 

from which, in theſe circumſtances, much real advantage 

is to be expected, is a free and extenſive divifion of the 

parts, in which the orifice producing all the miſchief was 

at firſt made. We know well, from the repeated expe- 

rience of ages!!! that much more pain and diſtreſs of 

every kind is commonly produced by the partial diviſion 

either of a nerve or of a tendon, than from any of theſe 

parts being at once cut-entirely acroſs, Now, the inten- 

tion of the operation, here recommended, is to produce a 

complete divifion of the nerve or tendon we ſuppoſe to 

have been wounded by the point of the lancet, and which 

we conſider as the ſole cauſe of all the ſubſequent diſtreſs. 

„As all the contiguous parts are now ſuppoſed to be 

much ſwelled, and in a ſtate of high inflammation, it is 

impoſſible to get proper acceſs either to the nerve or ten- 

don, but by means of a /arge and extenſive inciſiun; and 

as this cannot be ted without ſome riſk, of opening 

at leaſt ſome large branches of arteries, the firſt ſtep to be 
taken in this operation is, to ſecure the parts, againſt the 

effets of ſuch an occurrence, by the application of the 

tourniquet on the ſuperior part of the member!!! 

„This precaution is neceſſary, not only for guarding 

4 

| 
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„ againſt the loſs of blood which would enſue from a divi- 

<« fion of any of the large arteries, but for preventing inter- 

ruption during the operation, which would otherwiſe oc- 

* cur from a conſtant diſcharge of blood from the /maller 

« veſſels. The tourniquet indeed is more particularly re- 

« quifite with © a view to the prevention of this laſt incon- 

« venience, than for any other reaſon ; for although it is 

proper by means of it to guard againſt the ef to be 

expected from a diviſion of any of the large arteries, yet 

« with proper caution ſuch an OCCURRENCE may in moſt 

« caſes be very eaſily avoided. 64 

The tourniquet, then, being properly applied, a tran/- 

«4 verſe inciſion ſhould be made with a common ſcalpel *, 

upon the parts chiefly affected, and it ought to run in 

** @ DIRECTION EXACTLY ACROSS THE ORIGINAL ORIFICE IN 

* THE VEIN. | | 

In every ſurgical operation, RASHNESS is UNDOUBTEDLY 

* IMPROPER, and is often productiue of diſagreeable conſe- 
« quences! ! * but unneceſſary caution, which almoſt con- 

« ftantly proceeds from the aperator being INACCURATE 

„and confuſed in bis ideat of the anatomy of the parts, gene- 

rally produces ſuch a degree of timidity, as ultimately 
proves more hurtful to the patient, than even an un- 

* uſual degree of forwardneſe ; for in every operation 
+ where an inciſion is neceſſary, if the firft cat is not made 
« filly ſufficient for the intended purpole, all the ſabſequent 

« Reps of it are commonly either much retarded, or per- 

« haps rendered entirely ine ſfectual. 

The external teguments being thus freely divided, 

For the moſt proper form of a fcalpel, ſee Plate IV. 

> 
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« the operator is now to proceed in a gradual manner, 

„making one flight incifion after another, taking care, if 

« poffeble, to avoid wounding either the larger arteries or 

« veins 5 and he is to go on in this way, to endeavour to 

detect the wounded nerve; or if there is no poſſibility of 
doing fo, even by great caution and nicety in wiping 

* away WITH A SPUNGE EVERY PARTICLE OF BLOOD as HE GOES | 

« ALONG!!! he muſt fill continue to proceed in this ow gra- 

« dual manner, till he has divided every part between the 

* SKIN AND PERIOSFEUM ! the tendons, larger arteries, and 

« veins, EXCEPTED!!! !! 

« At this time the tourniquet ſhould 22 and, 

*in all probability, the patient will be found to expreſs much 

« ſatisfattion at what has been done!!! For, if the part is thus 

divided, which originally had been pricked by the lan- 

cet, and from whence all the ſubſequent diſtteſa proceeded, 

an immediate relief will neu be obtained! but on the 

«4 contrary, if the pain ſtill continues violent, we are there- 

« by rendered almoſt certain of the miſchief lying altogether 
in one or other of the tendons ! !! 

« An accurate examination, therefore, muſt now be 

+ made, by clearing the parts effectually with a ſpunge ; 

and that tendon lying moſt contiguous to the vem in 

« which the orifice was made, will in all probability be 

found either wounded, or in an EVIDENT STATE OF 

* INFLAMMATION !!! but at all events, whether any ſuch 

* appearances are detected or not, no hefitation whatever 

* ſhould occur as to the propriety of dividing that tendon 
** which lies t contiguous to the vein!!! or if tuo or even 

« three tendimous FXTREMITIES fhould happen to he in the 
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way, and to be all therefore equally liable to ſuſpicion, they 

* ought ALL undoubtedly to be cut entirely acroſs ; and 

« this being properly effedted, it will ſeldom occur that much 

relief is not immediately derived from it!!! And at any 

rate, this being done, every attempt will have been made 

from which we could expect any benefit to ariſe!!! 

« The remedy here recommended, if every circumſtance 

js not duly attended to, may probably be confidered as 

« ſevere; for such AN INCISION carried to such A DEPTH, 

* muſt no doubt be attended with much pain; and the 

« divifion of one or more tendons !!! runs a conſiderable riſk 
of producing at leaſt a partial lameneſs, and that too pro- 

«, bably for life, of the whole member ! ! ! | 

„ ZBut, if we conſider for a moment the. ets 

« of the object in view, every conſideration of this kind 

« muſt immediately vaniſh. It is not a trifling advan- 

+ tage we are in purſuit of, nor can ſuch a painful ope- 

« ration be ever with propriety had recourſe to but from 

« real neceſſity. In the preſent inſtance, however, it is 

clear that the patient's life is in all probability to 

* depend on the event of this operation; ſo that the moſt 

« timid operator, if he is at all capable of refleftion.! / / muſt 

« admit the propriety of putting it in practice; and from the 

« event of almoſt every caſe of this nature, that has once 

advanced to the length for which we have recommended 

the operation in que/tion, it may with great certainty be 

« pronounced, that every patient in ſuch circumſtances is 

jn the ouTMosT hazard of his life! ſo that in ſuch a deſ- 

. perate ſituation, no remedy that afferds any tolerable 

chance of a recovery, however painful it may be, can 

« with PROPRIETY BE CONDEMNED D!!! 

= 7 oP TI 
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There is not therefore @ point in ſurgery that I am more 

« /atisfied of, than the propriety of ſuch an operation in all 

« ſuch deſperate caſes as the one we have been treating r. 

but to /uch as have not happened to meet with occurrences 

« of this nature, the remedy propoſed will not only appear 

to be too vialent for the.diſeaſe, but they will allo be in- 

« duced to conſider the length of diſcuſſion here gone into 

to be much more prolix than is neceſſary: A /ingle in- 

„ fkance, HOWEVER, of the dreadful ſymptoms now and then 

« induced by accidents gf this kind, will be tully ſullicient 

* to convince any man, that the ſubject now under conſi- 

« deration is perhaps one of the mo/t important in the depart- 

« ment of ſurgery ' ! 

Perhaps there never was a writer ſo remarkable, as this 

Mr. Bell, for fluttering round and round a ſubject. He 

flutters a little while, ſeems to fly for a moment, grows 

giddy, falls down, flutters again ! and falls again ! and a- 

gain flutters, till he is quite exhauſted. © He now to ſenſe, 

now nonſenſe leaning, means not, but blunders round a 

meaning.” 

There is no ſtronger mark of ignorance in the medical 

profeſſion, and want of talents, than an affeQation of mag- 

nifying all the difficulties of it. Hearken to an anatomiſt ! 

and he would perſuade you there were a convulſion in every 

nerve! to a ſurgeon, and he would perſuade you that no 

man who had got a cut on the head could be ſaved with- 

out the trepan ! and to hear a certain accoucheur of my 

acquaintance talk of accoucheurſhip ! (which he is by no 

means unwilling to do), you would be perſuaded that a 

woman could not be delivered without hooks and forceps, 

D 
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and that all the-people you do ſee in the ſtreets came into the 

world with their feet foremoſt, But theſe are modeſt john- 

bellations * compared with the lunacy that is ſo apparent 

all throughout this long chapter, where bleeding, which is 

performed by every boy and old midwife, is repreſented as 

the moſt formidable operation in ſurgery, and its conſe- 

- quences as more to be feared than the bite of the cobra di 

capella! where it is even affirmed that there is no cure, no 

poſſibility of being ſaved from this gnaſhing of teeth, and 

ſpaſms, and gangrene! but by an operation worſe than am- 

putation, fince it has all the pain of amputation, and ſince 

the arm“ continues ever after to hang uſeleſs by the fide.” 

This operation, which the author declares to be in his 

opinion the moſt neceflary in all ſurgery, is, we will ven- 

ture to ſay, the moſt unprecedented and extraordinary in 

all ſurgery ; and from the ſcrewing of the tourniquet to 

the final ſtroke, by which the amputation is completed, is 

a mere romance!! We ſtake our critical reputation upon 

the proving of this, point for point. 

Firſt a tourniquet is applied, which no man would think 

of uſing who meant to cut the tendons and nexves only, 

and who of courſe was defirous of feeling the pulſations 

of the artery, ſo as to avoid it. The young ſurgeon—for, 

God forgive us, it is to him all this is addreſſed is directed 

to make an inciſion fairly acroſs the bend of the arm; 

and yet he is deſired “ to avoid wounding either the great 

arteries or veins,” as if it were poſſible to cut acroſs the 

arm, without cutting acroſs all the great ſuperficial veins 

I am ſtill unwilling to forſake this favourite joke; though I begin 

now to fear, that, like Puff's morning gun, it has been too often fired off, 
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and the artery alſo, which is almoſt as ſuperficial as the 

veins. How could an artery which is ſo often pricked 

with the lancet eſcape ſuch an inciſion? 

Thirdly, He is directed, in the midſt of a bloody opera- 

tion, to endeavour to detef the wounded nerve; a nerve 

which is itſelf too ſmall to be eaſily ſeen even in diſſection. 

The looking for the prick of the lancet in one of the cuta- 

neous nerves, is completely ludicrous, and favours much 

of © inaccurate and confuſed ideas of the anatomy of the 

parts producing timidity which u/timately proves hurt- 

„ ful,” &c. 

Fourthly, We are informed, that“ if an inciſion (none of 

your nice, neat, careful, curious, correct, perfect incifions, bat 

an inciſion going to the bone!) has not given the patient 

perfect relief, and if the pain continue, we are rendered cer- 

tain, or almoſt certain, of the miſchief lying altogether in 

one or other of the tendons.” An accurate examination 

muſt therefore now be made, and THaT TENDON lying mosT 

coNTIGUOUS to the vein will in all probability be found either 

* WOUNDED, or in an evident STATE of INFLAMMATION ! ! 1” 

This is a rule which every ſurgeon will ſubſcribe to. If 

any ſurgeon ever find a tendon in an Evipenr ſtate of 

INFLAMMATION, let him cut it ; for as the inflammation of 

a tendon is a thing quite unheard of _hitherto, ſuch in- 

flamed tendon ſhould be inſtantly cut acroſs, nor allowed 

to remain one moment a reproach to operative chirur- 

gery; and ſhould the young ſurgeon, by the help of a micri- 

ſcope, detect a prick in the tendon ] let him cut up the ten- 

don! We ſubſcribe to this rule alſo; becauſe, if he do 

this only when he ſees a wound in the tendon, he will ſel- 

dom do harm, 
D ij 
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Fifthly, We are told, © That at all events, no heſitation 

ſhould occur as to the propriety of dividing the tendon 

which lies moſt contiguous to the vein ; or if Two or even 

THREE tendinous extremities ſhould lie in the way, fo as to 

be all, therefore, xQUALLY LIABLE to SUSPICION, they ought 

ALL undoubtedly to be cut entirely acroſs.” 

This rule allo we ſubſcribe to. Cut every thing; that 15 

the ſure way to relieve your patient! Cut every thing 

acroſs ! that is the beſt way of cutting. Cut the tendon 

that is neareſt the vein, if you know it! (for hitherto anato- 

miſts have never mentioned more than ov TENDON in the 

bend of the arm—or indeed within fix inches of the bend 

of the arm). But moſt eſpecially, as Mr. Bell obſerves, 

you are entitled to cut two, or even three tendons, if 

they ſhould occur! ! chiefly becauſe! they have no buſi- 

neſs there. 

Let us, in concluſion, ſum up the cuts, or, as Mr. Benja- 

min calls them, the srxes of this inciſiun. You firſt apply a 

tourniquet, that the patient may not die when the artery is 

cut. You go on flowly, dividing every part betwixt the 

ſkin and the perioſteum, the tendons, larger arteries, and 

nerves excepted. Now, I defy all the critics in the 

world to produce me a piece of more finiſhed nonſenſe 

than this is. There 1s nothing betwixt the ſkin and the 

bone but tendons and blood veſſels; one tendon, the ten- 

don of the biceps ; one mulcle, the brachialis ; one artery, 

the main artery of the arm, and all the veins, both external { 

and internal: If you cut down to the perioſteum, or, in 

other terms, to the bone, you cut them all: If you cut all 

that lies betwixt the {kin and the perioſteum, it is impol- 

3 
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ſible that the arm ſhould live—you actually perform Au- 

PUTATION! The concluſion of all this nonſenſe is the 

only ſuitable one, That in all probability the patient 

„will be found to expreſs MUCH SATISFACTION at what 

« is done!!!” 

There is one virtue in you, Mr. Benjamin Bell, which I 

never ſuſpected; you have the ſenſe to be a Brunonian, and 

the honeſty to acknowledge it : You are at the bottom now 

againſt blood-letting, are you not? Lou know that in nine 

of ten caſes people bleed and bliſter, and vomit and purge, 

becauſe they do not know what to do, and are aſhamed to 

let the ſick people alone: You are ſenſible that ſurgeons 

bleed always when they are in a hurry, and are ſure to 

bleed when a man is in a fit, or in a faint : You know that 

at ſuch time bleeding is not merely a harmleſs piece of San- 

gradoiſm, but is more likely to kill the patient than to ſave 

him: You have therefore written a long chapter, which, by 

men of education, will be looked upon as a fine piece of irony 

againſt * That injurious ab/traftion of the vital fluid, which is 

* now eſtabliſhed by immemorial practice!!!“ and very hap- 
py am I to ſee this immemorial practice ſo cunningly ridi- 

culed by a man of ſuch authority in ſurgery as Mr. Bell ! 

Now that I have had the good fortune to diſcover your real 

deſign, and this happy opportunity of explaining it, your 

manner of writing will have this double advantage, that 

while men of education, who underſtand what compoſi- 

ſition is, will regard your chapter as a very finiſhed piece 

of irony, the ſimple ſhop boys will read it as a literal 

and true repreſentation of the dangers of that difficult and 

important operation of phlebotomy. Horror and confu- 

ſion will be painted in every countenance ! e apprenti- 
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ces will look back with apprehenfion to the dangers they 

have eſcaped ! and will make ſincere vows for the future. 

When I conſider all circumftances, I 2 regard the 

chapter I have reviewed as 

AN ESSAY AGAINST BLOOD. LETTING ; 

where, what might have been miſtaken for ignorance and 

folly, is conſumate wiſdom; where, in place of incorrect 

language and confuſed ideas, we have a vein of finer irony 

than Swift ever wrote! for his irony is ſo poorly ma- 

naged, that you very generally perceive his meaning-in 

the very title of it! But here is no bungling ! the ſatire 

upon thoſe who ſtick to the ſpaſmodic doctrine of Cullen, the 

drenching diet of the Italian phyſicians, and the ſanguinary 

practices of Sydenham! is ſo curiouſly wrapped up in myſ- 

tic language, that no man has ever diſcovered the true 

intention of the chapter, except MYSELF!!! Pardon me, 

Generous Sir, ſtealing my little portion of literary fame 

from one who can ſo well afford to ſpare a great deal; for 

now I percetve,—and the whole world will acknowledge it, 

that—the MODERN PRACTICE of PREVENTING the ABSTRACTION 

of the vitar fluid, upon every TRIFFLING and ACCIDENTAL 

OCCURRENCE in practice, is entirely owING To, and PROCEED- 

ING FROM, the VARIOUS WRITINGS of that eminent PRACTI- 

TIONER Mr. Benjamin Bell. 
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But, in theſe caſes, 

We ſtill have judgment here; that we but teach 

Bloody inſtructions, which, being taught, return 

To plague the inventor. 

HoxouRED Six, 

Is your laſt chapter, you have managed whatever know- 

ledge you may be poſſeſſed of with a wonderful degree of 

economy, You regard us, perhaps, as little better than a 
horde of ſavages, ignorant not only of ſurgery, but even 

of bleeding, and phlegms, and lancets ; and, like the Abyſ- 

ſinian Bruce, when called to bleed and vomit the fifteen 

queens of Senaar, you make a great parade among us of a 

very little medical knowledge, 

Though you are equally original on all fabjeds, your 

perverſe genius ſhines chiefly in a ſort of natural talent for 

the burleſque ; for, without labour or pains, you make the 

moſt trivial ſubjects ludicrouſly important, and the moſt 

important ſubjects, as Hernia, you make completely ludi- 
crous. You contrive bloody operations for imaginary dan. 

gers, and make thoſe operations bloody and horrible which 
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were not ſo before. You have the happy talent of treat- 

ing the whole ſcience in a ſtyle ſo incomprehenſibly oracu- 

lar, that no ordinary reader can gueſs at your meaning. 

Your words are ſo broken, bruiſed, diſlocated, and diſtort- 

ed, that you ſeem to have exerted the whole force of your 

chirurgical abilities upon them. Ordinary ſtudents have 

no uſe for the reaſoning faculty, which, conſidering to 

whom you write, is no ſmall advantage. When they take 

up your books, they ſoon learn to lay by their wits, to 

overlook the matter, and to read ſtraight forward, words— 

words—words. 

SECTION I. 

Of Hernia in general. 

TRE term Hernia might with propriety be applied to 

every ſwelling occaſioned by the diſlodgement of parts 

from thoſe boundaries within which in a ſtate of health hey 

« are-contained ; but the general acceptation of the term, 

% zmplies a tumour produced by the protruſion of ſome part 
* or parts from the cavity of the abdomen. 

The parts in which theſe ſwellings uſually appear, are 

« the groin, ſcrotum, labia pudendi, the upper and fore 

« part of the thigh, the umbilicus, and in different points 

* BETWEEN THE INTERSTICES of the abdominal muſcles. 

« Tf the ſituation of ſuch tumors be various, the viſcera 

« which produce them are ſtill more ſo !! inſtances having 

* occurred of the ſtomach, uterus, liver, ſpleen, and blad- 
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« der, being found to form their contents. But a part of 

« the inteſtinal canal, or a portion of the omentum, are 

« from experience known to be the moſt frequent cauſe of 

their FORMATION !! 

« On each fide of the under part of the abdomen imme- 

« diately above the pubis, two openings are met with in 

« theſe tendons, intended for the paſſage of the ſpermatic 
« veſſels in men, and for the ligaments of the womb in 

women. 

Although theſe rings or openings have been commonly 

« deſcribed as paſſing through not only the external oblique, 

« but the tranſverſales and internal oblique muſcles alfo ; 

yet it is now certainly known, that it is in the tendinous 

parts of the external oblique muſcle only, that any ſuch 

opening ex/s. 

„From the inferior border of the tendinous part of the 

external oblique muſcle, a detachment of fibres is ſent off*!! 

* which, after affording a firm covering to the inguinal 

% glands!!! ARE loſt in the faſcia lata of the thigh : And 

the under edge of this tendon being folded inwards, ob- 

« tains the appearance of a ligament.” 

Among the diſcoveries of the preſent century, we beg 

leave to record the following deſcription of a certain pro- 

ceſs of the peritoneum, never heard of hitherto : Or rather 

we recommend it to Dr. Monro to aſſimilate this with his 

own invaluable diſcoveries, to print it in the next compact 

folio he may have occaſion to publiſh, and eſpecially to be 

careful to mark the date of it ;—for it is now a well known 

fact, that diſcoveries, like wine, improve by long voyages or 

long keeping. Let him mark it as the Romans did their 
| E. | 
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Falernian, with the ſecond conſulſhip of — —— —— 

He owes this homage to—* the puller down and ſetter up 

« of „ Here I copy only the mere non clare con/tat 

enunciation of the diſcovery, as it is expreſſed in the fol- 

lowing paragraph, which the Profeſſor may greatly im- 

prove; | rage 

« Behind the peritoneum lies a quantity of looſe cellular 

« ſubſtance, by authors commonly termed its appendix, In 

«* ſome parts this ſub/tance is filled with fat; and in others 

*« it is empty, and can eaſily be filled with air ! 1) **. 

In the following paſſages we have a moſt diſorderly ga- 

thering of words—protruded inteſtines, ſwellings and ftric- 

tures, tumours and contents; — ſtrangulations, conſtrictions, 

relaxations, and rarefactions, and condenſations ;—and hot 

+ Theſe, as we have already ſaid, are the uſual RATS or hernia ; but 

« it ſometimes happens, that parts of the viſcera are protruded between the 

« interſlices of the different muſcles of the abdomen : Theſe, however, are 

© not frequent occurrences. 

In <vhichever of theſe ſituations a protruſion of any portion of the in- 

« teſtines occurs, except in the caſe of the hernia congenita, as all the viſ- 

« cera are contained in the manner already deſcribed within the peritoneum, a 

« portion of that membrane, it is evident, muſt be carried down together 

e with the parts protruded ; and in every ſuch inſtance, it is this portion of 

the peritoneum which goes down along wih the gut that is termed the 

« Hernial Sac. The ſize of this ſac is various in viFFERENT SUBJECTS, 

« and in different Hager of the ſame diſorder. 
« On the firſt appearance of the diſeaſe, the ſac is commonly of no very 

conſiderable ſize, as ſuch ſwellings ſeldom acquire any great bull at once: 
But by repeated deſcents of the bowels, the ſac comes to be puſhed lower 

« and lower, till in ſome inſtances its bulk becomes very confiderable indeed; 

e and when in this advanced period of the diſorder the ſac happens to be 
« laid open, it is found to contain either large quantities of omeutum or 

« inteſtine, and frequently large portions of each.” 

* 
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and cold, and poultices, and ice and ſnow :—Obſervations, 

and experience, and ſuppoſitions ; and theory, and prac- 

ice!!! all hurrying about like ſlaves at the bidding of their 

lord ;—or, rather, like hounds at fault, with a bad huntſ- 

man at their head, yelping and hunting about for the 

game, which they frighten with their ſenſeleſs noiſe. 

* Whoever attentively conſiders the nature of theſe diſor- 

dert, and the means generally found moſt effectual in re- 

* lieving them, will probably coincide with us, in imputing 

the bad ſymptoms which occur in caſes of hernia, to a 

« ſtricture induced upon the protruded parts!!! By many, 

«* however, a contrary opinion has been inculcated; and 

the principal cauſe of the various ſymptoms which occur 

« here, has been ſuppoſed to be, inflammation, or ſome ſpaſ- 

„ modic affection of the protruded parts, independent of any 

* ſtricture of the parts through which theſe have paſſed *. 

* « That inflammation of the prolapſed bowels, whatever may original - 

« ly have produced it, will in general terminate in all the ſymptoms of 

« ſtrangulated hernia, no perſon will deny; but that ſtricture of the ſur- 

« rounding tendons is by much the moſt frequent cauſe of them, de think 

« ſo very obvious, as to render it quite unneceſſary here to adduce any argu- 

© ments in ſupport of the opinion: This, however, we muſt remark, that 

even oi the ſuppoſition of the origin of all the miſchicf lying in the pro- 

truded parts THEMSELVES, and not in any ſtricture of thoſe through which 

they paſs, ſtill the impropriety of warm applications muſt be equally ob- 

% vious, as by the rargfaction they induce, they muſt always tend to produce 

an additional degree of ſwelling in the contents of the hernial tumour. 

« The general warm bath, by tending to relax the conſtrifion on the pro- 

* truded inigſtinet, has frequently had a conſiderable influence in promoting 
« their replacement; but poultices, and other means of applying local heat to 

„the ſwelled parts, although commonly employed, are undoubtedly very prejus 

E ij | 
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Having run through this extenſive ſhoal of words ! let us 
now inſpect our Lo- Book, or journal of obſervations, made 

during the paſſage : Firſt, We have a definition of her- 

nia, The diſſodgment of parts from thoſe boundaries 
in which they are contained,” ſo grandly metaphorical, 

that we do not know how to expreſs our admiration of it 

— it is even glorious—it ſounds like—the diſlodging of 

Jourdan from his lines. Next comes a perſpicuous and 

elaborate deſcription of“ The RiNGs or OPENINGS ! PASS- 

ING through the oblique muſcles,” and“ Of the ſperma- 

tic cord again in its turn paſſing through the rings,” and 

« Of the DETACHMENT of fibres fent down from the rings,” 

which is meant, no doubt, to make up the ſimile (for the 

metaphor is now blown up into a ſimile), of a detachment, 

like a ſerjeant's guard, ſent down to keep the ring or gate 

« dicial, On the conſtricted tendon they can have no influence, for it al- 

« ways lies ſo deep as to be out of the reach of every local application of this 

« nature: And as the heat conveyed by ſuch remedies, muſt for certain 

« tend to rareſy the contents of ſuch ſwellings, by their thus producing an in- 

&« creaſe of ſize in the tumours to which they are applied, inſtead of anſwering 
« any good purpoſe, on this principle it is evident they muſt do harm ; and 

« accordingly, whoever will attentively obſerve their effects, will find this to 

« be the caſe. 

ce Independent, hoxwever, of any theoretical. reaſoning, I can with certainty 

« aver, that in pradice, much more advantage is obtained in diſorders of this 

„ kind, from cooling applications, than from hoſe of an oppoſite nature. 

& Tn different inſtances J have ventured on the application of ice and ſnow, 

« ſometimes with evident advantage, and I never ſaw them do harm, | 

When no probability remain of ſucceſs from the employment of the 

te. means already mentioned, the diviſion of the parts provacng the ſtric- 

« ture is then our only reſource,” 
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of the abdominal viſcera: and this muſt ſurely be for 
« the PREVENTION of FUTURE DESCENTS &.“ 

Then we have deſcriptions of various other herniæ, as 

ventral hernia, or hernia in the middle of the belly, © pro. 

ceeding from parts of the viſcera / being protruded in dif- 
ferent points between the interſtices of the different muſcles 

of the abdomen.” And we have a diſcovery which Mr. 

Bell's old maſter, Dr. Monro, will certainly ſteal from him 

ond day or other, if he do not mind his dates! we mean, 

the diſcovery of the thing which anatomiſts commonly 

« term the AyPENpix of the PERITONEUM !”” We have, 

next, a clear, diſtin, and very intereſting explanation of 

the HERNIARY sac! the HERNIA CONGENITA ! the nature of 

THE STRANGULATION ! viz. © that it ariſes merely from the 

conſtriction of the ring !” and we have a profoundly philo- 

ſophical diſquiſition on the effects of HEAT, and col, and 

© POULTICEs, and sxow, and of many thiugs which our philoſo- 
phy cannot explain; and we are now aſſured of the heat and 

cold of poultices aſſecting both the tumour, and the winds 

which are contained within the tumour! without affecting 

the ring of the abdominal muſcles, by which the tumour is 

embraced and ſtrangulated. We have, in ſhort, a body of 

pathology on the ſubject of hernia which Richter might 
envy ! and John Bell ſteal! and Monro claim ! and Daw- 

plucker record. 

I perceive, Honoured Sir, that you have abilities far 
ſuperior to the taſk you have undertaken: You call this 

theoretical reaſoning, and no wonder you deſpiſe it: You 

mean to perſuade others that theory is uſeleſs, and no 

® Vide page 293 · 
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queſtion, you will ſucceed; for you have affirmed, that 

animal heat, which we find invariably the ſame in all cir- 

cumſtances, whether in Prim Blagdens, beef-baking, hot 

bath; or in Siberian deſerts! in the cold, or in the hot fit 

of a fever! in inflammations, or in palſies! This heat, 

which philoſophers have never been able to raiſe or de- 

preſs more than fix or eight degrees! (the body being 

alive,) you, Mr. Benjamin Bell, can ſo raiſe or depreſs, by 

a little cold water or a bread poultice applied to the ſcro- 

tum, as to rarify or CONDENSE the AIR WITHIN the HERNIA!!! 

When your nameſake Jonathan Bell wiſhed to ridicule 
the plates of Euſtachius (which you and I and the whole 

world admire), why, Sir, he had ſo little reverence for 
public opinion, as to compare * the drawings of the kid- 

neys with BUTTER PRINTS,” and the heart, and all its inner 

works of columnæ carneæ, and Euſtachian valves, with 

PATENT WASHING MACHINES!” When the celebrated Dr. 

Hunter ridiculed the old phiſiologiſts, he compared their 

notions of the heart and of the ſtomach “ with s8rewmc 

POTS and STEAM ENGINES.” But you, Sir, have contrived 

to outdo all ludicrous compariſons by your ſeriou one,— 
of reſembling a ſtrangulated hernia to a GLASS CRACKER ! ! ! 

which witty imagination gives you infinite advantages in 

Proving ! that THEORY, and all theſe ſort of things, ſhould 

be—EXPLODED ! !! 
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SECTION IL. 

Of the MANNER of REDUcinc HERNIA, or * of reducing 

« 

sf 

the protruded parts without the INTERVENTION of N- 

cisiox.“ | 

« Various methods have been attempted by practitinner: 

for the removal of ftriture in theſe diſorders ; ALL of 

THEM, however, may be comprebended under two general 

heads. 

I. Such as efed a reduction of the protruded parts, 

without the izterpoſition of incifion, or any chirurgical 

operation properly /o called ; and, 

„II. A divi/ion of the parts producing the ſtricture, ſo as 

to admit of a replacement of the deranged viſcera, con/tt- 

tuting what is termed the Operation for the Hernia. 

„The remedies to be employed for accompliſhing the 

firſt of theſe, are, a proper poſture of the patient, with the 

manual aſſiſtance of a practitioner; blood-letting ; ſtimu- 

lating glyſters ; opiates; the warm bath; and proper 

applications to the tumor itſelf, | 

„So ſoon as the afſi/tance of a practitioner is defired for 

the removal of ſymptoms ,/ in caſes of herma, the firſt cir- 

cumſtance requiring his attention, is, the placing his patient 

in ſuch a poſture as will moſt probably favour the return 

of the protruded parts!!! Thus, when the tumor is in the 

groin, or in the fore part of the thigh, the patient ought 
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to be ſo placed, as to raiſe his thigh and legs conſiderably 

„higher than his head and trunk ; rnar 1s, he ſhould be 

placed almoſt perpendicularly upon his HEAD. 

« This pgſition cauſes almoſt the whole quantity of inteſtines 

„ to HANG or SWING by the protruded parts, which fre- 

« quently proves a means of effeting their reduction. 

« Placing the patient's feet over the ſhoulders of another 

« perſon, while at the ſame time his body is allowed to hang 

% downwards, and cauſing him in this poſture to be a good 

« deal jolted about, has on ſome occaſions been known to 

« anſwer when every other means has been tried in vain, 

For the ſame reaſon that in the inguinal and femoral 

«* hernia the poſition now mentioned is more adviſable 

« than any other, the uſual erect poſture of the body be- 

comes moſt proper in caſes of exomphalus or umbilical 

rupture; and again, a horizontal poſture is moit likely to 

« prove ſerviceable in caſes of ventral hernia. 

«* While the patient thus remains in the moſt ſuitable po/- 

«* ture according to the ſeat of the diſorder, the ſurgeon 

« ſhould at the ſame time endeavour to aſſiſt the return of 

„the gut or other parts, by means of gentle preſſure with 

« his hands —and—fingers.” 

Theſe prudent and judicious directions honoured Sir 

for reducing hernia are abſolutely invaluable. We know 

of no book where ſo much is written on this ſubject, and 

there is abſolutely none where the fame directions are 

given. But while the young ſurgeon muſt feel himſelf in- 

finitely indebted to you for the inuteneſ of theſe direc- 

tions, there are perhaps a few particulars forgotten, and 

ſome things which will admit of improvement, 
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Nothing can be more agreeable than to ſee a man of 

y tenſive knowledge condeſcending to the moſt trivial 

things: How kindly attentive, for example, how conde- 

ſcendingly mindful are you of the young. ſurgeon's igno- 

rance, when you direct him to place the feet of his 

patient, not over, his own ſhoulders, nor over the patient's 

ſhoulders, but / over the ſhoulders of another perſon?” for 

had he attempted to put them over the patient's ſhoulders ! 

it is very obvious, that, in Hernia eſpecially, d conſequences 

might bave occurred; and had the ſurgeon put the patient's 

legs over his own ſhoulders! he would have been obviouſly 

embarraſſed by it!. | | 

You are ſo condeſcending as to illuſtrate this point ſtill 

farther, and to de away all ambiguity, by directing“ that the 

patient ſhould be placed almoſt perpendicularly upon his 

head!!!” It is on the ſubject of this, the moſt decided 

of all your directions, that we arg, impatient to. ſuggeſt 

ſome improvements, not mere conceits of our own, but 

practices of the moſt ancient and reſpectable ſurgeons both 

of Europe and of Arabia, now unhappily forgotten, or at 

leaſt diſuſed, —It is very obvious that the chief difficulty 

lies in keeping the patient © perpendicularly on the crown 

of his head,“ and in © cauſing him to be a good deal 

jolted about in this poſture.” Now theſe objects are 

both accompliſhed by the Arabian method ; for the Ara- 

bians tied the patient by the neck and heels to a ladder ; 

then they ſet the ladder upright! !! by which ingenous con- 

trivance this great object was achieved. The man was ſix- 
ed upon the ladder with his head downwards, like the tu- 

telary ſaint of Scptland on his croſs, praying for his ene- 
F . 
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mies; and the jolting was accompliſhed by two x ſtout 

fellows taking the ladder hy the two ſides, and ing 

about with it through the court yard, giving the ſick man 

now and then a daſh of water, freſh from the pump, to 

keep him cool. bi + | 
This contrivance will never fail the ſurgeon in time of 

need, for a ladder is always at hand; and this poſture mani- 

feſtly © cauſes almoſt the whole quantity of inteſtines to hang 

or ſwing by the pratruded parts.” Celſus was in the cu- 

ſtom of nE! not only till the guts went back into the 

belly, but till the ſeveral turns ſubſided into their proper 

places, and were quite friendly and comfortable with one 

another! He ſhook till they were friends.“ Repoſi- 

tis omnibus leviter homo concutiendus eſt, quo fit, ut per ſe 

ſingula inteſtina in ſuas ſedes deducantur, et in his conſi- 

dant.” Celſus, Cap. XVI. 
But an ingenious ſurgeon will never be at a loſs, eſpeci- 

ally if he be as well acquainted, as you ſeem to he, with 

phyſics, and all thoſe reſources which ſcience affords. The 

hernia we are to reduce is ſuppoſed to be in the groin. 

The point is, to make almoſt the whole inteſtines ſwing 

or hang by the protruded parts.” How would it do to 
fix the patient to the arm of a windmill? The whirling 

would ſo affe& his nervous ſyſtem, as to blunt the painful 

ſenſations more effectually, perhaps, than Moore's inſtru- 

ment for ne is the {fratic nerve. If he were tied 

near the extremity of the ſail, the volocity of his mo- 

tion would be proportionally great; and the centrifu- 

gal force being proportioned to the velocity, he would, 

while he were at the bottom of his round, “ have the in- 
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teſtines hanging and ſwinging by their own weight ;” 
and even when he were at the top of his round, the centfi- 

fugal force would ſtill operate! Beſides, who can pretend to 

calculate the force of the air condenſed againſt his body in 
this rapid motion? It might be as ſurpriſing as that of the 

wind of a cannon ball In this country, where the only 

objection to windmills is their driving too faſt, we ſhould 

ſeldom be twenty-four hours without weather favourable 

for the reduction of herniæ. The patient might whiſtls 
when, he felt the bowels teduced, or when he wanted to 

be taken off. One good conſequence I ſhould expect from 
this invention, 1s, that as herniaz return very frequently, 

patients would ſoon learn a ſort of ſeat! and would be able 

to take hold of the arm of the windmill whenever occaſion 

required! make a turn or two in the air! and ſtep down 

again upon terra firma. We might invent a ſwinging gir- 

dle for beginners, like that which the Mexicans uſe when 

they take the amuſement of the FLY1NG TREE *; and would 

you condeſcend to honour your ever obedient Dawplucker 

with your patronage, he might obtain a patent for the gir- 

dle, and—FLY1ING FOR HERNIA ! become as common as 

SWINGING FOR THE CONSUMPTION ! ! ! 

But, Sir, we are not ſo full of our own-cohceits as to for- 

get your very ſenſible obſervation, that each particular her- 

nia ſhould have its peculiar poſture for ſhaking in! for that 

rule * is obviouſly founded on the employment of ſuch reaſoning 

as experience and common ſenſe ſeem evidently to ſupport.” — 

The windmill is admirably adapted to hernia in the groin. 

—The ladder ! is manifeſtly a method fit for reducing all 

® Vide Hiſtory of Mexico, tranſlated from the Italian by Mr. Cullen. 
F jj 
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kinds of herniz ; for with it you have the man ſo fixed, 

that you can turn him as eaſily as if you had him on a 

fork. Yet we will acknowledge that there are other diffi- 

culties, becauſe there are various herniæ. Indeed you your- 
felf very prettily obſerve, © that a horizontal poſture is moſt 

likely to prove ſerviceable in ventral bernia,”—and that 

again the uſual poſture of the body becomes more proper 

in examphalos or umbilical rupture.” —For ſhaking in the 

horizontal poſture, certainly nothing could be equal to 

FOSSING IN A BLANKET! which would “ ſuit, not ventrgl her- 

nia only, but be of univerſal application!“ The patient 

« might not only remain in the moſt ſuitable poſture, ac- 

cording to the nature of the diſorder,” but be ſhaken in 

every poſſible poſture, whatever the nature or ſeat of the 

: diſorder!!! And as for the Examphalos, or Umbilical 

rupture, where the uſual poſture of the body“ becomes 

moſt proper,” the only way to have the patient effectually 

ſhaken, would be—to get A PIPE AND TABOR, and let him 

DANCE THE TARANTULA! !! 

SECTION 11L. 

Of the Critical Moment in which this Operation ſhould be fer- 
formed. 

LkE a writer well ſkilled in dramatic effect, when about 

to bring forward the cataſtrophe of your piece, you do it 

with becoming dignity. Death is accompanied with all his 

pomp of horrors. You deſcribe the gangrene which pre- 

cedes death in a very affeting manner. 
66 
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„If the protruded parts have not of themſelves gone en- 

* tirely up, their return is now in general eafily effefted by a 

« ſnall degree of prefſure, and the patient then diſcharges 

„freely by ſtool; but the cold ſweats increaſing, the Hick- 

„up turns more violent, and death itſelf is at laſt uſhered in 

« by—(the uſher of the black rod, no doubt! and) by its 

+ uſual forerunners, ſubſultus tendinum, and other con- 

vulſive twitchings.“ 

But when you proceed to repreſent that critical moment 

in which you are to forſake all hopes of ſaving the patient, 

and to propoſe to his friends the moſt doubtful and cruel 

operation in ſurgery ! that operation which muſt decide the 

exiſtence of the patient! you ſpeak with ſo much deci- 

lion, and your opinion, though thus determined and reſo- 

lute, is yet urged with ſo much good ſenſe, humanity, and 

real feeling !—gentleneſs and manlineſs are ſo commingled ! 

—that we know not which moſt to admire, After reading 
the following paflages, the young ſurgeon will not go fear- 

fully to this terrible work, but ſtrengthened with all your 

natural ſenſe! and dear experience ! will ſay within himſelf, 

I rrusr I HAVE A good CONSCIENCE ! | 

„This, it may be remarked, is one of the nice/t points in 

practice that a ſurgeon has ever to determine upon : I 

mean the exad7 period at which, in caſes of hernia, the 

more gentle means ſhould be laid aſide, and the opera- 

tion be put in practice. | 

« But we ought to be direfed here, as in every critical 

* caſe we are employed in ! by the reſult of experience only / 

This operation, as ts the caſe indeed with every other 

of equal importance! is no doubt attended with ſome ha. 

4 
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„ zard ! but the danger accruing from it has by moſt prac- 
« titioners been MORE magnified than it ought to be: For 

« alehough no perſon of character can in any caſe of hernia 
v 58 ſuppoſed to have recourſe to it! before other means have 

* been tried; yet, ſo far as from experience I am able to 

* judge, the riſt attending the diſorder itſelf when the ope- 
« ration is long delayed, is infinitely greater than is com- 

* monly experienced from the eds of the operation con- 

« ſidered abſtractediy.“ 
I cannot but admire here, gentle reader, how curiouſly 

Benjamin proves, firſt, what it is that conſtitutes the im- 

portance ! of every operation, viz. The hazard,” and how 

he proves (“ by applying this to every caſe. of equal im- 

portance”) that ALL GREAT OPERATIONS © are. hazardous,” 

and next, how he proves that it is dangerous: to. conſider 

an operation like this! abſtractedly. Ah! Benjamin, 
Benjamin! leave off abſtract ſubjects, keep to that good 
rule which you have laid down for yourſelf in your pre- 

face ;—always, when the clouds gather around you, look 

back into the Binacle (into the Preface I mean) where you 
have placed the compaſs by which you are to ſteer this 

ſtately ſhip of yours. In your Preface we find the follow- 

ing precious maxims on record. 

„Were I to endeavour 2 trace the ſucceſſive improve- 

« ments which have been made in ſurgery within theſe 

» laſt fifty or fixty years, I ſhould often find it difficult, and 

* ſometimes impaſſibie, to determine by whom the practice, 

as it was eſtabliſhed, was introduced; and in order to give 

« a fair account of the progreſs of the different operations 

of ſurgery from their rude to their improved ſtate, I 

* ſhould be under the neceſlity of entering into a ful 
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* chronological hiſtory of each. While inquiries of this kind 

„ could ſerve no uſeful purpoſe, they would tend to render 

+ more prolix a work which, from the variety of its ſub- 

« jets, muſt neceſſarily extend to a great length. I ſhall 
" therefore in general decline them. 

« Such of my readers as are fond of theoreticał diſquiſi- 

« tions, will, I am afraid, be frequently diſappointed, 

When the ſubect under confideration can be rendered more 

clear and intelligible by rr, I have occaſionally employ. 

„ed ſuch reaſoning as experience and common ſenſe ſeem 
* evidently to ſupport ! but I have every where ſtudiouſly 
* guarded againſt entering on the diſcuſſion of doubtful 
* and ſpeculative opinions.” 

This is the true card for you to ſail by. Never go fo 
far back as fifty ar ſixty years in the hiſtory of your pro- 

feſſion ;—it is uſeleſs and troubleſome. Never pretend to 

deliver the hiſtory of any operation; that might alſo, in 

various ways, involve you in trouble, Never meddle with 

chronologies and dates of diſcoveries ;—-leave that to pro- 

feſſors and diſcoverers, who have an intereſt in dates, and 

who take annual ſureties of their friends for the diſcoveries 

of the ſeaſon as regularly as Lords lift their rents. Never 

enter into inquiries ;—they are the moſt puzzling and per- 

plexing things in the world : And, finally, never employ any 

reaſoning but which experience and common ſenſe sR EvI- 

DENTLY to ſupport,—and you will bowl on as ſmoothly as 

your heart can deſire. | 

Mere we able from the attending ſymptoms to deter- 
mine the exact period at which the operation ought to be 
performed, no kind of difficulty would occur from it; but 

this is ſo far from being the caſe, that the mg experienced 
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* araditioner cannot with any certainty decide upon it. In 
* ſome tn/tances, herniæ with every ſymptom of ſtrangula- 

tion, continue for ſix, eight, or ten days / and AFTER ALL, 
* THE PROTRUDED PARTS ARE AT LENGTH REPLACED, AND THE 

* PATIENT DOES WELL 7 and in many ſimilar caſes, when the 

« operation has been the means of relief, although the very 

«* worſt ſymptoms have ſubſiſted for ſeveral days! yet on 

* laying the parts open, no appearances either of inflam- 

* mation or gangrene have been detected! ! ! 

On other occaſions, again, the ſame ſet of . 

with perhaps no greater degree of ſwelling or tenſion in 

« the parts affected, end fatally in a very ſhort ſpace of 

time. In ſome ſuch inſtances, the rapid progreſs of the 

* diſorder is very ſurpriſing ; the ſpace, of eight-and-forty 

hours hardly intervening, from its firſt attack l the pa- 

* tjent's death: I have even known the inteſtines become 

perfectly gangrenous in the courſe of one day from the 

time of their firſt expulſion /./ | 

Every practitianer muſt be /enfible, that THIS! IS THE REAL 

* STATE OF THE QUESTION? and! if! it! z5/ ſo! it! muſt! 

at once become evident! that conſiderable delays muſt in 

« ſuch critical circumſtances be always attended with great 

* hazard! and as the real danger to be apprebended from tlie 

« operation itſelf, is trifling when compared to the riſk 
« which long delays uſually produce, it ought THEREFORE, I 

think, to be laid down as an gabliſbed maxim in this part 

* of practice, Always to proceed to the operation, if ia the 

« ſpace of a very few hours (hear! hear!) blood. lettiag, and 

the other remedies pointed out, do not prove effectudl. 

* Two or three pours at fart heſt, (hear! hear!) even when 
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the aſſiſtance of practitioners is early applied for, is per- 

„ haps the greateſt length of time! (hear! hear!) that 
« ſhould ever be occupied with trials of this nature.” 

Now, gentle reader, I turn from Mr. Benjamin Bell to 

give you ſome ſerious adviee concerning the moſt danger- 

ous operation in ſurgery. You will ponder what I ſay for 

the intereſt of others, if- ſurgery be your profeſſion ! for 

your own ſake, if you feel only your own ſhare of the 
common danger.—-Hear now the rule of practice which 

this raſh man delivers to young ſurgeons, —* ALwars PRO- 

CEED TO THE OPERATION, if, in THE SPACE OF A VERY FEW 

HOURS, you do not ſufceed!!” I will venture to affirm 
(without having any claim to that deep reading and ex- 

tenſive practice which Mr. Bell has reaſon to boaſt of), 

that this is the moſt raſh and dangerous rule that ever was 

announced in any book in our profeſſion. It is againſt rea- 

ſon and common ſenſe ; it is oppoſite to the opinion and 

practice of every judicivus ſurgeon ; I appeal from Mr, 

Benjamin Bell to the whole medical world! I appeal from 

his abſurd concluſion to his own premiſes, which direct us 

to a practice quite the reverſe of this. Firſt, The inteſtines 

in thoſe caſes of ſudden gangrene (allowing the fact to be 

exactly as he ſtates it), muſt be gangrened paſt redemp- 

tion, before the parts could be cut open! even although the 
ſurgeon ſhould operate with all the guilty precipitation 

of an intereſted and ignorant practitioner.“ Seconly, In 

many caſes the operation has been (as Mr. Bell acknow- 

ledges) “the means of relief, although the very worſt 

ſymptoms had ſubſiſted for ſeveral days!“ This ſurely is 

a reaſon rather for delay! for performing the operation 
G 
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late! And, thirdly, Mr. Bell -has ſeen the ſymptoms of 

ſtrangulation continue for eight or ten days, and yet after 

all the protruded part replaced, and the patient do well! 

which is an argument for not operating at all, or at leaſt 

for aſſuring ourſelves of the ſigns of danger, before we pro- 

nounce, that there is danger, or perform this horrid opera- 

tion.— Gentle reader, If you engage in ſurgical operations, 

however cautious you may be, aſſuredly you will, from 

time to time, have reaſon to find fault with yourſelf! Be- 

ware, then, of this deſperate——raſh word, —* A FEW 
HOURS,” 

SECTION IV. 

or THE OPERATION FOR HERNIA, 

Or that divifion of the Parts producing the Stricture, ſo as 

to admit of a replacement of the DERANGED VISCERA, 

conſtituting what is called the Operation of Hernia.” 

HoNouRED SIR, | 

I have ſtudied all your operations, and I well remember, 

that every one of them, great and ſmall, neceſſary and un- 

neceſſary, of old or of NEW 1NveNnTIoN (except that one 

which begins with day-light in perfection) begin with © a 

TABLE OF THREE FEET HIGH.” But this operation begins 

ſublimely, like an ancient ſacrifice, or an auto de fee, with 

a hymn or ſong. 

A table of a convenient nz1Gar, 
Being placed in a proper Liohr.“ 
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To match theſe lines with any other two equally ele- 

gant, we find impoſſible, and muſt be contented with a 

couplet, which is, however, highly explanatory of them: 

„Thoughts! all ſo dull, fo pliant in their growth, 

« They're verſe, they're proſe, they're nothing, - and they're both.“ 

A table of a convenient height! being placed in a pro- 

« per light! the patient muſt be laid upon it.” —* And in 

« order to afford as much empty ſpace as poſſible for the 

return of the protruded parts, the patient ſhould be ad- 

viſed to empty his bladder entirely; and the parts having 

been previouſly ſhaved, an inciſion muſt now be made 

« with a common round-edged ſcalpel through the ſkin 

and parts of the cellular ſubſtance, beginning at leaſt an 

« inch above the ſuperior extremity of the tumour, and 

* continuing it down to the moſt depending part of the ſcro- 

tum *.“ 

CONTINUATION, 

* « Even although the tumour does not extend to the bottom of the ſcrotum, 

the parts ſhould be laid open in the manner direded : By a free external in- 

« cifion the operation is allowed to be finiſhed with more eaſe and freedom 

than when the firſt opening is not ſo large; it does not produce much 

more pain than a ſmall inciſion ; and by being continued to the bottom 

e of the ſcrotum, the matter produced in the upper part of the soxx is 

prevented from collecting below, which it is otherwiſe ready to do. 

« The operator now goes on to divide {lowly the reſt of the cellular ſub- 

&« ſtance, together with ſome tendinous kind of bands, which, unleſs the 

% diſorder is very recent, are univerſally met with, either looſe upon the ſur- 

“face of the hernial ſac, or, on ſome occaſions, paſſing as it were into its 

. * ſubſtance, Even this external inciſion of the integuments ought to be 

* made with great caution : For although in by much the great propor- 

tion of hernial ſwellings, the ſpermatic veſſels lie behind the protruded parts, 8 Gij 
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I who have ſo often praiſed you, am lothe to differ with 

you; and when I do aſſume a ſerious tone, you may be- 

lieve the occaſion ſerious. In theſe paſſages, though you 

do not repreſent the rapid deciſion, with which every great 

operation in ſurgery ſhould be performed ; though you 

linger in your deſcription, and expreſs yourſelf with heſita- 

tion ; yet yours is not the heſitation of fear or modeſty. 
Your page is like a till with ſimples in it; to every drop 

it takes a minute! but your directions are as bloody as if 

you uttered a torrent of words, expreſſive of all the enthu- 

yet on ſome occaſions they have been found on the anterior part of the 

* tumour ; ſo that in order to avoid the riſk of wounding them, /o ſoon as 

« the ſkin is divided, the remainder of the operation ought to be done in 

« the moſt cautious manner, care being taken to avoid every large blood-veſſe! 

« that males its appearance. 

« If we attend only to the uſual conformation of theſe parts, the W 

i ſac, we would ſay, ought never to get behind the ſpermatic cord: But we 

« know well, that in no part of the human body is nature more apt to ſhow 

1 ſuch inclination to deſert her ordinary courſe, than in ſome circumſlances re- 

« [ating to the teſticles and their veſſels. . 
„ ſhall not here enter into the diſcuſſion of the manner in which ſuch a 

« circumſlance may be produced; but, as I am certain that the fa& has hap- 
*« pened, and as it may therefore occur again, I conſider it as an additional 

« argument for the propriety of dividing the hernial ſac in the cantious man- 

« ner here directed. 

« Good eyes and a ſteady hand are in no operation more requiſite than 

« in this: IVith theſe, any practitioner acquainted with the anatomy of the 

« parts may be ſure of doing the operation properly, and without them the 

« beft anatomiſt muſt undoubtedly go wrong. 

« & ſoon as an opening is made quite through the ſac, à circumſtance of 

« which we are made certain, as was already remarked, by a probe paſſing 
« eaſily in, it. ought then to be farther enlarged, till it is of ſuch a ſize as 

to receive the fore · finger of the operator's left hand. 
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fiaſm of a daring and hardened ſurgeon. The difference 

betwixt your deſcription and that of a bold operator, is juſt 

that which diſtinguiſhes an aſlaſſin from a brave man! 
You write bloodily, though not boldly : you ſpeak not 

like a regular ſurgeon, performing a regular operation 

where there were rational hopes of ſucceſs, but like a deſ- 

perate man, careleſs of every thing, and afraid only of 

being affronted, or, in other words, © embarrafſed” in the 

midſt of a public exhibition ! you write like one who had 

Hitherto the ileum has been commonly ſuppoſed to form the ſubflance 

« of the greateſt proportion of ſuch tumours ; later and more accurate ob- 
« ſervation, however, renders it probable, that the cecum, appendix vermi- 
« formis, and part of the colon, are more frequently contained in the her- 
« niary ſacs than any other portion of the GuT. 

The ſac being laid fully open, the parts contained in it ought now to 
« be examined with the niceſt attention, &c.— In making the reduction, it both 

« anſwers the purpoſe better, and is leſs /tely to do miſchief, applying the 
« fngers to that part of the inteſtine connected with the meſentery, than to 

the convex part of the gut. While the reduction 1s going on, the pa- 

« tient's thighs and loins ſhould be ſtill more elevated than they were 
during the preceding ſteps of the operation; as this poſture of theſe 

parts tendi much to facilitate the return of the protruded inteſtines to the 

« abdomen. 

As the tendon of this muſcle runs in an oblique direction from above 

« downwards, and as the opening through which in caſes of hernia the 

parts protrude, is formed merely by a ſeparation of the tendinous fibres 
from one another, the direction of this opening is of courſe the ſame with 
„that of the tendon ; that is, it runs ſomewhat: obliquely from the ſpine 

of the ileum to the os pubis. 
« In enlarging this paſſage, then, for the reduction of ſuch parts as 

have paſſed through it, as a trauſverle ſection of the tendon is by no mean; 
« neceſſary, the knife ſhould be carried obliquely upwards, ſo as merely to 

continue the natural ſeparativa of the tendinous fibres,” 

— 
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been often caught and entangled in difficulties from which 

he had no other way of diſengaging himſelf than by a 

ſlap-daſh ſtroke of the knife. You order the young ſur- 

geon to make an inciſion as large as the parts will poſſibly 

allow; a rule directly the reverſe of that by which other 

ſurgeons are guided: but you are your own cutting Cox- 

DUCTOR * ! you cure all diſeaſes by cutting! and in cut- 

ting, you reſolve all difficulties by a croſs ſtroke of the 

knife!!! > 

* The FINGER was recommended as the beſt pIRECTOR for 

« the knife! in opening the ſac, and in dividing the tendon 

it is equally neceſſary, By inſinuating the finger Iro! 

the aperture in the tendon immediately above the pro- 

« truded parts, the point of the blunt biſtoury is eaſily in- 

* troduced 0 it; and in this manner, by keeping the end 

«* of the finger always a little before ! the biſtoury, the open- 

ing may be enlarged to any neceſſary extent without any 

« riſk of wounding the contiguous parts. | 

„In general, a very ſmall enlargement of the natural 

« opening in the tendon is found ſufficient for the reduction 

« of the gut and other parts: But the ſize of the opening 

„ ought by all means to be fully ſufficient for the end 

« propoſed ; for it is better to exceed in making it ſome- 
« what too large / ! | 

This ſcene becomes more and more ſhocking, You are 

ſeen now, ſteeped in the true colours of your trade, up to 

the very elbows in blood! You are enfuriated by oppoſi- 

* « A very curious inſtrument which Mr. Bell has invented for cutting 

for the ſtone with, which he names Bell's Conductor —or DireQor—but 

it is grown ruſty, 
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tion! the words adheſion, ſtricture, gut, and ſac, excite 

proportioned fury! and you exclaim, tear, cut, clip, de- 

ſtroy.— Tear the adheſions; cut every thing ;—ſurgery 

conſiſts in cutting !—and the beſt ſurgery is to cut every 

thing!!! 

If upon introducing the finger any ADHESIONS OF THE 

* GUT to the contiguous parts are diſcovered, the inciſion in 

„ the tendon ought to be larger! than might otherwiſe be 

« neceſſary, with a view that the finger may be FREELY 

* ADMITTED ſo as 10 DESTROY ſuch adheſions as it can 

„ reach!!! for unleſs they are removed / complete ſucceſs 

from the operation cannot be expected, 

Independent of ſuch adheſions INTERNALLY, it frequent- 

* ly happens, by long confinement in the ſcrotum, preſſure, 

and perhaps other cauſes, that ſtrong adheſions are form- 

« ed among the parts contained in the ſac itſelf ; and before 
they can be with propriety reduced, it is always neceſſary 

* {0 ATTEMPT THEIR REMOVAL! ! ! 

When adheſions of this kind occur, as they ſometimes 

do, between different parts of the protruded gut, the great- 

« eſt caution is neceſſary in ſeparating them: But connec- 

tions of this nature between one portion of the inte/linal ca- 

nal and another, are ſeldom very firm, and are commonly 

* eafily SEPARATED by the FINGERS ALONE!!! and when the 
connection is formed by means of LoNG FILAMENTS! which 

is ſometimes the caſe ! the eaſieſt method of removing them 

is to cut them, either with a pair of ſciſſurs! or the biſ- 

* toury /!! | 

„When, again, adheſions occur between the gut and 

* bermal ſac or between the gut and omentum! if the vi- 
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* LAMENTS producing the connection cannot be otherwiſe 

removed, as there is no great hazard in wounding the 

„ omentum, and til! leſs in hurting the ſac, a very ſmall 

« portion of theſe may be p1sstEcTED orr!!! and returned 

« with the gut into the abdomen '!! and in the ſame manner, 

« when the omentum adheres ſo firmly to the ſac as not 

to be ſeparated in any other manner, no danger can ever 

« accrue from the ſac being ſomewhat encroached upon ! ! /” 

Drive on, Sir—Cut—clip—tear—remove—deſtroy ! !! 

This is ſurgery indeed—rampant ſurgery.— Vour recom- 

mendation and certificate of the finger being the beſt direc- 

tor, may be very honeſt and right; but if the ſtricture be ſo 

very flight that this well recommended finger can go be- 

fore, we ſee no reaſon why the cruel biſtoury ſhould fol- 

low after. Your direction of keeping always the finger a 

little before the biſtoury is rather unexpected from one who 

has told us © that the sTRIcTURE of the iN is the ſole cauſe 

of the ſtrangulation?” I would not be guilty of carping at 

mere errors in words; 1 fear that there is proof in theſe 

paſſages of very ſerious miſconduct! of your having per- 

formed this operation where the hernia was not truly 

ſtrangulated; and of this I am entirely perſuaded, fince I 

find you declaring, © that the protruded parts may be 

ſometimes reduced without any neceſſity for enlarging the 

opening through which they have paſſed from the abdo- 

men.” This rule is perfectly ſhocking ; it muſt incline the 

young ſurgeon to pull out pieces of the inteſtine, with 
the expectation of puſhing them in again! pray, Sir, is 

it prudent to puſh the inteſtines when they are expoſed 

naked to this rough uſage, - the ſac open, and the ſtricture 
2 
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which confines and ſtrangles the inteſtine as yet unreliev- 

ed? As not this contrary to your own rule, of its being 

better to exceed, and to make the opening in the ring 

TOO LARGE ?”—[$ not this cutting open of the ſcrotum and 

ſac without opening the ring! Is it not juſt performing 

the bloody and dangerous part of the operation without a 

motive ?—ls not the flight incifion which ſhould be now 

made in the ring the main object of the operation to 

which all the bloody inciſions you take ſuch particular 

pleaſure in deſcribing are merely ſubſervient? Other im- 

provers of ſurgery have propoſed cutting the ſtricture of 

the ring without expoſing the bowels or opening the fac. 

What mult they think of your ingenuity, who open the 

ſac, and expoſe the bowels, without any intention of cut- 

ting the ring ? . 

Your next rule, viz. that of making the © ſmall enlarge- 

ment of the natural opening in the tendon rather souz- 

WHAT TOO LARGE !” is perhaps a compliment to thoſe whoſe 

improvement of cutting the ring only you have ſo finely 

burleſqued, by ordering the tac alone to be cut, while 

others cut only the ring. You are impartial enough in 

your contradictions, God knows ; for when you chance to 

blunder into any thing that looks like common ſenſe, you 

are as ready to contradict yourſelf as to contradict others. 

The chief error in performing the operation for hernia, is, 

the cutting the ring too freely; the conſequence is, that in 

place of making merely as much room as to enable him to 

reduce the inteſtines, the inexperienced ſurgeon is apt to 

cut ſo incautiouſly, that the ſtraining of the patient forces 

down more of the bowels! It is very difficult to puſh them 

H 
\ 
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up again into the belly; it is impoſſible to keep them 

there: And we are inclined to believe that you muſt 

have often performed ſuch operations ; for you tell us, 

Page 334, © That you have known it more than once 

happen that portions of the inteſtines have paſſed out at 

the openings of the tendon, and remain protruded for a 

canſiderable time without being noticed.” 

The bloody buſineſs next before us of the adheſions is 

unparallelled, even in your own book; not even yourſelf 

can be your parallel. The young ſurgeon is adviſed to 
make the * inciſion in the tendon larger than might other- 

wiſe be neceſſary, with a view that the finger may be more 

freely admitted to deſtroy ſuch adheſions as it can reach.” 

This is a direction, the abſurdity of which can never be il- 

luſtrated by any argument or analogy ſufficiently ludicrous, 

The ſurgeon is repreſented as ſearching within his patient's 

belly with his fore-finger for adheſions, as familiarly as a nurſe 

ſearches the toothleſs gums of her little one to ſee whether 

it be tongue-tacked ! 

The notions which you next obtrude upon us of“ the 

inteſtines adhering to one another, and to the ſac;” and 

of there being ſometimes © long filamentous adheſions, 

which the ſurgeon has to clip with ſciflars,” —convey 

to me no idea of a ſurgeon writing upon operations 

which he had ſtudied and performed, who knew what her- 

nia, or what an adheſion, or what guts, and omentums, 

and hernjary-ſacs were; but rather it preſents to my ima- 

gination a raw and ignorant lad, with very poor talents for 

our profeſſion, and with ideas as rigidly mechanical as thoſe 

of a lockſmith, ſitting down to read about hernias ! ſtrug- 
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gling hard with the difficulties of a very intricate ſubject, 

trying to gueſs at thoſe things which he could not under- 

ſtand, It is the difficulty, Sir, of underſtanding thoſe ſub- 

jects that has driven you into the difficulties of explaining 

them ; and the perplexities of ſuch a writer, ſtalking on 

from conjecture to. conjeQure, are ſufficient to puzzle the 

heads of a whole nation of ſurgeons who have unhappily 

depended too much on ſyſtematic books for the knowledge 

of their profeſſion. 

You conclude with a very conciſe ſummary of opera- 

tions for all kinds of adheſions. You ſuppoſe an adheſion 

of all the parts, as the omentum, inteſtine ſac and ſcrotum 

to each other. You direct the cutting a ſlice off the teſ- 

ticle, a lump off the omentum, a flap out of the herniary 

ſac, and a piece off the hairy ſcrotum, if occurrences render- 

ed it neceſſary ; and, finally, the thruſting back of the in- 

teſtines into the belly, with all this trumpery of rags and 

flaps fluttering about it. This is juſt as notable a thing as 

can occur in any of the various modern authors who have 

written on the ſubject of the accidental occurrences in this 

difficult department of chirurgical practice. 
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I am in blood 

Stept in ſo far, that ſhould I wade no more, 

Returning were as tedious as go o'er. 

HONOURED Six, 

T once more congratulate you on what muſt have been 

a misfortune to any perſon leſs ingenious than you are. 

You have laid down for yourſelf a ſafe and pleaſant rule 

of reading no book which is contaminated with any kind 

of hereſy againſt your own writings ; by this you have 

eſcaped ! the knowledge of that doctrine, which explains 

the condition of an incarcerated and gangrenous hernia. 

Authors ſay, that an inteſline truly ſtrangulated is inflamed 
chiefly at the place where it is conſtricted by the ring! 

That the parts of the inteſtine immediately under the ſtric- 

ture of the ring uſually adhere, before that which is pro- 

truded falls into gangrene ! and that when the gangrene 
does take place, nothing of the ſound part of the inteſtine 

protrudes.— The ſound gut, they ſay, is never to be ſeen ! 

it lies within the abdomen, and cannot be catched with 

the fingers, nor detained there, nor ſtitched with needles ! 

it is ſaid, moreover, to adhere ſo firmly to the inſide of the 

groin, that this ſtitching is as needleſs as it 1s impoſlible ! 

In ſhort it is conjectured that theſe fine operations of ſew- 
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ing inteſtines, &c. have been invented by mere cloſet ſur- 
geons, and copied from hand to hand by profeſſed ſyſtem 

writers! whoſe mode of progreſſion is now as perfectly known 

as that of any other creature, © they fly all in a row like wild 

geeſe.” Have I not reaſon, Sir, to congratulate you on 

your ignorance of this doctrine ſo inſulting to the good 
old ſurgery of your friend Laurence Heiſter? Your igno- 

rance has given fair play to your ingenuity: Had you 

known this doctrine, we had loſt all the ixncexrovs and 

very curious CONJECTURES which fill theſe pages. 

You have conjeQured,—firſt, That it will be very prudent 

to put a ligature, nooſe, or halter, round this ſlippery gut, 

leſt it run back again into the belly !—Secondly, You con- 

jecture, although the gut is now empty, mortified, burſt, 

and collapſed, that yet the ring is ſo conſtricted round it, 

as to hold it from running up into the belly ; but you, 

« Ne retro eat funis !” leſt this hank of guts ſhould flip back, 

clap a bridle upon it, and when it is happily bridled, the 

ring may be ſafely dilated !-—Thirdly, You have conjectur- 

ed, that if the ſound piece of inteſtine ſlipped up ! © The 

gangrenous portion might flip up together with the ſound !” 

—Fourthly, You have conjectured © that no good ſuppura- 

tion will take place in the ſac ;” whence you very correct- 

ly argue, that all the refractory and rebellious parts of the 

ſac, i. e. all the Fort and LATERAL PARTS of it ſhould be 

cut out. As many former conjecturers about ſurgery have 

adviſed the cutting out of the ſac of a hydrocele, they 

might have admired your ingenuity in applying the ſame 

principle to this operation for hernia, but you are unfor- 

tunately fifty years too late with this important conjecture, 
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ſo that thoſe who ſhould have riſen up to defend you are 

all dead men. 4 

Never till now was it explained what parts were in the 0- 

peration of hernia to be cut off, nor how the operation was 

to be finiſhed ! but you have delivered to us expreſs rules, 

wherein we find it written down, as your own charter and 

undoubted privilege, to cut every thing! we are to cut all 

the Fokx and LATERAL parts of the ſac; © we are to tear 

the ſmaller adheſions of the inteſtines with our fingers!” we 

are to diſſect the more intricate adheſions with the knife 3 

we are to clip the long bridles of adheſions with the ſciſſars 

we are to cut a ſlice off the teſticle, or a bit off the ſac when 

they adhere to the hernia! and to be plain, this compre- 

henſive rule relates to all the parts of whatever kind, which 

may be troubleſome to the ſurgeon, © whoſe operation is to 

be finiſhed by thoſe parts which are intended to be remoy- 

ed being cut off! ! !” | | 

* Here, my dear Sir, you are too ſevere upon ſurgeons 

leſs learned or ſkilful than yourſelf, I can almoſt aſſure 

* « By many it has been recommended, and is ſtill a very common 

« practice, to ſtitch up the wound with two or three ſutures ; but as no 

t real advantage can be obtained from this, and as it has been on ſome occa- 

<« fions productive of miſchief, it ought never to be attempted. No perſon will 

« probably ſay, that ſuch ligatures ought to be carried ſo deep as the ten- 

« don of the oblique muſcle ; and if they are only made to paſs through the 

« external teguments, they can have no effect in preventing a protruſion of 

« inteſtines! On the contrary, it does now and then happen, during the 

« cure of the wound after this operation, that ſmall portions of gut paſs 

« out at the opening in the tendon, which when the external parts have 

« not been drawn together are always readily ſeen and eaſily reduced; but 

« on the ſkin being by ligatures made to cover the greateſt part of the 

I 
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you, that (except one) no ſurgeon ever imagined ſo fooliſh 

a thing as confining the inteſtines within the abdomen by 

the mere force of ſlitches; that no one ever thought of 

going ſo deep with his needle as the ring of the abdominal 

muſcles; that no one ever thought of ony other advan- 

tages from ſutures than thoſe of procuring a ſpeedy adheſion, 

ſaving the patient from inflammation within the abdomen, 

and procuring perhaps a ſmaller and firmer ſcar. You 

ſeem, Sir, to accuſe the ſtitches of wheedling the inteſtines 

out of the abdomen again after they had been fairly ſhaken 

into their places: May not the bowels have deſcended 

upon you ſo often from your preferring to make the open- 

ing in the ring rather a little Too LAX? Would it not be 

as well (if from any ſuch awkwardneſs the bowels were to 

fall down) that they were covered with their own ſkin 

drawn gently together by two ſtitches? Have you no de- 

ſire to exclude the air? for you ſeem on other occaſions to 

have a pneumato-phobia ! yet we excuſe your not talking 

about excluding the air, for the truth is, that when you cut 

up a hernia, or any other part, you can no more exclude 

the air than you can ExcluDE THE L16kT. Though aſſured- 

ly if any philoſopher in Europe could exclude either, we 

ſhould expect you to be able to do ſo, who have given ſo 

many rules about the excluſion of air! and about opTAiN- 

ING DAY LIGHT IN PERFECTION ! ! !” 

« wound, I have known it more than once happen, that portions of inteſtine 
have paſſed out at the opening in the tendon, and remain protruded for 
* a conſiderable time without being noticed; ſo that the practice ought to 
« be entirely exploded! . J. 
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64 CONJECTURES ON CONGENITAL HERNIA. 

MORE CONJECTURES RELATING TO CON- 
GENITAL HERNIA'*, 

a 

ALTHOUGH among your conjectures, there are ſome with 

which J am fully as much pleaſed, there is none ſurpriſes me 

more than this, about the thictnæſ of the ſac of a conge- 

nital hernia, You have laid down the principles which 

determine the thickneſs of a herniary ſac, with ſingular 

preciſion. You have told us, that“ the peritoneum has 

In the treatment of ruptures of the congenital kind, little difference oc- 

© curs from the management of the bubonocele in its more ordinary form. 

« When the parts can be replaced without any operation, it ought always 

to be done, a truſs being at the ſame time recommended as 4 preventative 

« of future deſcents ; and when ſymptoms of ſtrangulation take place, which 

% cannot be otherwiſe removed than by the operation, it here becomes equally 

« neceſſary as in any other ſpecies of rupture. 

« When from the circumſtance of the parts having been protruded in 

ti early infancy, and from their having at times continued to fall into the 

« ſcrotum from that period downwards, there is reaſon to ſuſpect that a her: 

&« nia to be operated upon is of the congenital kind, the ſurgeon in ſuch a caſe, 

« in laying open the contents of the tumor, muſt proceed with ſtill more cau- 

« tion than in caſes of ordinary rupture; for the tunica vaginalis which here 

. & forms the ſac, is commonly much thinner than the uſual ſac of hernie. On 

« the parts being returned, more attention is neceſſary too in dreſſing the 

« wound than in other caſes of hernia ; for the teſticle being here laid bare 

« by its vaginal coat being cut open, if it is not treated with much delicacy 

« it will very probably inflame, and may thereby be productive of much diſtreſs. 

4 The teſtis therefore ought to be immediately enveloped with its own proper 

« covering, the looſe tunica vaginalis ; and at every dreſſing, care ſhould be 

taken to prevent as effectually as paſſible every Acc to the exter- 

% nal air.” 
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the property, like many other parts of the body, of thick- 
ening,” &c, © That the herniary ſac is at firſt of no very 

conſiderable fize.“ That by repeated deſcents, the ſac 

continues to be puſhed lower and lower, till, in ſome in- 

ſtances, its bulk becomes very conſiderable indeed.” Let 

us examine, according to thoſe principles, what ſhould be 

the reſult ! ſhould this ſac of congenital hernia be thicker 

or thinner than that of other herniæ? —Firſt, It is named 

Congenita, becauſe it begins at birth, or ſoon after.—Se- 

condly, It is unqueſtionably the oldeſt of all herniæ, ſince, 

as you tell us, © it had firſt fallen down into the ſcrotum in 

early infancy, and has continued to fall down into the 

ſcrotum from this period downwards,” i. e. during the lite 

of the patient, who is now ſuppoſed to be of adult age. 

Here then is a hernia at leaſt twenty, but perhaps fifty 

years old! At every deſcent the fac has been enlarged 

and diſtended ! Every time the parts have been reduced, 

the ſac has been bruiſed and lightly inflamed ! and, by ſuc- 

ceſſive inflammations, it has become thickened ! Should 

not this ſac then of the congenital hernia be the thickeſt 

of all? 

It is, mereover, a very unlucky conjecture, that this kind 

of hernia has not as proper an abdominal ſac as any other. 

The congenital hernia is peculiar only in being in contact 

with the teſticle, not in having a peculiar fac. The origi- 

nal opening into the tunica vaginalis is not cloſed when 

the congenital hernia firſt deſcends; the gut flips down in- 

to it; but till the proper tunica vaginalis is no bigger than 

merely to contain the teſticle! for when a gut comes into 

it, the tunica vaginalis is not enlarged by extenſion and 

thickening, but by more of the abdominal peritoneum be. 

I 
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ing puſhed down from the abdomen. Each increaſe in 

the hernia then brings down more of the peritoneum, and 

the congenital hernia has as true an abdominal ſac as any 

other hernia ; the only difference is, the continuity of that 

ſac with the tunica vaginalis : the tunica vaginalis forms 

indeed the lower part of the ſac, but not the whole, 

The fac, then, of the congenital hernia, is formed like 

every other, from the peritoneum forced down from with- 

in the abdomen; it is an old ſac, thickened by frequent 

deſcents; it requires no peculiar operation, and leaſt of all 

any caution on account of any peculiar thinneſs. All 

this you, much honoured Sir, might eaſily have under- 

ſtood | a mere Tyro might have put theſe facts ſo toge- 

ther, as to have cuxssED right! If you have GutssED 

wrong, perhaps it was from your thoughts beiag other- 

wiſe employed. You wanted to look exceedingly wife. 

Indeed I often obſerve you practiſing Puff's trick of ſhak- 

ing your head ! but then, you forget, I tear, the beſt part 

of the leſſon Damn it, Sir, ſhake your head as if there 

was ſomething in it!“ 

The text-which 1 am now trying to illuſtrate, concludes 

with a piece of humanity and a piece of learning equally 

worthy of your high abilities. | Your humanity appears 1n 

your attention to the cold and naked condition of the teſ- 

ticle, which muſt, as you obſerve, feel very uncomfortable 

when bared of its tunica vaginalis. Your learning is ad- 

mirably diſplayed in tranſlating this Latin word tunica, 

which, you have now very plainly proved, means the coat 

of the TESTICLE !-the ſcrotum is the great coat of the teſ- 

ticle ; the ruxicA VAGINALIS its cloſe coat; and the TuNI- 

c ALBUGINEA its veſt.— The teſticle being thus, equipped 
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with its ſeveral coats! it is very natural to conclude, that 

when they are ſlit up, the teſticle muſt be uncomfortable. 

It is very humane alſo to adviſe, © that the looſe tunica va- 

ginalit ſhould be wrapped cloſe round about the te/ticle at 

each dreſſing, to prevent the acceſs of the external air, 

Here end the conjectures on the anatomy of the Her- 
mary Sac. 

SECTION V. 

Conjeures about the Femoral Hernia and Epigaſtric Artery, 

SIR, 

I thought to have read your book through and through, 

and to have talked to yourſelf about it all the while, with 

perfect good humour. You have, indeed, ſo entirely ſuc- 

ceeded in making the moſt important ſubjects ludicrous, 

that hitherto I have ſeldom wiſhed to change my tone. 

But what ſhall I now ſay to a man, who, without the leaſt 

tincture of anatomical learning, or the leaſt degree of na- 
tural ingenuity, without even that knowledge which may 

be obtained from books, pretends to new-model the moſt 

difficult operations in ſurgery !! There are certain ſub- 

jects, and this is one of them, where we ſhould be ſerious. 

The ſmatterings of anatomy, or, rather, of anatomical 

names, which may be learned from books, can never be 

ſafely applied to the pathology of ſuch a diſeaſe as hernia. 

This piece of knavery you have been guilty of; and yet, 

cannot I for my ſoul be angry with you : for, behold, when 

I expect an intereſting and ſerious deſcription of the relative 
I ij 
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ſituations of the hernia, ſac, ligament, &c. the firſt thing 

that preſents itſelf is the femoral hernia playing at bo- peep 

with the femoral artery and vein. Firſt, * The guts paſs 

immediately over the femoral artery and vein : Next, they 

are found on the outſide of theſe veflels : —But, in the third 

place—they are more frequently found in the inſide of 

thoſe veſſels betwixt them and the os punis &.“ Is it poſſible 

to produce a piece of more conſummate affectation, igno- 

rance, and effrontery, than this is? Yet this is innocent 

nonſenſe, compared with what follows. What muſt I 

ſay next? to your obſervation (too often repeated not 

to be dangerous) of the patient being ſaved from a 

great deal of hazard, when the contents of the tumour can 

be reduced without the neceſlity of dividing the liga- 

ment + !!“ I no longer have a doubt, that the ſurgeon 

who writes thus incoherently about teguments, and liga- 

It is under the tendon or ligament that the parts compoſing a cru- 

& ral hernia deſcend. On ſome occaſions they paſs immediately over the 

c femoral artery and vein; on others, they are found on the outfde of 

« theſe veſſels; but more en they lie on the inſide, between them 

and the os pubis. 

« As the protruſion of any of the abdominal contents LASER in this 

&« ſituation nearly the ſame ſt of ſymptoms as occur in caſes of inguinal her- 

t nia, the method of treatment recommended in that ſpecies of the diſeaſe 

« is alſo applicable here. 

« When, therefore, in the femoral hernia, {ymptoms of ſtrangulation oc- 

& cur, we mult put all the remedies in practice already adviſed for the in- 

« guinal rupture.“ | 

+ * When the contents of the tumour can be reduced without the ne- 

« cellity of dividing the ligament, the patient is thereby ſaved from a great 

deal of hazard, as from the particular ſituation of the ſpermatic veſſels 

3 
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ments, and hernias, and ſacs, and about compleating the 

operation without cutting the ligament, or dilating the 

ring!!! has been guilty of performing the operation of her- 

nia in caſes where there was no true ſtrangulation, Surely, 

Sir, it muſt be eaſier and ſafer to puſh againſt the inteſ- 
tines while ſtill covered with the ſkin, facia, and fac, than 

after they are expoſed by an inciſion the whole length of 

the tumour? Allow me, Sir, to remind you of ſome 

things concerning which (were I in your ſituation), I ſhould 

catechiſe myſelf after the following manner. | 

If there be no ſtricture upon the hernia, why ſhould I 

operate? If there be ſtrifture, and I do operate, for what 

purpoſe are all my inciſions but to let me get at this 

ſtricture? When I have cut open the parts, how ſhall I 
dare to puſh and force the naked bowels before the ſtric- 

ture be relieved ?—lf I in general order the young ſur- 

geon “ to make his cut in the ring or ligament rather 

SOMEWHAT TOO LARGE,” how ſhall I dare to reverſe the 

rule, or direct him to puſh up the bowels without relieving 

the ſtricture? The inconſiſtency of ordering him to cut open 

the hernia where there is no ſtricture, or to force the bowels 

before cutting that ſtricture, will ſhock even the ignorant!!! 

Have I performed many operations in which I found my- 

ſelf able to reduce the hernia without dividing the ring or 

ligament? Yes.—Have I judged well in operating in ſuch 

caſes? No.—ls it not probable that I had failed to keep 

my patient long enough on the crown of his head ? Yes.— 

Is it fair, is-it judicious, to hurry operations, to operate in 

and epigaſtric artery with reſpe& to this ligament, any cut made into the 

«* ſubſtance of the latter, runs the greateſt riſk of dividing one or other of 

„ theſe,” 
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hernia, for example, when the ſymptoms of ſtricture have 

laſted but a few hours? No.—Should I not confider long 

a point ſo difficult as this of operating ſuddenly !—of ope- 
rating within a few hours !—of operating where it is pol. 

ſible to reduce the rupture without cutting the ring!! 

Should I not very maturely weigh all this before ven- 

turing to give the FruITs of my experience to the public? 

Yes,—lIs it fair, right, honeſt, or laudable, to propoſe 4 

rule ſo ambiguous in itſelf, ſo unprecedented in the prac- 

tice of other ſurgeons; to boys! to mere boys! to print 

it, not in a diſſertation ! but in a ſyſtem, containing pro- 

feſſedly the elements of ſurgery ; and containing, by im- 

plication, no rule but what is abſolutely and Ry 

ſafe ?—No—no—no. 

Theſe you will allege, Sir, are ſevere categories. I know 

your apology for theſe operations too well; it is in every 

book ; it is the old epigaſtric artery, is it not, whoſe hiſtory 

we know ſo well? The alarm about this crooked epigaſtric 

artery was raiſed two hundred years ago ; it ſpread like de- 

mocracy, and is not yetallayed. Anatomiſts and cloſet ſpe- 

culators, who were not ſurgeons, were alarmed ; ſurgeons, 

who were no anatomiſts, were infeAed with the panic; 

one old gooſe took wing, and all the flock have flown after 

him in a direct line.—This conjecture about the epigaſtric 

artery was too much in 'your own favourite manner of 

conjecturing not to be aſſimilated into your book, and con- 

jecturally improved to the utmoſt of your power. Others 

would have proceeded to prove, firſt the danger of wound- 

ing an artery, and then the difficulty of tying it; but you, 

by a ſort of retrograde logic, in which you are peculiarly 
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happy, begin your argument where others would end. 

But the difficulty (you obſerve) of tying the epigaſtric 

artery with a needle and ligature is sucn as muſt con- 

vince every one who has tried it that Mr. Sharp had ne- 
yer put 1T IN PRACTICE *.“ 

This, which has all-the appearance of a candid appeal to 

ſurgeons on a matter of common experience, is quite the 

reverſe. Have ſurgeons aQually tried to tie the epigaſtric 

artery? Yes. And pray then how can you make them 

conclude that Mr. Sharp had © never put in practice“ 

what they themſelves had tried, i. e. had put in practice?“ 

If, on the contrary, ſurgeons have had no opportunity of 

trying it ! how can you make them judges of difficulties 

which they have never encountered ? You know full well 

that you might with as much reaſon appeal to bricklayers 

as to ſurgeons on this point. Have you, Mr. Benjamin 

„ The ſpermatic veſſels, as they go along to paſs out at the opening in 

« the external oblique muſcle, run nearly upon the very edge or border of 

« Poupart's ligament almoſt /hrough its whole length, ſo that I confider it 

&« as impoſſible to male a free diviſion of the ligament without cutting them 

* acroſs. | | 

Even in emaciated people, however, it is a matter of much difficulty 

« to ryach the epigaſtric artery, and in corpulent patients it will be found 

« altogether impoſſible to ſurround it with a ligature; ſo that beginners 

„ ought to be very cautious in receiving the directions uſually given on 

« this ſubject. On reading the remarks of the late Mr. Sharp upon his 

« point r, to ſecure the epigaſtric artery by means of a ligature, one would ex- 

« pet to be the eaſieſt of all operations; but the difficulty which in reality 

« attends it, is ſuch, as muſt convince every one <vho has tried it, that Mr. 

* Sharp himſelf had gever put it in practice. 

+ Critical Inquiry into the Preſent State of Surgery. = 
LY 
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Bell, ever ſeen the epigaſtric artery cut? Has any ſurgeon 

in Europe cut the epigaſtric artery, or ſeen it cut? Have 

you ever tied it, or tried to tie it, or ſeen others try to tie 

it? Has any ſurgeon in Europe told a tale of its being cut! 

except Gargeneot, the father of lies ? | 

Theſe things you might have conſidered ; and had you 

obſerved, that of all- the bungling ſurgeons who have for 

theſe two centuries been operating for femoral hernia, not 

one has cut this artery ! had you obſerved this fingular 

faQ, and reaſoned upon it; you might have come near-to a 

a gueſs, which would have redeemed all your unlucky con- 

jectures. But when the alarm was abroad, eſpecially about 

any thing curious in anatomy, you could not be quiet. 

You have been at pains to prove that you are as much 

aware of this danger as others, and as good at inventing 

operations by which it may be ſhunned as any of your 

neighbours. You have told us, © that a conſiderable time 

ago, it occurred to you, that in this part of the operation, 

ſome aſſiſtance might be derived from performing it in the 

following manner :” 
The firſt ſcratch with the ſcalpel was very fight; but 

« by repeated touches, ir was made to penetrate almoſt 

through the whole thickneſs of the ligament, till at laſt 

« a very thin lamella only of ir remained! The finger be- 

« ing now withdrawn, the protruded parts were returned 

« with great eaſe! the ligament at its weakened part ;:-ld- 

ing gradually as the neceſſary preſſure was applied for 

te the reduction of the inteſtines. 

As in this manner the opening may be enlarged to any ne- 

* cefary extent, and as the SPERMATIC VESSELS and EPIGASTRIC _—_ Ma Mos am aw 
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artery are thus efeftually avoided, the operation for this 
«+ ſpecies of hernia may not only be done with equal cer- 

* tainty, but with the ſame degree of ſafety, as for any other 

kind of rupture! For, by not penetrating with the ſcal- 

« pel through the whole thickneſs of the ligament under 

* which theſe blood-veſſels lie, they are thereby kept free from 

all kind of danger during this part of the operation; and, 

the preſſure to be afterwards uſed for the reduction of 

the protruded parts, if done in an eaſy gradual manner, 

« as it ought akways to be! can never injure them materially / 

as blood-vefſels of the ſize and ſtrength of which theſe are! ! ! 

« eaſily admit of a degree of extenfion much more conſider. 

able than can be here required.” 

What is this? In what does it differ ftom the opera- 

tion which every ſurgeon performs? In this. operation you 

piddled very flowly and timorouſly at the ligamentz=you 

cut it through at laſt !—You were juſt as much aſtoniſhed 

to find yourſelf performing the operation for femoral her- 

nia! as if you had found yourſelf writing verſes, or playing 

on the harp,—or refuſing a fee. You had imagined ters 

rible things concerning this epigaſtric artery, and were 

aſtoniſhed to find yourſelf cutting—cutting—-God knows 

how! but without finding this terrible EIGAS TRI 

I need not remind you how many operations have been in- 

vented fur eſcaping this imaginary danger; you have yourſelf 

mentioned Mr. Arnaud's method of dilating the ring ; you 

ſhould next have told us (if you had known it) of Mr. Le 

Blanc's famous invention of a dilator or gorget tor tearing 

the ring ! but you have made us full amends, by telling us 

about your owa operation of cutting flowly AN INCH *. in- 

K 
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to the 8UBSTANCE of a ligament which has no $UBsTANCE (or 

thickneſs) and not HALF AN INCH OF BREADTH. One 

thing you have not told us, viz. what the Spaniſh ſurgeon 

fays on this ſubject! though this ſame Don Antonio de 

Gimbernat, Phyſician to the King of Spain, has publiſhed 

a book upon this femoral hernia and epigaſtric artery; and 

your conſtant and critical friend, Dr. Beddoes, has tranſlat- 

ed it for (your inſtruction I had almoſt ſaid) your cor- 

rection, I mean! You have reſolved to be inſtructed by 

no books but your own; you are your own conductor *!!! 

Let us ſee, then, what a phyſician on the other ſide of the 

Bay of Biſcay will ſay to Mr. Benjamin Bell of the Royal 

College of Surgeons. e may read it ſafely, our withers 

are unwrung.“ | | 

„This author (Mr. Benjamin Bell) was perfectly well 

« acquainted with the danger of dividing the Fallopian 

«. ligament in any direction whatever! and with the diffi- 

« culty of dilatation without inciſion. He was not, how- 

„ever, well acquainted with the duplicature of the crural 

„ arch! or with its attachment along the creft of the os 

pubis! neither had he any exact acquaintance with the 
% foramen which gives paſſage to the parts forming the 

« crural hernia;z——conſequently—he could ill under/tand 

«4 what part forms the ſtrangulation. Had he known it! he 
« would not have meddled with the Fallopian ligament ! not 

even with its edge, as he did, doubtleſs ſuppoſing, that this 

ligament forms the ſtrangulation,” 

In ſhort, all the ſurgeons of Europe, as well as yourſelf, 

* This conductor of Mr. Benjamin Bell's is a queer inftrument for cut- 

ting for the ſtone, He makes a proclamation about it, .and ſome other in- 

ventions of his, towards the end of this book. 

* 
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have quarrelled about the way of eſcaping this imaginary 
danger; you have all been employed for many years in 

frightening one anche; like boys in the dark ; but I have 

news for you, Mr, Benjamin, for Don Antonio, Mr. le 

Blanc, and hundreds of others, who have lived in hal 
tual fear and diſquietude. 

Hear, ye Surgeons of Europe, Anatomiſts, Diſcoverers, 

Inventors, Rupture Doctors, of whatever calling or de- 

ſcription !—A wake from your ſlumbets! rouſe ye from 

unquiet dreams !—Peace be among you henceforward ! 

for ye ſhall cut up the ligament of the thigh without 
let, ſtay, hinderance, or interruption of any kind. — The 

epigaſtric artery is annihilated by the ſtaff of Moſes; 

and the devourer of all good things! and the ſcapular 

artery hath drunk up its blood! Has it not been declared 

by Jonathan Bell ſurgeon, that all the world is miſtaken 
except himſelf? what know ye about faſcias, or aneuriſms, 

or hernias, or epigaſtric arteries? Sit ye down, lay your 

fingers on your lips, hear and perpend!!! The epigaſtric 

artery never was cut—never will be cut—never can be 

cut. Various are the ſurgeons, good and bad! in country 

and in town! who have ſought for the ſame, with their fin- 

gers ſome ! and ſome with their knives! yet hath it not 

been found: It lieth at the back of almoſt every rupture, 

both of the groin and of the thigh, nor ever hath it been 

found playing bo-peep with the hernia !—as moſt noto- 

riouſly the femoral artery hath been detected ſo amuſing 

itſelf! to the great terror of all beholders, and indeſcrib- 

able danger of the King's lieges!!! 

K ij 
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Theſe blazons were made in certain public Johnbell. 

ations; the ingenious lecturer being all the while employ- 
ed in drawing the various zig-zags ef this felonious artery, 

moſt deleQably, upon the living body. Theſe truths I 

learnt from a faithful apprentice of mine, who in ſpite of 

my wholeſome counſels did perſiſt in hearing the ſaid Jo- 

nathan, and whom I examined every evening touching his 

{ſkill in ſurgery. Cauſa ſcientie patet. 

But now we ſhall ſee an end of this devourer of all good 

things. His drawing of arteries, &c. on the living body, 

is merely a baſe imitation of the © corpus MULTIS Mopis 

VULNERATUM” of Veſalius, who hath drawn his picture of 

the wounded man with darts and arrows ſticking in every 

limb of him,—hammers knocking at his occiput, and bul- 

lets with wings flying about him in all directions: But 

theſe hints of Veſalius are to be improved to the higheſt 

poſſible perfection! the man is, in the next year's public 

Johnbellations, To BE snhor QUICK IN THE JUGULAR, for the 
illuſtration of gunſhot wounds ! ! £ 

The w1TNEssEs will be innumerable!— The BUTCHERS 

will be empannelled on the jury !—PnLEGM will fit in 

judgment —Nxckosis, with bowels of compaſſion, will be 

our Chancellor, and preſent the record!!! and I, Jona- 

than Dawplucker, Eſq. will be Clerk of the Afſize.—The 
CiTY CHAMBERLAIN, will officiate as youngeſt Bailie,—and 

in the evening will be illuminations in the College Hall. 

Vivant Rex et Regina ! 

* Rejoice ye happy Gothamites, rejoice ; 

* Lift up your voice on high, a mighty voice!“ 
—_— wc. 3£& a= DD na ᷑ - a ] a Om. a Geo 



ON THE HYDROCELE, . 

AND OTHER DISEASES OF THE TESTICLES. 
*- 

— 

OF THE USE OF PREFACES IN SURGERY. 

Qui autem omnia metiuntur emolumentis et commodis, neque ea volunt 

præponderari honeſtate, hi ſolent in deliberando honeſtum cum eo quod 

utile putant, comparare,—Szpe enim tempore fit, ut quod plerumque 

turpe haberi ſoleat, inveniatur non eſſe turpe. 

HoNouRTD Sin, 

I nav hitherto (in paſſing over your prefaces) neglect- 

ed one of the chief duties of a critic and commenta- 

tor, whoſe care ſhould be, to exhibit his original in the 

moſt engaging point of view. Prefaces and dedications 

are uſually written with a degree of ſpirit and enthu- 

ſiaſm, and yours are compoſed with peculiar elegance 

and delicacy.— They have always ſome intereſting relation 

to yourſelf, and to others; they are kindly ſtuck up upon 

the top of your book,—as finger poſts at croſs roads, to 

warn thoſe who may be in danger of loſing their way— 
This is the way to In ſhort, 

one no ſooner enters your gate than the eye is arreſted by 

an advertiſement, ſo contrived, as to ſerve at once a variety 

of uſeful purpoſes. This is a ſpecies of compoſition in 
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which your two books on hydrocele and ſurgery are both 

peculiarly rich: In the following paragraphs, you have 

imparted ſome things to the public, which I hope will not 

be overlooked by thoſe whom they may concern. 

„With a view to illuſtrate this work, and to give me 

„ an opportunity of adverting more particularly than can 

„be done in a general ſyſtem to many of the more im- 

« portant parts of ſurgery, J have for many years paſt been 

* occaſionally employed in arranging for the preſs narra- 

« tions of sven accidents and diſeaſes, in the management of 

* WHICH I have been per/onally concerned, as I conceive 

„will anſwer this PURPOSE ; and THEY WILL be judged 70 be 

« the more valuable, as a great proportion of all that I 

% ſhall /e/ef wil L relate to circumſtances in which I have 

had occaſion to act on conſultation with other pradtition- 

« ers.” You alſo have the goodneſs to explain to us, 
that © when the ſubject under confideration can be render. 

« ed more clear and intelligible occaſionally, you will em- 

„ ploy ſuch reaſpnings as experience and common /enſe 

« ſeem evidently to ſupport ;” and you will be careful you 
have told us (in the way of Circumbendibus, a figure of 

rhetoric which you ſeem to delight in) © you will be care- 

ful to ſtate nothing but fact,“ ſo Mercury at your moſt 

need help you. 

You inform us next, that at ſome future period you 

„or your ſun, now engaged in the ſame profeſſion with 

« yourſelf, may give an abridgment of the whole work, 

« which may ſerve as a manual or directory for thoſe occupied 

* in the line of CHIRURGICAL OPERATIONS ; but the conciſe 

* deſcription of an abridged work would be ill calculated for 
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« thoſe who have een nothing, and therefore—! THEREFORE, 

have all to learn.” We are very ſenſible that it would be 

a great degradation to ſet your (on t write o thoſe who 

have ſeen nothing, and conſequently who have every thing to 

learn ; and that his talents lie in a higher line, he ought 

ſurely to compoſe for none but thoſe who are occupied in 

the line of chirurgical operations ; all which, though we do 

moſt firmly and potently believe, yet do we not think it 

meet to have it thus ſet down; for though there are infi- 

nite advantages in an oblique puff, the puff direct! im- 

plies an awkwardneſs in thoſe who are obliged to uſe it ; 

and a kind of neceſſity in the caſe, which it is dangerous 

to acknowledge, which is ſometimes fatal even to truth. 

In the preſent inſtance, for example, your anxiety on this 

ſcore is enough to hurt the literary reputation of your ſon, 

which, but for ſome miſadyenture of this kind, never could 

have been called in queſtion, Conſider, Sir, that while he 

is oiling his eyes &, or while you ſtand amidſt your friends 

ſweating for his recitation + of this precious lefſon, the 

whiſper may go round even in your own choſen circle, 

+ Quis expedivit pſittaco ſuum—XAIPE—XAIPE.” 
In the Preface to this book on Hydrocele, you mention 

ſome things which are of infinite importance to the public, 

as well as to your ſon and yourſelf: You have told us, 

that this book is written in ſome degree to prevent the 

„The Roman ſchool boys, when they could not recite their beſt lei- 

ſon, the Verba morituri catonis, were wont to anoint their eye-lids 

with oil to make them ſore, 

k « Que pater adductis ſudans audiret amicis,” 
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public being deceived by a ſet of impoſtors in ſurgery, 
who have learned a piece of legerdemain, from which you 

have an utter averſion (as you have, indeed, from every 

thing that is mean or cunning), viz. the tapping the ſcro- 

tum with a lancet, — ſquirting in a little red wine, and per- 

ſuading the credulous that they are cured of a diſeaſe 

which is incurable, except by an incifion as big as the 

part will allow !—crammed with ſcraped lint as deep as it 

can go!” Lou in mere charity take upon you to inform 

the lieges of their danger; tell them about ſome late at- 

tempts to bring forward again the uſe of injections for the 

cure of the hydrocele in this country ;” and you finally 

eaſe yuur heavy conſcience, by declaring, for the peace of 

their ſouls, and health of their bodies, that thoſe who have 

had the ſcrotum cut up according to the true principles of 

ſyſtematic ſurgery, have all thriven remarkably ! that you 

have cut up 365 (exactly a year's labour) with your own 

hand, who, notwith/tanding, have all done well; but that 

all thoſe who have been cured with wine injections are 

ſo imperfectly cured, that they will certainly have a return 

of their complaint at leaſt in three years! ! !”—And ſo they 

would, Sir !—if you were a conjurer, which certainly you 

are not ;—or if you could buy knots of wind from Lap- 

landiſh pawawers to fill people's tunica vaginalis with. 

You have, in the mean while, given thoſe unlucky gentle- 

men a mark to know you by :—they will hardly take a 

glaſs of wine without muttering wiſhes for your welfare : 

and having accuſtomed many of them to think about you 

with no ſmall anxiety for three years! I dare ſay, you have 

enſured their gratitude for life. 

3 
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Which of all theſe paſſages is the beſt compoſed, is not 

for a mere critic to decide: Your partners will better un- 

derſtand where you have compoſed ſkilfully ; the effect 

produced being the trueſt teſt of the excellency of this kind 

of compoſition, You have told us, that the hydrocele can- 

not be cured by injection! that all thoſe who have been ſo 

cured by other ſurgeons will have a return of this diſorder 

in three years! that you have cut 165 *; and dreſſed them 

with oiled cadeſs!!! and not one of them has died! that 

you are going to publiſh a great book of obſervations and 

conſultations ! that your ſon has entered into practice along 

with you! and that, like his father, he is not a mere ſur- 

geon, but is (or at leaſt is to be) an author.—If the public 

will not underſtand this !—prefaces will ſoon be out of fa- 

ſhion, and one might as well pare corns, and advertiſe in 

the newſpapers, as cut hydroceles, and write books. 

This book, we underſtand, was once but a chapter of 

your firſt volume ; but there was too much valuable metal 

in it to leave it in that quarry of unblaſted ore. You have 

a facility in turning and twiſting, welding together, and 

ſeparating again, your ſtuff; ſuch as we have never obſerved 

in any other manufactory. Thoſe who have remarked the 

various tranſmutations of your firſt yolume on Ulcers, and 

of this your book on the Hydrocele, and of your book on 

the Venereal Diſeaſe, will acknowledge you to be a cun- 

ning workman,—at leaſt, in your awn PECULIAR METAL, 

I here correct my quotation. Proud of the honour L have of record- 

ing Mr. Bell's ſucceſſes, I had magnified them in a former page, os 

365, in place of 165. 

I. 
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Your books are made of malleable tuff! you take out a 

lump, give it a few turns upon the anvil, and a few thumps 

of the hammer; and behold, it comes out quite a new ar-. 

ticle of trade. 

SECTION T. 

Of the Anatomy of the Teſlicle. 

O ptinam nova incude diſpngas . 

Wu the celebrated Captain Cook was circumnavi- 

gating the antarctic regions, he often obſerved an obſcene 

bird chaſing the others for their offals. By ſcreaming and 

fla pping around them with its wings, it ſo alarmed them 

as to make them drop their tribute, which he darted af- 

ter with ſuch hungry expedition, as to catch always be- 

fore it fell into the ſea. You will obſerve, gentle reader, 

how Benjamin fails and floats heavily along, while I go 

ſcreaming and whirling around him like one of thoſe foul 

feeding birds, dodging the albatroſs, through the oceans of 

miſt and ſnow. 

Before we bezin, I ſtop one moment to give you a piece 

of advice :—Loſe not one word of this precious text—read 

gently ! read ſlowly ! Diſcoverics are here heaped thick 

upon one another, and the anatomy of the teſticle is ſo 

deſcribed, that it will be worth your while to get this 

leſſon by heart! recite it to your friends at leiſurg hours 

* No, dear Benjamin, give it another turn upon the anvil.” 

4 
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do not, I beſeech you, do not grudge to communicate 

that amuſement to others. which I communicate ſo freely, 

and have been at ſo much pains to procure. 

« As the diſeaſes we are now to confider are chiefly ſeat- 

« ed in the coverings of the teſtis, I have given a more par- 

« ticular deſcription of THEM, than is neceſſary in ſpeaking 

« of the teſtis %%; with reſpect to which, I ſhall only ob- 

« ſerve, that it is evidently very vaſcular, being compoſed 

« almoſt entirely! of different convolutions of blood-vel- 

. N | 

Gentle reader, this is the deſcription of the teſticle j— 

this is the whole !—Short but valuable—A precious jewel 

in a ſmall caſket ! 

The teſticle is a gland whoſe colour is peculiarly white ; 

its coats thick and ſtrong ; its blood- veſſels few in number 

—fingularly few! its arteries are long and ſtraight, both 

as they deſcend towards the teſticle, and where they ſpread 

upon its membranes ; the veins appear convoluted and nu- 

merous only in difeafe : the whole gland is ſo white, that 

the ancients aſcribed no red veſſels to it, and they called 

its white and bloodleſs ſubſtance by an appropriate name. 

But the chief peculiarity of the teſticle is the ſeminal 

tubes, which are colourleſs, and convolved in a very ſur- 

prifing manner. This author had heard of the Tubuli Teftis, 

but could not defcribe them: he remembered ſomething 

about convoluted veſſels; (and what can convoluted veſ- 

ſels mean, thinks he, but convoluted arteries and veins? ) 

He applies the deſcription of theſe Tubes of the Tet- 

ticles to its blood- veſſels. His recollections of anatomy 

Lij 
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are not much unlike Madam Malaprop's recollections of 

Shakeſpeare. 

Indeed, Mr. Bell, I know of nothing equal to your de- 

ſcription of the teſticles, except the following deſcription 

of certain ORNAMENTS, called the Female Breaſts :!—-* The 

* SITCATION and APPEARANCE of the breaſts are ſo obvi- 

„ ous, that they require no deſcription !”—* The breaſts 

* * are of a glandular ſtructure, ſupplied with many lym- 

* phatics, blood-veſlels, and cellular ſubſtance. In the 

* unimpregnated ſtate, they may be ſaid to be uſeful ! only 

as ORNAMENTS!!! But at the end of pregnancy 

they furniſh milk for the nouriſhment of the child!!!“ 

For a moment I ſuſpected that you had been ſo obliging 

as to compole this deſcription for a certain illuſtrious au- 

thor—to be USEFUL merely as an ornament!!! But when 

I mention his name, every one will be ſenſible, that this, 

* 

and all the other ornaments! advertiſements! prefaces! and 

cnunciations of uis ſon! are made by himſelf. Who does 

not know Dr. ——— and Dr. ſon for 

Dr. ———— alſo has a ſon, of whom he ſeems alſo ſome- 

what proud—and with good reaſon, as you will perceive 

by the following extract from that delicate, elegant, witty, 

and judicious book, which ladies are taught to read ; a book 

deligned (as once on a time good books were), “ for the 

cloſet,” * for the uſe of families,” —Dr. ———— ſays, in his 

preface, that he“ was thunderſtruck with the difficulties 

* which preſented themſelves to him, when he firſt perceiv- 

* ed the neceſlity of altering the ſtyle and form of his 

„book. The importance of the object, however, rendered 
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« him inſenſible to the difficulty of the undertaking ! and 
the aid which he derived from an aſſiſtant ! who has px- 

* VOTED himſelf to the ſame line of profeſſion—his own ſon! 

« —encouraged him to proceed with the taſk *!“ 

„„ O Jephtha, judge of Iſrael, what a treaſure !”—Whoever deſires 
to know more of the Dr., father and ſon, muſt be at ſome 

pains to ſeek for a pamphlet, written with ſingular ſpirit and addreſs, by 

Dr. Gregory, Profeſſor of the Practice of Phyſic. It diſappeared very 

ſuddenly, for it had enough of ſpunk to run off fairly upon its own 

legs; but the Guide to Students, “ lucus a non lucendo, was really wor- 

thy of the celebrated profeſſors to whom it was aſcribed ; it again was 

carried off in the lids of band - boxes and travelling trunks, . cedro digna 

locutus.“ All that remains of it (for very little of it remains, thanks to 

the Scombri et quicquid—ineptis amicitur chartis), is now travelling round 

the world in this faſhion, But there are other ingenious works brought 

forth daily to replace theſe occaſional loſſes, and, among others, © a family 

book,” a vade mecum for pregnant ladies, and for young ladies; where, 

though the main body of. the work is by the elder profeſſor of midwifery, 

the ornaments ! are certainly by the junior profeſſor, and are in the very 

fineſt Arabeſque ſtyle. For example, he declares, in his Preface, that 

the ſtyle of the following ſheets is ſimple. Elegance and meanneſs of 

language would have been equally ix apzquarTs to the ſubject. . Tech- 

e nical terms are only ſubſtituted for Engliſh expreſſions, which are 

« thought to ſound harſhly to delicate ears.” Then the young aſſiſtant 

comes to his delicate ornaments in the ſimple ſtyle. Although the ex- 

« ternal ſorm of women, except in certain reſpects, appears nearly the 

« ſame with that of men, yet there are ſome general circumſtances in 

« which they differ MATERIALLY.” —* The lower part of the belly of 

« women is different from the ſame part in men, —* and the ſacred bone 

is broader and more hollow, and the rump bone is very moveable, and 

can be puſhed back.” Whether there is more of ſimplicity or of deli 

licacy in theſe paſſages, we are at a loſs to decide; but the ſimplicity of 

the following paſſage is quite ozvious : „Being called by a very judi- 

*« cious medical practitioner to viſit a lady whoſe caſe ſeemed very uncom- 

* mon! ſue had been, I learned, for three days in very ſtrong labour, 
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But the deſcription of deſcriptions is that which follows, 
— of the Scrotum, and the Septum ;—and the Rapha, and 

the Dartos ;—and the cellular fubſtance, and the ligament- 
ous ſubſtance ;—and the inflations with air,—and the in- 

jections with water ;—and all the other curioſities, anato- 

mies, anomalies, and analogies, which ſerve to explain 

anaſarcas, and hydroceles, and double hydroceles, and 

hydato-hydroceles: It is incomparable! incomparable !— 

Gentle reader! read gently! Learn alſo to recite theſe de- 

ſcriptions. 3 

« BESIDES the vaginal coat proper to each teſticle, the 

two teſtes have for their farther! protection, a more external 

„ covering, the ſcrotum !- a Bag] formed almoſt ! entirely 

but the child could not be delivered in conſequence of there being no 
« outlet for it 11!” 

The thing, we know, is neither curious nor rare, 

But wonder how the devil it got there / 

The celebrated affiſtant profeſſor is not in ſenſible to the wit of this paſſ- 

age; for he marks the three laſt words, as I do, in Italics, Vid. page 107 ; 

in page 99. we are told how many young ladies are loſt by conſumptions 

for want of accoucheurs ; in page 122. we have directions how to frighten 

an old woman, or a woman beginning to grow old ! out of her wits. The 

whole book is one uninterrupted advertiſement of “ a Kur and 481 

PRACTITIONER ;”* and if this book did not carry the ſacred title of a 

% family book,” not to be profaned by unhallowed hands, I ſhould re- 

commend it to young men as an excellent ſubſtitute for Lewis's Monk. 

Thus you may perceive, Mr. Bell, that no one is ſo perfectly qualified to 

abridge or adorn a father's book in the true ſpirit of the original as a ſon. 

You may encourage the abridger of your works by an honourable prece- 

dent, 

| « Vis frater ab iſtis 

Ilibus — wb 

Vos eſtis fratres.” T 
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*« of ſkin and cellular ſubſtance ; for that body ! the parTos, 

which has been commonly deſcribed as muſcular, is now 
* ciearly proved to be altogether cellular ! ! Even the szyTUM 
„ SCROTI1, or that membrane which divides one teſticle ! from 

another! is compoſed of cellular ſubſtance in a more 

* condenſed ſtate. By air rr us egſily inflated, and 1T is alſo 

«* pervious to water; 1o, of courſe! it partakes of all thoſe 

„ watery effuſions, to which the more external parts of the 

« ſcrotum are liable!!! 

* This ſtructure of the ſcrotum ! it is neceſſary to be ac- 
« guainted with, as, from the deſcriptions which, till of late 

have been given of it, young pradtitioners! are induced to 

* conſider it as muſcular!!! and to ſuppoſe the ſeptum, 

with its rapha, to be ligamentous !! and hence they are 

« led to be more cautious than they need be in performing 

operations pon it!“! 

Havinę thus premiſed an account of the anatomy of the 

parts in which the water in hydrocele is collected, I ſhall 

« now proceed to conſider the different varieties of the 

« diſeaſe!!!” | 

If you feel any difficulty, gentle reader, in applying 

thoſe anatomical deſcriptions to the diſeaſes which you 

have hitherto read of in other books, do not ſuffer yourſelf 

for that cauſe to be caſt down; for the author. who is thus 

capable of abridging the anatomy for you, is not leſs ca- 

pable of reducing the diſeaſes of thoſe parts to a corre- 

ſponding ſimplicity. Learn, gentle reader, that hydrocele 

is only of two kinds! the encyſted and anaſarcous ! That 

the teſticle is in its body and ſubſtance as liable to anaſarca 

as the ſcrotum is! That the ſpermatic cord is as liable as 

either! !! 
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cc 

4. 

« All the varieties of hydrocele which have been men- 

tioned by authors, may, I think, be comprebended under 

the two following, the anqſarcous and encyſ/ted ! ! 

« In the former, the ſerum is diffuſed over all the ſub- 

ſtance of the yakT in which it i ſeated ; it is not collect- 

ed in any particular cavity, but occupies equally all the 

cells of the fax T: In that which I term encyſted, the 

water is collected in one diſtin bag, and a flufuation of 

a Auid is, in general, perceived IN rr !! The ſcrotum, 

with its contents / the teſticle and is appendages ! and 

the ſpermatic cord, with its coverings ! are liable to both 

varieties of the diſeaſe.” . 

Mr. Benjamin Bell, your head is farely (as our profeſſor 

of chemiſtry would fay) “ a metaliferous mountain *,“ and 

we are now driving a ſhaft ſtraight onwards along one of 

the richeſt veins!!! You have diſcovered by conjecture 

many very curious things in ſurgery ! but ſuch a conjecture 

as you have made here!!! It will make your ſon himſelf 

hen he comes to abridge it hold up his hands! 

ve 

«« 

cc 

« As ſoon as water has collected in any conſiderable 

quantity in the ſcrotum, a ſoft, inelaſtic, colourleſs, tu- 

mour, is obſerved over the whole of it. The tumour at 

length becomes large; and although originally confined 

to the ſcrotum, it at laſt ſpreads up the groin ! The pe- 

nis likewiſe becomes affected, and often ſo ſwelled and 

diſtorted, as to excite much inconvenience and diſtreſs ; 

and although the ſcrotum is compoſed of parts which 

readily admit of dilatation, yet, in ſome inſtances, the 

tumour becomes ſo enormous, as to bur/t from one end to 
DM 8 

the other . « 

Jide Philoſoplucal Tranſactioas of Edinburgh. 
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Was the like of this ever heard of? If you, Mr. Benja- * 

min Bell, will undertake, either by any of the cafes in your 

two new volumes (which by the by we are all wearying 

for), or from any of the thouſand books which you have 

read, or by the help of Gargeneot, or by the report of any 

honeſt reſpectable well-meaning ſurgeon ! to prove! that 

any tumour, great or ſmall, Abſceſs, Hernia, Hydrocele, Bu- 
boe, Aneuriſm, or Anaſarca : Wen or whittle; melicerous 

or cancerous ;—of the bladder, of the ſtomach, of the 

| inteſtines, or even of the womb itſelf (though torn in the 

violence of labour), has burit Ro ONE END TO THE 

oTHER !!! I will hold out my right arm, and let you 

bleed me in * the vein that lies molt under the faſcia,” as 

often as you pleaſe. 

« With reſpect to the hydrocele of the dartos! a diſeaſe 

« particularly deſcribed by ancient writers, as that part of 

the ſcrotum is now knoven to be entirely cellular, so any 

water collected in it muſt TEND to form that very diſeaſe 

« we have ju/t been deſcribing, an anaſarcous ſwelling of 

© the whole ſcrotum ! ! 

On this ſubject, gentle reader, we will not diſpute with 

Mr. Bell for very obvious reaſons, 

% The /ymptoms induced by hydrocele are theſe ! A ſoft 

„ COLOURLESS TUMOUR is at firſt perceived at the inferior 

« point of the teſticle! it ir chiefly remarkable when the pa- 

tient is erect ! 

This /ymptem of hydrocele, viz. a colourleſs tumour, is 
ſeldom awanting, and the progreſs of the ſymptom is cri- 

tically and elegantly deſcribed, in the following para- 

graph. 
M 
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„% For a conſiderable time, it does not extend farther 

„than the v/ual boundaries of the ſcrotum ; but, on longer 

* continuance, it advances 79 the abdominal muſcles ! In the 

« early ſtages of the diſeaſe, when the contents of the tu- 

«* mour are diſcoloured ! and when the vaginal coat has not 

« yet acquired much thickneſs! the fluid contained in it, 

« on being expoſed to this trial, -uſually appears tranſpa- 

« rent; and, in meeting with it, we neceſſarily conſider it 

as a coroborating proof of the exi/tence of ſerum.“ 

Gentle reader, you will perhaps agree with me, that in 

this paragraph the author, by piscoLoUkKED, means colour- 

leſs ; and that by meeting with it!! he means MEETING with 

the FLAME of the canDLE ! throuph the ſcrotum, &c. 

« The abſence, however, of this! is not a proof of the con- 

« trary ; tor, as the tranſparency of the tumour depends 

« entirely on the nature of its contents, and on the thick- 

„ neſs of its coverings, whatever tends to render the one 

* leſs clear, and the other of a more firm texture, muſt, in 

proportion to this effect, invalidate the certainty of the 
« to/} 11 | 

Here the author proves very CLEARLY, that whatever 

makes ſkin thick, or phlegm muddy, has a wonderful ef. 

fet in preventing our ſeeing through the ſaid ſkin and 

phlegm! 

+ Theſe are the uſual appearances of a hydrocele, where 

the diſeaſe is confined to one fide of the ſcrotum. In 

* ſome inſtances, however, we meet with a double hydro- 
* cele, when the diſeaſe occupies the cavities of both tuni- 
* cx vaginales! and in which the tumour, inſtead of being 

* confined to one fide! of the ſcrotum, occupies the whole 
* of it equally !! !”? 
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If I had not fallen upon this invention of cutting up 

the paragraphs, diſcoveries mult have crowded ſo upon me, 

that « would heart of man once think it—there's 
ne'er a double hydrocele, be it, of what ſize it will! but 

it occupies both ſides !” 

« In the hydrocele of the tunica vaginalis, the tumour 
begins at the bottom of the ſcrotum, and proceeds ſlow- 

„ly upwards. In two caſes, I have met with the teſticle 

on the anterior part ef the hydrocele ; and, in a third, al- 

though fixed behind in its uſual fituation, it alſo-adhered 

at one point to the middle and anterior part of the tu- 
8 nica vaginalis!!“ 

This is juſt the ſame trick that its couſin- german the 

hernia plays when it gets © ſometimes before the femoral 

artery, ſometimes on the inſide of the femoral artery, ſome- 

times on the outſide of it, although even that is nothing 

equal to this cunning of the teſticle getting to the fore 

part of the hydrocele! It may now be added to the 

diagnoſis as a marked peculiarity of hydrocele, that it is 
more cunning than hernia “. 

* « In a few caſes we find theſe two varieties of hydrocele exiſting af 

the ſame time in the ſame patient. | In this caſe the ſerum, although col- 

elected in two diftin# cy/{s, gives the appearance of one uniform tumour ; 

« and a fluctuation is diſtinctly felt from one end of it to the other. But, 

« in any inſtance that I have ſeen of this combination, the tumour has been 

% {pmewhat contracted, having rather a leſs diameter at that part where 

« the two collections are ſeparated from each other; ſo that, where this 

« appearance takes place, we may, in general, ſuſpect, that the ſerum is 

© collected in two diſlind bags. This is not always indeed the caſe, for oc- 

« cafionally I have met with it where the diſeaſe was fixed in the tunica 

e vaginalis alone.” 
M 41 
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92 CURE BY MEDICINES. 

The hydrocele, gentle reader, is a diſcaſe which never 

was nor ever will be cured by outward applications; yet 

Mr, Benjamin Bell, willing to have it underſtood that 

there is nothing which he does not know, nothing poſ- 

fible which he could not do, has choſen to favour us with 

what are uſually called his ſentiments on this ſubject. 

« I have employed a variety of ſtimulants and aftrin- 

« gents, ſuch as a volatile liniment, prepared with fix parts 

„of oil, one of camphor, and one of ſpirit of hartſhorn ; 

« tinture of cantharides; the ſteams of vinegar ; poulti- 

« ces of vinegar and crumb of bread; and compreſſes of 

« linen, ſoaked in brandy ; and the practice being neither 

attended with difficulty or hazard! I mean to continue it 

« till farther experience ſhows, whether it ſhould be retain- 

« ed or not! That it will often prove ſucceſsful in remov- 

« ing a hydroccle, by promoting the abſorption of the 

« fluid contained in the tunica vaginalis, is ſcarcely to be 

expected; but we may reaſonably ſuppoſe, that ſtimulat- 

ing applications, capable of exciting inflammation in the 

„ teſtes, may accompliſh a cure, after the water has been 

« drawn off with a trocar.” | 

Here is a conjecture, a curious and nice one; there is 

no doubt but that the author, even while he was writing 

this book, might have converted his conjecture into an ex- 

periment ; it was PERHAPS, HOWEVER, Wiſer to leave it as a 

conjecture ; here it ſtands, an eternal monument of the in- 

genuity and deep thinking of the author ! 

This volume, gentle reader, was ſelected from among 

the works of the author, and was reprinted by itſelf, for 
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purpoſes which the preface explains, but chiefly on ac- 
count of two © improvements which the author now ſug- 

geſts in the treatment of hydrocele by the ſimple inciſion :” 

He conceives them to be important, and that they ren- 

der the operation eaſy, certain, and ſafe;” and foul befal 

the man who tries to conceal ſuch improvements from the 

world. 

IMPROVEMENT I. 

« After finiſhing the operation. on one fide, an opening 

is made into the vaginal coat of the oppoſite teſticle, at 

the upper extremity ! through the ſeptum ſcroti! and the 

inciſion being carried down to the bottom of the tumour, 

the cyſt is thus equally well laid open, the water is as 

completely evacuated, and the diſeaſe is not more liable 

td return, than by doing the operation, in the uſual man- 
ner, and at different times.” 

IMPROVEMENT IL. 

Having frequently found, that the dry lint in/erted in- 

to the tunica vaginalis, adhered, at the firſt dreſſing of 

the parts, ſo firmly to the ſurface of the teſtis, that it 

could not be withdrawn, I at laſt began to conclude ! ! 

that this might render the inflammation more ſevere 

than it otherwiſe would be ; and it ſoon appeared that my 

conjecture was well founded!!!“ For ſeveral years paſt, 1 
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have covered the pledgits applied to the ſurface of the 

« teſtis, as has been adviſed above, either with fine oil, or 

* with a thin liniment of oil and wax, which anſwers bet- 

« ter!!! This gives much leſs pain, in the firſt inſtance, 

« than dry lint, and the pledgits never adhere to the conti- 

« guous parts; ſo that they can be as EASILY removed at 

the firſt dreſſing of the ſore, as at any future period of the 

eil!!! 

The effect of this, and of proceeding in the other parts 

« of the treatment, in the manner I have mentioned, has 

« been, that, during all this period, the inflammation has 

„never gone farther than I could have wiſhed it to do; 

never ſo far as to excite the leaſt cauſe of anxiety.” 

IMPROVEMENT III. 

« From want of attention, I have known the teſticle 

© entirely extruded from the ſcrotum, and, in one inſtance, 

« from ſufficient pains not being taken to replace it, the 

cure was completed with the teſtis in this ſituation ; when, 

_ * inſtead of being covered with the vaginal coat and ſcro- 

tum, it was covered with ſcarf ſkin only. 

„The be/t metbod of preventing ſuch a misfortune, is, 

© to draw the edges of the divided tunica vaginalis and 

« ſcrotum nearly together, after the teſtis has been proper- 

ly placed, and the pledeits of oiled linen inſerted ; and, 

in this ſituation, to ſecure them, either with a couple of fu- 

„ tures !! at proper diſtances from each other, or with flips 

of plaſter, ſufficiently adhefive for retaining them.” 

- 

— 

— 
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There is nothing neceſſary to make this paragraph per- 

fectly elegant, but that Winifred Jenkins ſhould have had 

the ſpelling of it: A kipple of em” was a favourite ex- 

preſſion of hers alſo. 

Having praiſed and deſcribed this bloody operation, he 

next deſcribes the conſequences of it &. 

In moſt caſes, the inflammation of the teſticle does not riſe higher 

&« than it does in the ſimple hernia humoralis from gonorrhea ; and it gra- 

« dually ſubſides as the ſuppuration advances. The abatement of the in- 

60 flammation is alſo e by continuing a cool diet, the occaſional uſe of 

« opiates, and keeping the belly open. : 

J have, in various inſtances, ſeen, when the dreſſings have not been 

« removed for fix or ſeven days, and in ſome caſes even in leſs, that the 

« whole contiguous parts have been eſcoriated by the acrimony of the 

« matter alone, and by which more uneaſineſs has been induced during the 

« courſe of the cure, than by any circumſtance connected with the opera» 

« tion : Nay, in ſome, the inflammation induced in this manner has an ob- 

« yious influence on that of the teſticle, and tends to render it much more 

& ſevere than it otherwiſe would be. 

« On ſome occaſions, at the firſt dreſſing, and always at the ſecond or 

« third, the pledgits inſerted between the tunica vaginalis and teſticle 

« come away; and, whenever this happens, they ſhould be renewed. It is 

« alſo proper to renew them daily, for the firlt fourteen or fiſteen days after 

« the operation; not, however, of the ſame depih at at the firſt, as, during 

« the latter part of the cure, it proves ſufficient, if they are merely inſerted 

« fo far as to prevent the divided edges of the tunica vaginalis from adher- 

« ing to the teſticle before the adheſive proceſs has taken place in the parts 

more deeply ſeated. To this point, I muft obſerve, the moſt particu- 

lar attention is neceſſary; for, when this mode of operating fails, that is, 

« when the diſcaſt returns, it is, almoſt in every inſtance, from this precau- 

tion being overlooked. In my own pratiice, the diſeaſe has not returned 

in a fingle ſtance; but I have met with different caſes in which it has 

done fo, and in all from the cauſe I have mentioned, viz. the divided 
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The language in which theſe wonderful improvements are 

explained to us, is ſuch as we are always to expect from Mr. 

Benjamin Bell. But the rudeneſs of this operation, the 

harſhneſs of theſe dreſſings, nay (as he ſays), & nay even the 

interpoſition of lint covered with oil,” “ inſerted deep into 

the wound,” A pledgits of ointment covering the large 

ſore,” AN rendering removal eaſy,” Ab relieving the 

diſtreſsful uneaſineſs ! ! !''—all this ſounds to a modern fur. 

geon much like the tranſlation of ſome old book of ſurgery, 

where ignorance, harſhneſs, and boldneſs, and quackery, in 

the affairs of diſeaſes of the private parts, go hand in hand. 

How much will modern ſurgeons be aſtoniſhed upon being 

informed, that they have been driven into a variety of 

very fooliſh experiments, merely from an ignorance, highly 

culpable, of this great improvement of a piece of oiled 

lint. | | 

« Others ! ! from not being ſo fortunate ! and with whom 

1 4 high degree of inflammation was often induced, not 

* conceivinę that this inconvenience could be lefſened, either 

„y any alteration to be made in the mode of performing the 

„ operation, or in the management of the dreſſmgs ! !! were 

* naturally induced to make trial of other means of ob- 

* taining a radical cure of the diſeaſe.” 

This is the cauſe why they have gone a-whoring after 

new inventions. 

Mr. Benjamin Bell,—If in theſe paragraphs you have 

edges of the tunica vaginalis being allowed to adhere to the teſticle be- 

« fore adheſion had taken place between the parts more deeply ſeated. 

« In almoſt every circumſtance, the treatment of hydrocele by this 

« operation is the ſame with what anſwers beſt in a common abſceſs.” 
4 

. $1575 
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{ſpoken for yourſelf only, you may have ſpoken very truly, 

and have given a faithful repreſentation of your practice ; 

— but if you mean to repreſent to young men the princt- 

ples of modern ſurgery, you have belied your brethren, 

and maligned the art. You have delivered ſomething like 

the practice of the laſt century, as a leflon for the young 

ſurgeon of the preſent day! hardly is any thing awanting 

to make your deſcription perfect, except the uſe of fire! 

for the older ſurgeons were as faithful worſhippers of fire 

as you are of the knife, and now we may eaſily perceive 

that ſimilar ſacrifices have graced and exalted both reli- 

gions. Nothing is awanting to make your operations per- 

fect, but thruſting the red-hot poker through the bag (as 

you term it); that would indeed preſerve a free drain, 

and prevent the collection of matter! A drawing of the 

hiſſing poker is given by Scultetus, and you may eaſily re- 

vive that obſolete way of obliterating the bag, without 

diſgracing thoſe principles of ſyſtematic ſurgery which di- 

ſtinguiſh your valuable wkzrTiNGs. 

Your cutting up the ſcrotum in its whole length ! your 

cutting up the tunica vaginalis of both ſides, by an inci- 

ſion made through the ſeptum ſcroti.! !! your ſtitching 

theſe wounds with a kipple of ſtitches, to prevent the tei- 

ticles falling out!!! your oiling the lint to prevent it (the 

ſaid lint) from ſticking to the teſticle! and your thruſting 

the ſaid oiled lint as deep as poſſible, to prevent the teſti- 

cle, in its turn, ticking (or adhering) to the vaginal coat, 

are great improvements!!! worthy of the inventor. 

But * the diſeaſe returning, in almoſt every inſtance, 

from theſe little precautions being overlooked ;”'—* the diſ- 

N 
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eaſe returning, after inciſion, in different caſes in the prac- 

tice of others, but never in your own !! !””—the cutting 

open both ſcrotum and tunica vaginalis quite down to the 

bottom of the tumour, leſt matter or ſerum ſhould lodge 

there !—the dreſſing down to the bottom of the tunica va- 

ginalis, for twenty or thirty days! your ſurgeon-like indif- 

ference to a ſwelling of the teſticle, equal to that which 

happens in gonorrhœa (which is by far the greateſt and 

moſt painful ſwelling of that part we know of) :—are poor 

evidences of your ſucceſs. Theſe accidents, Sir, which 

you have ſo honeſtly enumerated, though they may be 

admirable ſpecimens of your mild and modernized ſur- 

gery, form but an unhappy prologue to, your arguments 

againſt curing hydrocele by injection; for that cure is ſo 

eaſy, compared with your long and well ſtufſed incifions, 

the ſwelling which follows after injecting is ſo fingularly 

large, and yet the pain is ſo ſlight, the ſwelling alſo ſub- 

ſides ſo very gradually and perfectly! that the ſurgeon who 

tries this method for the firſt time, is both ſurpriſed and 

pleaſed with his own fuccels. 

The phenomena attending the cure by injection are ſim- 

ply and modeſtly related by Mr. Earle of London, on the 

ſubject of whoſe claims to the gratitude of the public, and 

the thanks of medical men, I ſhall ſay a few words. 

There has prevailed among the writers on our art, an 

ungenerous invidious cuſtom of ſearching the muſty re- 

cords of ignorant times; not for the purpoſe of encou- 

raging ſcience, or promoting diſcoveries, or ſupporting 

truth, —but for diſcouraging, inſulting, grieving, with ab- 

ſurd imputations, thoſe by whom any new or ingenious 
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operation is propoſed. —lIf the celebrated Harvey was thus 

inſulted, well may Mr. Earle eſteem it an honour to be 

abuſed. 

It is on occaſions of this kind that ſcraps of authority 

are produced ! unintelligible as the monkiſh Latin of a feu- 

dal parchment ! but, like it too, of force ſufficient to 

transfer the right of ſome ingenious invention from its law- 

ful owner to ſome antiquated fool, whoſe moth-eaten pages 

are all neglected except this precious text !—ſome barbarian 

of Arabia, or of more barbarous Europe, who, writing 

like your wiſe ſelf, * about it and about it,” has blundered 

upon ſome expreſſions, too ambiguous to ſuggeſt any 
real improvement, to ſerve a good purpoſe, or be uſeful 

to ſcience,—too ambiguous alſo not to be uſeful to ſome 

malignant and envious man! Even for ſuch purpoſes are 

theſe ghoſts conjured up, from the © vaults of all the Ca- 

pulets.” The men who fit thus ſullenly brooding over the 

inventions of others, imagine the very things they look for 

in theſe old books, juſt as you, Mr. Benjamin, in your eery 

moods or poetical wanderings, ſee Turks heads in the fire, 

and camels in the clouds? But why ſhould I talk to you 

about the vaults, and the clouds, and the camels, and the 

Capulets? you look (as Sterne ſays of thoſe who are intent 

upon the affairs of this world), neither upwards nor down- 

wards, but ſtraight forwards, towards better things. I ac- 

quit you (as I have already acquitted you) of conjuring 

any where, and leaſt of all in the vaults of the Capulets, 

which you never have profaned : But you have conjured 

in your own way; you have retailed the hiſtory of this 

method of cure out of Mr. Earle's own book ; you have 

N jj 
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pelted him about the ears with his own learning: You 
have diſputed whether his practice be new or old, when 

you ſhould have been debating whether it was right or 

wrong. | 
There is no doubt, Sir, that we are able to accom- 

pliſh the obliteration of this or of any ſac by cutting 

it out, or by cutting it open its whole length, or by thruſt- 

ing a red-hot iron in at the top and out at the bottom of 

the bag. And in double hydrocele, there is no difficulty 

in obliterating both ſacs by opening both at once, and 

cramming both with lint. But after having found out 

theſe ſure ways of performing the cure, it was not unnatu- 

ral—(whatever you may think of the ſuavity of this ſur- 

gery) to ſeek out for an eafier way!! For this reaſon, and 

not for want of confidence in the old method of cure, nor 

for want of the oiled lint to make it eaſy ! have ſurgeons 

made various experiments. 'They have cut up the tumour 

with various forms of inciſion ; they have cut it open with 

two ſmaller incifions in place of one large continuous inci- 

ſion; they have ſometimes cut it up with one long inci- 

ſion, and ſewed it in the middle; they have opened it (the 

bag I mean) with cauſtics ! irritated it with ſetons! tor- 

mented it with tents and eſcharotic dreſſings : They ven- 

tured at laſt to pour injections into the bag; but their in- 

jections of ſpirits and corroſive ſublimate were ſo ſtrong, 

that they produced dreadful pain. It was about fifty years 

ago that theſe injections were firſt uſed ; till lately they 

were forgotten : But now that Mr. Earle has revived the 

method by injections, managing the cure with prudence 

and (kill; the pains and ſuppurations attending the old me- 
| 2 
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thod are produced as arguments againſt his milder opera- 
tion, and the corrofive ſublimate and ardent ſpirits are 

moſt diſingenuouſly contraſted with his harmleſs injections 

of wine and water. 

When we inject a hydrocele, the ſtriking in of the tro- 

car is not more painful, as is acknowledged by all, than 

BLEEDING in the Au *. The drawing off of the water gives 

us leave to feel the condition of the teſticle, the condition 

of which we judge of in every caſe by the feeling, and not 

by the ſight. The throwing in a little wine and water 

gives no pain ; the patient feels a rolling ſenſation, a ſlight 

and momentary pain ſhoots up to his loins; in two or 

three days the tunica vaginalis (not the teſticle, as in 

your inciſions) ſwells; the ſwelling is ſurpriſingly large! 

but there accompanies it only a ſenſe of weight and 

a ſlight uneaſineſs, which the patient rarely condeſcends 

to call pain. For ſome days the patient lounges upon his 
ſettee, reads his book, plays cards in the evening with 

his friends, ſleeps ſoundly, eats well, and puts a ſolution 

of ſugar of lead to the bag if it inflames, and in four or 

five, or, at the utmoſt, in eight or ten days, goes about his 

uſual affairs. A diſappointment is rare. If the diſeaſe re- 

turns, it returns immediately, and the patient does not ſuf. 

fer even the unhappineſs of ſuſpenſe. When the diſeaſe 

does return, it is only becauſe the patient has not ſuffered 

that ſlight uneaſineſs which is neceſſary to his cure ; and 

* Jide Earle on Hydrocele. 

+ * When inflammation excited by an injection goes too far, and with 

« whatever care the operation is done this ſometimes happens, the diſtreſs 

« produced by it is ſevere. Beſides the pain ariſing from the inflamma- 
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he ſubmits willingly to a repetition of that method which 

has failed only becauſe of its being too gentle! he has no 

more reluctance at being tapped in this way for the hydro- 

cele any morning before breakfaſt, than he would have to 

be bled for a headach.— Thus, even when it fails, no harm 

is done! there are no inciſions, no ſuppurations, no coarſe 

dreſſings with oiled lint, no grievous confinement of two 

months! This eaſy operation has ſucceeded, even where 

your painful inciſions have failed! Mr. Cooper, ſurgeon 

in Glaſgow, has lately cured. by injection a double hy- 

drocele, which, © would heart of man once think it,” occu- 

pied both ſides! and was cut with inciſions by a certain 

« tory ſtage of the diſcaſe, if ſuppuration takes place, the patient muſt ſub- 

mit to that painful diſtenſion which the ſudden formation of matter in 

« this coufined (tate always excites ; to the febrile ſymptoms with which 

« it is attended; and to an inciſion equally extenſive for diſcharging the 

* matter, as if the mode of cure by inciſion had been adopted at firſt ! ! ! 

« As an argument in favour of this operation, it is ſaid, that, when it 

« fails, we ſtill have it in our power to perform it over again, or to adviſe 

« the radical cure by inciſion. This, however, lads to much vexation, di- 

« fireſs, and diſappointment, in the lirſt inſtance, while I think it probable, 

e“ that one effect of injections, when they do not ſucceed, muſt be, to ren- 

« der any other operation that may be afterwards performed, more uncer- 

&« tain than it otherwiſe would be, or to require a higher degree of inflam- 

© mation to be induced. | 

% Now, if this is the fact, and I firmly believe it to be ſo! ! ! that injec- 

&« tions, in a great proportion of caſes, act chiefly by their aſtringency ! and 

« not by D:srROYING the cavity of the tunica vaginalis, they may readily 

« Be ſuppoſed to render not only the tunica vaginalis, but even the ſurface 

« of the teſlis, moRE callous than it was before ?!! by wich a greater degree 

« of inflammation will be required than might otherwiſe be ſufficient ! ! ! 

« when any other operation becomes neceſſary for the cure of the diſ- 

«eaſe? 2!” 
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ſurgeon! who PERHAPS, HOWEVER, may not have known of 

YOUR improvements of the K1PPLE OF STITCHES and OILED 

LINT. | x 

Except one unfortunate caſe operated upon in the Royal 

Infirmary by Mr. John Bell, we have heard of no ill acci- 

dent. In that caſe the bag ſuppurated, the teſticle was ex- 

poſed for ſome days ; but I will explain this misfortune by 

a theory which I am ſure you will ſubſcribe to very wil- 

lingly : The ſufferings of that fingle patient were owing, 

not ſo much, perbaps, bowever, to the natural dangers of 

the operation, as to ſome miſtake on the part of the ſur. 

geon ; and I truſt he has more honeſty than to wiſh that a 

good operation ſhould bear the ill report of his awkward- 

neſs. 

You have made many very pretty conjectures upon the 

effects of injections upon the tunica vaginalis and teſticle ; 

pray, Sir, is it not in your power to convert theſe conjec- 

tures into experiments? Could you not have ſpared one 

out of your 165 patients *, ſome poor man now, to make 

trial of it upon? Or were you rather provoked at ſeeing 

the trial made upon a very rich man, of very extraordi- 

nary abilities, and of the firſt rank in this country? Did 

the ſtory told by the Prince of Wales's phyſician + give 

% have now performed this operation in one hundred and ſixty-five 

e caſes, and in every variety of age, from the third to the ſcventy-fifth 

« year : not one of the number has either died or been in danger; nor has 

the diſeaſe returned in any of them. In various inſtances, at firſt, the 

„ inflammation, as I have obſerved above, arrived at a conſiderable height; 

e but not in a ſingle inſtance, ſince the operation has been done in the 

« manner I have mentioned.” 

+ Vid. Duncan's Medical Commentary. 
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you a diſlike to the operation? Go to, Sir, inquire into 

theſe matters a little (if it be no degradation to you to in- 

quire into matters belonging to your profeſſion), you will 

perhaps find reaſon to retract the raſh opinion which you 

have obtruded upon the public, with violent ſymptoms 

of jealouſy, and much of the effrontery of an intereſted 

and ignorant practitioner.” 

I have good reaſon for not aſking you any queſtions a- 

bout the cure by injection : but allow me to aſk you a few 

concerning your own improved operation of the double 

inciſion and oiled lint.— When you cut up the ſac and 

ſcrotum with an inciſion down to the bottom of the tu- 

mour, is not the inciſion nine or ten inches long, and often 

more than a foot in length? Does not that great wound 

inflame in four or five days, and ſuppurate plentifully during 

the reſt of the cure? ls not the oiled lint thruſt down moſt 

inexorably to the bottom of the wound ?—lIs not the re- 

union of the lips of the wound carefully prevented, till 

there be a filling up of the ſac, or a total adheſion of the teſ- 

ticle and ſac? ] s it not your principle to treat hydrocele like 

an abſceſs, the whole cavity being brought to ſuppuration? 

If all this, or much of it, or any of it (for I will not let 

you ſlip off the hock), be in any degree true? If every 

cure of yours begin thus with inciſion, ſuppuration, and 

ſwelling of the teſticle! then will I tell you very exactly 

how the account ſtands betwixt you and Mr. Earle. Your 

ſucceſſes begin! juſt where Mr. Earle's miſtakes, or miſ- 

fortunes end :—Your cure begins with inciſions, ſwelling, 

ſuppuration, ſevere dreſſings, long confinement, great 

pain ! ! !-—Mr, Earle's patients ſuffer but a temporary ſwell- 
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mg, a flight uneaſineſs, which they ſeldom chooſe to call 

pain: there is no incifion—no open wound—no paintul 

dreſſings— no ſwelling of the teſticle, (but only of the fac; 

or tunica vaginalis which ſurrounds it) ; and the end of his 

worſt and moſt unhappy caſes is but ſuppuration, and a 

neceſſity of opening the ſcrotum with a lancet, and of 

treating the caſe according to your principles, like an 

abſceſs.“ 

There are two things you ſeem to have forgotten entirely; 

that there is a duty which every man, honoured as you are 

with the confidence of the public, owes to that public! 

Have you not alſo forgotten your own very elegant Cice- 

ronian reflection? That every praQitioner is apt to be 

« prejudiced in ra vouxs of a PARTICULAR METHOD, ſo that 

he generally continues to practice that mode, and No 

* OTHER; and finding it commoxLyY ſucceeds, he by de- 

« grees comes to PERSUADE HIMSELF, that other methods of 

„cure, with which he has not had ſuch opportunities ot 

becoming acquainted, are liable to objections, which 

* thoſe who have practiſed them bo NOT FIND 10 BE THE 

* CASE?” | 

You ſeem alſo to forget entirely the report whieh you 

yourſelf have given of this method of cure by injection. 

It often happens, that the pain ir inconſiderable from the 

«+ firſt : Scarcely any inflammation or tumour is perceived 

„on the teſtis; and the patient, conſidering himſelt as 

„ well, walks abroad, in ten, twelve, fonrteen, or fifteen 

days!!! But, with others, a very ſevere degree of pain 

takes place on the firſt introduction of the injection, not 

© merely in the teſtis, but in the back, and over the whole 

0 
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« Joins. In moſt inſtances, this ſoon becomes moderate, 

and the treatment! goes eaſily on; but, in others, it is 

« ſucceeded by great inflammation in the teſtis and ſcro- 

tum; and, in a few, this terminates in collections of 

matter within the cavity of the tunica vaginalis.” 

Let me remind you, that while it is in ſome only that 

the injection “ is ſucceeded by great inflammation in the 

teſtis and ſcrotum,” no patient whoſe ſcrotum has been ſlit 

up with the knife or ſciſſars, can eſcape a very ſevere in- 

flammation! If in a few only the cure (by injection) ter- 

minates in collections of matter within the tunica vagi- 

nalis, then there are but few caſes in which we need to re- 

cur to your principle of treating hydrocele like an abſceſs. 

I know the ſenſibility and tenderneſs of your diſpoſition, 

and would fain inſtruct you from your own book (for you 

have reſolved to be inſtructed by no other); I wiſh, out of 

mere tenderneſs to your milky nature, to ſatisfy you, that 

this method of Mr. Earle's, conſidered merely as an ex- 

periment, is neither a deſperate nor a cruel one. 
And now, Sir, I will honeſtly confeſs to you, that your 

reaſons againſt this operation ſeem to me ſo weak, that 1 

cannot but think your prejudices muſt be proportionably 

ſtrong. One author has ſatirized our whole trade, nay, 

ſlandered it moſt villanouſly, by propheſying that this ope- 

ration would never be well received: And why? do you 

think: Becauſe “ ſurgeons have a better chance of get- 

ting fifty guineas for a good long inciſion, than for a ſquirt- 

full of Port wine?” I know I am in no danger of offend- 

ing you, by repeating this vulgar, inſolent expreſſion ; for 

had this been your reaſon, you never would have flood 
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higgling with the public, but would at once have ſaid of the 

operation, It won't do,” You have an antipathy, not ſo 

much to the operation, as to the man who propoſed it. Mr. 

Earle inſinuates, that you muſt know little about your pro- 

feſſion who are ignorant of the meaning of the word Hyda- 

tid, (a word which is now in every mouth). It was indeed 

unlucky that you had not read Bidloo, Swammerdam, and 

John Hunter, with the pilfering diligence of your nameſake 

Jonathan! Was it not a pity, ſince you undertook to talk 

about hydatids, but that you had known of their being 

living creatures? You might then have eſcaped the criti- 

ciſms of Mr. Earle; you might have recovered your faux 

pas handſomely enough; and when all the other ſurgeons 

were performing this cure by injection, you might alſo have 

been performing it with great eclat ; or, at leaſt, you might 

have been © remarking in your own way, that you had often 

thought of puttivg that orERATION in practice; and that 

you had now made, upon different occaſions, various trials of 

this remedy ; and after different fucceſzfus attempts by this 
new mode of treatment, had come to entertain a more fa- 

vourable opinion oF err!!! with whatever farther additions 

your prudence might have ſuggeſted. 

Of all the queſtions which I have ever wiſhed to aſk at 

you, not one has occurred ſo often to my mind as this, 

What can be your particular reaſon for ſaying, that hy- 

drocele cured by injection will return in three years “?“ 

* « From the beſt information that I have been able to procure, it ap- 

« pears, that, although, in many, a complete cure is obtained, yet that 

« the diſeaſe returns early, that is, in the ſpace of a few weeks, in a 

O ij 
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You have mentioned * the ninth or tenth of all on whom 

the operation has been performed.” as if on the authority 

of others: But your own paramount authority you have 

reſerved for the proof of the moſt incredible of all acci- 

dents, viz. that this diſeaſe, though apparently cured, may 

return at the diſtance of three years tf!!! I doubt not 

your authority, far from it; my confidence in your ve— 

racity is the very reaſon why I inquire the cauſe, from 

one apparently ſo well acquainted with the fact: Why 

three years? Although © TuREE YEARS!!!” ſounds very 

oddly, I am confident, NEVERTHELESS, HOWEVER, that 

you have as good grounds for prognoſticating the re- 

turn of hydrocele in three years! as almanack-makers 

have for prognoſticating about the weather. I have 

obſerved that you are curious in thoſe matters! Upon 

comparing the time during which you (who never per- 

formed the operation) propoſe leaving the wine injec- 

tion in the fac! with that adviſed by others! I can 

remark a difference of exactly half a minute, which gives 

me a very high opinion of your abilities. I have heard 

alſo, that you temper poultices by the thermometer ! and 

had I not ſuſpected a fort of plagiariſm from Mr. Still 4, 

who has for ſome years paſt tempered every thing by the 

« ninth or tenth part of all on whom the operation is performed; and ix 

„ Fly OF E:GHT OR NINE! at ſome UNCERTAIN period in future!!! 

« Although in ſome the diſeaſe returns in the courſe of two or three 

«* weeks, in others, it is not perceived for ſeveral months; and, in ſome, 

% as J have obſerved above, not till two or three years have elapſed.” 

+ In ſonic it is not perceived, as I have OBSERVED, till two or three 

YEARS HAVE ELAPSED.” Page 153. 

+ A famous Cutler in Edinburgh. 
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thermometer!!! I ſhould have mentioned this along with 
— the double inciſions! the oiled lint ! the kipple of ſtitch- 

es! and the other diſcoveries with which this new book a- 

bounds. 

This fortunate expreſſion, new book, reminds me of one 

queſtion more—how unhappy ſhould I have been had I 

forgotten to aſk it! Why have you unrooted this fair plant 

from its natural foil, where it flouriſhed among others of its 

kind ! Why expoſed it to all the dangers of tranſplantation! 

to endure, ſingle and unſheltered, the cold and blighting 

blaſts which may blow upon it? In plain proſe, why is this 

a new book? Is it for the ſake of convinc g all the world, 

that though there is no danger in curing hydrocele with- 

out inciſions ! it is nevertheleſs wrong? Or was it written 

to convince the world, that pain is no evil—confinement, 

amuſement—and that cur r is cu s!!! Was it for 

the ſake of communicating to thoſe who have been cured 

by injection, this very ſingular diſcovery, that their hydro- 

celes will aſſuredly return (at leaſt ſix out of ten) in leſs 

than three years? Did you, or did your bookſeller, con- 

trive this notable ſcheme for ſtealing, ike L'Avare, the hay 

from your own horſes? Is this new-old-book a mark of po- 

verty or a mark of riches? for riches, as moraliſts obſerve, 

ſometimes operate like poverty: Or 1s this poor crop, 

from a field once ſo rank and fruitful, the mark of an ex- 

hauſted ſoil? . Jamque adeo fraQa es ætas efſætaque tellus? 

Vix animalia parva creat qui cuncta creavit? If you ſuſ- 

pe ſo alarming a cauſe! give your wit a ſeventh year's 

jubilee ! reſt from your labours! and regale the public with 

falling. | 
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Vet, when I reflect upon certain circumſtances, I am 

perſuaded, that if this little book be inferior to your other 
volumes (a point which, however, is not to be raſhly deci- 

ded), the accident ariſes merely from your generoſity! I 

know, my dear Sir, your modeſty will be wounded by the 

frequent repetition of this ill ſounding, inſulting word ;— 

« but if my duty be too bold, my love is too unmannerly.“ 

I will diſcloſe your virtues ! Vou have done the moſt 

generous thing in the world ; you have (and God ſend it 

may not prove a felo de ſe), DIVIDED your BRAIN INTO FOUR 

ARTS!!! and though thoſe three gentlemen, with whom 

you have ſo condeſcendingly and freely ſhared it, do not 

ſeem to have profited in any very particular manner! the 

corner bit which you have reſerved for yourſelf, is not ſuf- 

cient to keep you out of ſcrapes! 

Yet this term, dividing into quarters, or any other im- 

plying ſolidity, can with no propriety be applied to your 

ſenſorium. I believe it were better to conſider brain 

as a fluid ! That of your nameſake Jonathan, for exam- 

ple, is a fluid—it is plain vinegar—it is a diſſolved colco- 

thar of vitriol ; and, as it diſtils through his pen, it drops 

a blot on every thing it touches! it eats out colour, ſtuff, 

and all! it corrodes, Sir, like aquafortis!— Vours again is 

an inoffenſive fluid! a mild, viſcid, undefæcated phlegm ! 

only, by diluting it with the more thin and watery cere- 

bellums of your co-mates, it has loſt its viſcidity, tenacity, 

and all its other remarkable properties: In place of being, 

as once it was, as ſtiff as birdlime ! it is now little better 

than mere ſerum. This dangerous experiment of yours— 

this adventurous dilution of brain—reminds us of Spallan- 

3 
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zani's experiment of taking up on the point of a needle 

an almoſt inviſible drop of ſeminal fluid, with which he im- 

pregnated a great jar of water, and with that water im- 

pregnated innumerable eggs of ſhe-frogs and water-neuts. 

You now perceive, honoured Sir, by experience, how 

dangerous familiarity is to greatneſs ; for even I am come 

at laſt to aſk queſtions of you as confidently as if you were 

juſt a common perſon. A fit of curioſity, almoſt feminine, 

has come upon me, and I cannot repreſs it; I know you 

will think I queſtion with an idle tongue: No; 1 affure 

you I aſk this queſtion in pure ſimplicity. 

Your book I think I underſtand very thoroughly, all 

but one ſmall paragraph, which 1s truly perplexing. You 

mention, That at one period a practitioner in THIS coun- 

try ! got into notice by ANNOUNCING FREQUENT CURES Of 

FISTULA in Ado, as well as other finuſes. Some timid pa- 

tients, both here and in England, put themſelves under 

his cure. His REPUTATION, HOWEVER, WAS NOT OF LONG 

DURATION *!“ 

Dear Sir, explain to us, is this meant! literally! figura- 

tively !.or prophetically ? With infinite care have we look- 

ed over the newſpapers of ruis country! but never have we 

found them polluted with thoſe kinds of advertiſements 

which ſo often diſgrace the newſpapers of the orHER coun- 

try! We have been informed of no quack fo deſperate as to ad- 

vertiſe frequent cures for the fiſtula in ano. We find, indeed, 

in all the newſpapers of laſt year, the following advertiſe- 

ment, but cannot ſuppoſe it to be the advertiſement you 

* Page 156. 
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allude to, both on account of a glaring anachroniſm be. 

twixt the advertiſement and your text, and on account of 

ſome other circumſtances, which it is needleſs to explain. 

« ADMIRAL LORD DUNCAN. 

We have the pleaſure 79 announce, that Admiral Lord 

Duncan is completely recovered after having undergone a 

very DANGEROUS OPERATION, Which was performed by the 

CELEBRATED Mr. BENJAMIN BELL, Surgeon of this City. 

The ſucceſs of this operation , much cauſe for joy ts 

the inhabitants of theſe kingdoms &.“ 

Neither yourſelf nor your partners ever could have done 

this; the ſtyle is quite unworthy of them or of you ;—in- 

deed it 1s little better than the advertiſement of John Par- 

tridge, practitioner in phyſic, leather, and aſtrology ; and 

is, in all reſpects, ſo ſore a libel upon thoſe whom it was 

intended to honour, that I do pity you, and moſt vehe- 

mently exhort you to prevent in future ſuch officious 

friends. Compoſe the advertiſements yourlelf. Being a 

practitioner in books and phyſic (though not in aftrology 

have acknowledged you are no conjuror); being a, 

writer on the venereal diſeaſe, the diſeaſe of the teflicle, &.; 

being, moreover, a cutter and curer of fiſtulas; I am aware 

that you will often find yourſelf in circumſtances peculiar- 

ly delicate! I am ſenſible you would, at any time, chooſe 

rather to be a loſer, both in money and reputation, than 

offend againſt decorum. But, Sir, I have the happineſs of 

* Caledoaian Mercury, Thurſday, April 12. 1798.—A true Copy. 
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ſuggeſting an expedient, by which you may, without the 

{{ighteſt taint to your reputation, gain your end, and per- 

haps with an increaſe of literary character: When you at 

any time find yourſelf in this conſtricted condition, let 

off your puffs in Latin; and to ſave you the ſhame of 

thumbing the ſyntax at your reſpectable time of life, I here 

preſent you with a formula of fingular and approved ele- 

gance. 
When G———s N t,—_M. D.— had thrown away 

the Paper Cap, and aſſumed the Triangular Bonnet, —and 

before he began to cure Scrophula, Cancer, and all incur- 

able diſeaſes he ſtuck up, moſt unpremeditately and ſud- 

denly, upon the walls of Alma Mater, the following no- 

tice, or rather warning :—GuLIitLMmus N T PROPONAT 

DARE CURSUM PECULIAREM DE MORBIS SYPHILITICIS, &c. &c, 

to the great aſtoniſhment of the natives of the ſaid Alma, 

and the utter confuſion of the profane vulgar. 



ST DROꝶ HELL, 

CONVERSATION AND CRITICISMS. 

ON a certain evening, many very worthy gentlemen 

being with myſelf aſſembled to conſult what ſhould be 

done with Jonathan Bell ſurgeon, after much agitation, I 

myſelf propoſed the method of the Iriſh Rat-catchers, 

who rhime rats to death, and undertook to perform_the 

operation or incantation myſelf, ? 

THE LOOKING-=- GLASS, 

A bear of /hag and manners rough, 
At climbing trees expert enough ; 
For, dext'rouſly, and ſafe from harm, 

Year after year he robb'd the ſwarm. 
Thus thriving on induſtrious toil, 

He glory'd in his p!{fer*d ſpoil. 

This trick ſo ſwell'd him with concert, 
He thought no enterpriſe 40 great. 
Alike in ſciences and arts, 

He boaſted univerſal parts ; 
Pragmatic, buſy, buſtling, bold, 

His arrogance was uncontrol de 

And thus he made his party good, 

And grew dictator of the Woop. 

The beaſts, with admiration, tare “, 

And think him a prodigious bear. 

What the effects of theſe rhimes were upon the general 

conſtitution or Uropoietic organs of the ſaid Jonathan, we 

have not yet learned. No ſooner had I compoſed the a- 

bove fable, than I went ſtraightway to Sydrophell, who, 

though he has no genius for numbers (unleſs it be for al- 

gebra and the Arabic numbers), has yet an admirable ta- 

lent for criticiſm, I was privately ſenlible of ſome imper- 

® Vide No. I.; of which Number I conſidered this as one of the beſt 

Oxxamenrs in the ſimple ſtyle, 
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fections in this little poem; but I comforted myſelf with 

a very obvious reflection, that many a clever fellow has 

got a fall betwixt Rhime and Reaſon, as, betwixt two 

ſtools, the falls to the ground, —lI aſked my friend 

Sydrophell, firſt, Whether © induſtrious toil,” and“ pil- 

fered ſpoil,” agreed? he faid, No—not in ſenſe, but 

they agree in ſound, which is much better. I aſked 

him, Whether © party good,” and © Dictator of the 

Wood,” was witty? No, he ſaid, but it was puny !- and 

to his certain knowledge would paſs current with the gen- 

tlemen to whom it was particularly addreſſed for ſterling 

wit. You ſeem, ſaid I. to Sydrophell, to fancy yourſelf 

playing a GAME at FORFEITS, and that you are bound to 

anſwer to every queſtion with a banter and a compliment : 

Be ſerious for a moinent, ſaid I, and anſwer me this one que- 

ſtion—What do you think of calling it a looking-glaſs? A 

p—ſs p—t, you mean, I ſuppoſe, ſays Sydrophell: and that 

is ſo old and fo vulgar a joke, I ſurely would by no means re- 

peat it. Pray, then, what do you ſay to this! ſhould I make 

my bear a White Bear, catching fiſh; or a Black Bear, 

herrying bee-hives? That, ſays Sydrophell, depends upon 

the nature of the beaſt. I now began to perceive, that 

Sydrophell was in an evil humour; but there was one 

queſtion yet remaining with which I knew I ſhould be 

able to charm him into good humour, for it related to ſci- 

ence: Pray, now, my friend, ſaid I to him, what think you 

of my dexterous application of a Bear herrying Bees to phy- 

ſic and philoſophers, 

At this deep Sydrophell look'd wiſe, 
And ſtaring round with owl-like eyes, 
He put his face into a poſture 

Of ſapience, and began to bluſter. 

P ij 
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For having three times ſhook his head, | N 

To ſtir his wit up, thus he ſaid: 
Art has no mortal enemies, 

Next ignorance, but owls and geeſe. 
A. bear's a ſavage beaſt, of all 
Moſt ugly and unnatural ; 

Whelp't without form, until the dam 
Has licked it into ſhape and frame. 

But all thy light can ne'er evict, 

That this ſame ſhaggy bear was lick't, 
Or brought to any other faſhion, 

Than his own will and inclination. 

Diſguſted with this manner of talking, and reſolved to 

eſcape all ſaucy premature criticiſm, I compoſed the Civi- 

lized Bear privately, and, without conſulting Sydrophell, 

or any of the crew, here throw it upon the generoſity of 

the public, as a natural concluſion of the Bear of ſhag and 

manners rough, 

THE CIVILIZED BEAR. 

FROM PILPAY. | 

ddrefſed to Mr. Benjamin Bell & Co. 

The bear now tir'd of climbing trees, 
Deſiring much to live at eaſe ; 

Sick of| the mountain's piercing cold, 
Percciving too that he grew old, 
Eſpied a warm and quict valley, 

Where a good ſober gard'ner daily, 

With conſtant pains and careful toil, 

Trimmid the trees and turn'd the ſoil ; 

Down to the gard'ner Bruin went, 

To grumble forth his diſcontent ; . 
And hardly even indulg'd in grumbling, 
So thoroughly, is hunger, humbling. 

Soon 

And k 

found out the delving man, 

ſs'd his paw, and thus began, 
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No longer fit the bees to herry, 

All ſtiff with age, of climbing weary : 
Scanty's the meal poor Bruin draws, 

From fucking all day long his paws : 
His ears, his ſhag, you ſee in ruin; 

Oh hear, and pity honeſt Bruin, 

Fake him, and from ſtarvation ſave, 

He'll be your very willing ſlave ; 

Ard as for trudging, never ſpare, 
Conſider, Sir, your Bear's—your Bear. 

In ſhort, the Bear a maſter finds ; 

Maſter and Bear are nughty friends, 

The bear now quite familiar grown, 

Follows the gard'ner up and down ; 

And when at noon aſleep he hes, 

Bruin ſtands by to ſcar the flics, 

Once on a ſultry ſummer's day, 

The wearied gard'ner ſleeping lay; 
While Bruin ſtood upon the watch, 
To fright the flies he could not catch, 
One forward fly, with reſtleſs wing, 

(Perhaps the fly, too, had a ſting) 
Buzzed round his face, 

From place to place: 
The mouth, the noſe, the cheek, the clin, 

The quivering lip, the twinkling eye, 

Showed how the gard'ner felt the fly. 

The hear, with ever kind intent, 

A-bultling round and round him went 
Chaſing the fly with awkward pother, 

Firſt from one ſide, then from t'other. 

At laſt, the fly the temple gains ! 

With luſty paws the honeſt bear 
Up's with a ſtone—marks to a hair, 

Knocks off the fly—knocks out the brains, 

MORAL. 

This tale, from ancient Pilpay, ſhows, 

A fooliſh friend's the worſt of foes, 
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| | FULL AND TRUE ACCOUNT 

OF THE 

EXAMINATION OF BENJAMIN BELL, ESQ. 

Of the Roya College of Surgeons, touching his Skill in 

| Surgery. | 

— — — 

© And there ſat many waſhing aſſes heads, without ever loſing their 

% ſoap.” 

RABELAIS, 

Pris ſingular trial occupied the attention of the Royal 

College for a conſiderable time. The accident which oc- 

caſioned it was this—One of the members of the Royal 

eyes, nor any reſpect unto the laws and cuſtoms of ſaid Col- 

lege—having, moreover, forſaken his profeſſion, and aban- 

doned himſelf to all kinds of politics—did lay a moſt damn- 
able malicious plot for deſtroying the ſaid College. He 

did at various times get himſelf elected Preſident, on va- 

rious pretences of intereſts, and poſts, and places of his de- 

pending. He did admit many members into the ſaid Col- 

lege, contrary to the laws, in order that they might be- 

College of Surgeons, not having the fear of God before lis 

rec. 
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come his men, and not true members; for he did make 

them fellows of ſaid College, but not burgeſſes of this 

Good Town, and did thus moſt feloniouſly reſerve to him- 

ſelf the power of cancelling and proteſting the votes of the 

ſaid members; and when an election came on, he went 

up to the Council Hall with ſaid proteſts in his pockets— 

like the man who went to the ſhrine of Apollo with a liv- 

ing bird under his cloak—which, if he wiſhed to have 

alive, he produced alive—but if he wiſhed dead, gave it a 

ſqueeze, and it was DEAD. The Preſident of the Royal 

College of Surgeons, ſtruck with the diſingenuity of this 

practice, and ſenſible of the danger of allowing individual 

members to ſuffer from the malice of any former Preſident 

or Preſidents feeling himſelf, moreover, called upon by 

all the feelings of a gentleman, greatly concerned alſo for 

the honour of the College, did ſtraightway order a general 

overhaul of all the parchments, letters of citizenſhip, and 

records of examination—and, with a moſt honourable im- 

partiality, ordered, that every member ſo defective in his 

titles ſhould be examined, paſſed burgeſo, ticketed, and ad- 

mitted anew.—The College was in the utmoſt contuſion and 

diſmay ;,—many titles were unexpectedly found defective;— 

the clerk of the Corporation fat in his office for three days, 

and the importunity of the queſtions—ls my ticket good? 

Was I regiſtered ?—Aml not a member of the College? — 

Am Ito be re-examined ?—ls my name marked down ? 

—Do they really examine ?—Have they any deſign un- 

der all this of rejecting us? The perpetual irritation at all 

hours was ſo intolerable, that he fell into a jaundice, took 

country rooms! left his deputy to officiate ! The Pre- 
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fident himſelf took the alarm ;—and at laſt nothing was 

left of the College but the LITTLE $KELETON and the great 

LEADEN MACE lying upon the table— | 
When Mr. Benjamin Bell and his friends, with unex- 

ampled generolity (like the St. Pierres putting the ropes 

voluntarily =_ their necks to fave the city) came for- 

tered themſelves to be firſt examined ;—which 

ceremony they accordingly underwent in the following 

ward, and o 

order. 

Firſt—Mr Benjamin Bell was brought forwards to the 

great table— the mace and the ſkeleton, the pharmacopceia 

and . were laid upon the table ;—and the clerk, 

with his uſu | ſolemnity, whiſpered out the oath. 

Firſt Examinator. 

A Pray, Sir, where were you educated? 

A. At the Hoſpitals of Edinburgh, Paris, and London“. 

A; Almo all ſurgical operations, as you very well know, 

begin with an inciſion What ſort of inciſions do you 
make? 

A. As long as poſſible. 

©. Various authors have written upon the direction in 

which the fibres of ſkin and muſcles ſhould be divided, in 

what direction do you make your inciſions ? 

A. Always acroſs. 

2; How deep? 

A. Dow 

2: What 

to the bone. 

are you ſeeking for by ſuch deep inciſions? 

- *® Volume VI. 
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A. Tendons, and muſcles, and nerves—and any thing 

that may occur.“ | 

Exam. Really, Sir, this practice is ſomewhat new.—Can- 

didate. * Sir, there is nothing in all ſurgery of the propriety 

of which I am more ſatisfied.” 

2, Pray, Sir, when a man gets a blow upon the head, 

lies ſtupid and ſick, and bleeding from the noſe and ears, 

what do you do? 

A. I trepan him. 

2, That's rather ſudden, Sir. How do you proceed in 

your operation ? | 

A. 1 firſt cut open the ſcalp. 

A And if you find nothing wrong, no ſign of fracture, 

depreſſion, &c. 

A. I perforate the ſcull. 

A: And is it not poſlible, that, having done ſo, you may 

ſtill find nothing wrong ? 

A. Very poſlible ; but as there may be ſomething wrong 

under the membranes, I next perforate the Dura Mater. 

2. And if you ſhould find nothing wrong there, would 

you not regret what you had done? 

A. Surely not ; for if the patient hes ſtupid, although, 

no doubt, he ſometimes recovers, yet it is certain there 

mult be ſomething wrong ſomewhere ; „it will be there- 

tore proper to proceed to PERFORATE EVERY ACCESSIBLE 

PART OF THE SCULL till the CAUSE OF THE COMPRESSION is 

DISCOVERED K*.“ 

©. What are your reaſons for this bold proceeding? I 

Vol. III. p. 121. 
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can tell you it is fomething out of the common way ; and 

indeed, Sir, I know ro way of finiſhing this operation of 

yours thoroughly, 

« Without trepanning of the ſcull, 

« As often as the moon's at full.” 

A. I have laid down a rule, Sir, never to enter into 

theoretical diſquiſitions; and I hope 1 ſhall be exculed 

even here on this ſolemn occaſion. 

2; Well, Sir, that's not quite our way; but, however, 

we will come to leſs bloody ſubjects. Pray, Sir, when a 

patient breaks his leg, what do you do? 

A. I cut it off. 

All exclaim, Cut it . 

2; I mean, Sir, when it is not much broken, when it is 

what we call a ſimple fracture. 

A. I make a compound fracture of it. 

All exclaim, A compound fracture ! What does the 

gentleman ſay? a compound fracture! 

2, What do you mean, Sir, by making a compound 

fracture of it? 

A. It is neceſſary thajs: In compound fractures we ob- 

ſerve how eaſy it is, from the great fize of the wound, to 

pick out the fractured pieces of bone; © but in a ſimple 

fracture, where the ſkin remains entire, as we cannot judge 
with ſuch certainty of the nature and extent of the injury, 

nor of the probability of our being able to yRESERVE ALL 

the looſe portions of bone, we endeavour, in the firſt place, 

to accompliſh a cure in the eaſieſt manner; but when this 

does not ſucceed, when the ends of the bone remain looſe 

long after T ſhould have been united, and ont os MokR 
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DETACHED pieces are diſcovered, theſe are to be CONSIDER= 

ED as extraneous bodies, and ought to be removed with 

the FINGERS or FORCEPS at an opening made through the 

ſoft parts for this purpoſe *.“ 

2 By 1nc1$10N, you mean? 

A. Yes, Sir. 

2; Is there any other occafion in which you imagine it 

neceſſary to convert a ſimple into a compound fracture? 

A. Yes, © Various occaſions.” But the moſt perplex- 

ing cauſe preventing the reunion of fractured bones is a 

PORTION of a MUSCLE, LIGAMENT,-Or SOME Other-SOFC PART, 

paſſing between them +.” 

2, Would you think on ſuch a ſuſpicion as this of cut- 

ting into a broken leg ? 

A. Not abſolutely upon a ſuſpicion: We judge that 

this is the caſe, when the pain and tenſion of the injured 

part have been more ſevere than uſual from the firſt. 

When particular movements of the limb occaſion ſevere 

pain and twitching of the muſcles, that ſerve to move it, 

and when the ends of the fractured bone do not unite at 

the uſual time.” 

A Do not twitchings and pain occur in every broken 

limb; furely you have no notion of meddling with a limb 

on that account ? 

A. No, not abſolutely ; I would not make the inciſion 

at firſt ; but * as ſoon as there were reaſon to think that a 

cure is prevented by the cauſe we have juſt mentioned, we 

ſhould endeavour to remove the portion of interpoling 

Page 43. + Page 44. 
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membrane or muſcle, by eurTING THE LIMB INTO. ALL THE 

VARIETY OF POSTURES by yeh it will be moſt readily ef- 

fected &.“ 

©. God bleſs me, Sir, do you mean that y ou would 

twiſt and turn a broken leg with any n of diſ- 

entangling twiſted tendons, &c. 

A. Sir, It is the duty of a ſurgeon to do every thing in 

his power for Vi patient ; and no perſon who has that de- 

gree of courage and ſteadineſs that is neceſſary for the 
practice of ſurgical operations will venture to heſitate in 

the leaſt degree +.” 

For heaven s ſake, Sir, what do you mean : > you have 

been yourſelf engaged in practice, and we are now aſking, 

not ſo much 5 may be done, as what you actually have 

done, or written down as a rule for others to do, You 

ſpeak of operations; is it poſſible you can mean to pro- 

poſe any operation in this cale ? 

A. No, Sir, I don't know that I abſolutely mean an 

operation; but when this twiſting and turning of limb 

does not ſucceed, as WILL OFTEN BE THE CASE, and when 

the bones ſtill remain looſe, long after the uſual period, we 

ought, WITHOUT FURTHER HESITATION, to make an inciſion 

upon the fractured part.” 

The gentlemen preſent obſerved, That though the 
Candidate had refuſed on other occaſions to en- 

ter into theoretical diſquiſitions, he had made 

| ample amends, by laying down ſo curiouſly the 

doctrines of looſe bones, and looſe interpoſed 

Page 45. 
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membranes, ligaments, and muſcles; and this 

chorus of examinators having concluded their 
eulogium, the queſtion went on as follows : 

2; Pray, Sir, ſince we are ſpeaking of broken limbs, 

what is your opinion concerning callus? don't you think 

the old ſtory of exuberant callus is juſt a ſtalking horſe, a 

mere apology uſed by bad ſurgeons ? 

A. Quite the reverſe, Sir; © we are often peine 
in obtaining complete cures of fractures, by the limbs re- 

maining unſeemly from an overgrowth of callus. It 18 

Nor A COMMON Occurrence, but! EVERY practitioner muſt 

have met with it. As far as I am able to judge in frac- 

tures attended with much inflammation, where this incon- 

venience is moſt apt to occur, local blood-letting proves 

more uſeful than any other REMEDY in PREVENTING it. I 

have, in ſome inſtances, derived advantage from a conT1- 

NUED GENTLE PRESSURE, Which is beſt aeeLitd by means of 

a thin plate of lead. But our ſafeſt courſe is, as ſoon as the 

callus begins to be roo LUXURIANT to acquaint the patient 

with the probable event; and xt muſt be very uNREASON- 

ABLE indeed if he AFTERWARDS REPINES at what the utmoſt 

care could not prevent *.“ | 

Exam. I muſt be plain with you, Sir. My opinion is 

unchanged. I never ſaw what is called exuberant callus, 

which did not appear to me to be plainly the angle of an 

ill ſet bone; even the clumſineſs of a compound fracture is 

but the angles of many pieces of bone : But there certain- 

ly the patient has no title to repine, nor indeed has he any 

* Page 37. 
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inclination to repine ; he is ſenfible that he is well off in 

having his leg preſerved in any condition. But to our bu- 

ſineſs. : 

9. Pray, Sir, is it your practice univerſally, in all bro- 

ken bones, to make compound fractures out of ſimple 

ones? Do you perform the ſame operations, for example, 

on a fractured rib ? 

A. Yes, Sir, You might obſerve, that when 1 ſpoke 

of the ſcull, I demonſtrated how to make a ſimple fracture 

a compound one ; or rather, how to trepan the ſcull when 

there was no fracture at all: and ſurely, in ſo common a 

caſe as a fractured rib, I would not heſitate. Thus, © if 

any — diſcovered, by ons END of a FRACTURED 

ki having riſen aBove the other, we ought to endeavour, 

by moderate equal preſſure, to replace it; and to prevent 
it from rifing, a BROAD. LEATHER BELT ſhould be applied 

and drawn tight, as tight as the patient can eaſily bear 

it U.“ 

gut when the oppreſſed breathing is kept up, by air e- 

ſcaping from a puncture in the ſurface of the lungs, or by 

blood — from a ruptered intercoſtal artery into the 

cavity of the cheſt; or when the pain is prevented from 

ſubſiding by the FRacturE being FokcED in UPON THE 

PLEURA, it becomes neceſſary to make an opening with a 

ſcalpel, WuntkE A PORTION OF RIB Is MERELY FORCED IN- 
WARDS, this ſhould be poxs directly upon the injured part; 

and on the RIB being LAID BARE, We OUGHT tO ELEVATE 

that part of it that is depreſſed, zrrurk with the fingers, 

forceps, or with a ſpathula f.“ | 

Page 65. + Page 66. 
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A Pray, Sir, is not a broken rib one of the moſt fre- 

quent accidents? 

A. Yes. 

2. Did you ever fee the projecting end of a rib ? 

A. No; Sir, not that I remember; but I'm not ſure. 

D. Is not every broken rib attended with pain? and is 

not emphyſima, from fracture of a rib, a very frequent oc- 

currence? 

A. Les. 

A Did you ever cut upon a depreſſed rib, and hook it 

out in this manner with your finger? 

A. No. | 

©. Did you ever ſee any other ſurgeon do this? or did 

you ever hear of its being practiſed ? 

A. No. 

2, What would you do, now, in a furs of the 

ſternum ? 

A. © Clearly I am of opinion, that a ſimple fracture of 

the ſternum is to be coNnSIDERED in the SAME LIGHT with 

SIMILAR INJURIES DONE to the R1Bs, and ought to be treat- 

ed in the ſame manner *.“ 

2; You mean, Sir, that it ſhould be trepanned without 

the ſmalleſt heſitation, as you exprels it? 

A. Yes, Sir. 

A, Is there no other way? 

A. Sir, © the practice of ALVISING deep INSPIRATIONS, 

and of Jaying the patient upon his back over a large bar- 

rel, or any other convex body, muſt often do miſchief, by 

Page 67. 
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PUSHING in the lungs with more force againſt the DE RESS- 

ED PORTION of | BONE THAN THEY OTHERWISE WOULD BE.“ 

« When it therefore happens that the pain, cough, op- 

preſſed breathing, and other ſymptoms, do not yield to 

blood-letting, and other parts of an antiphlogiſtic courſe, 

ſome other METHOD of CURE SHOULD be ATTEMPTED. An 

inciſion ſhould be made upon the injured part, of a SUFF1- 

CIENT LENGTH tO ADMIT a FREE EXAMINATION of the BONE 

when the depreſſed part may be raiſed either with a co 

Mon ſcalpel, or a levator, if there be an opening that will 

admit an inſtrument . | 

D. Really, Sir, your anſwers ſound in my ear as if you 

had a ſettled antipathy againſt ſimple fractures; as if, in 

ſhort, you thought you were not anſwering chirurgically, 

unleſs you explained ſome terrible inciſion. Pray is there 
any broken bone, great or ſmall, which you do not cut 

upon? As far 7 I recolle&, we have ſpoken of every kind 

of fracture, except fracture of the vertebre: In frac- 

ture of the vertebræ, how do you proceed? 

A. Sir, I proceed by the ſame general rule. Thus, 

whenever we « that the ſpinal marrow is compreſſed, as 

the immediate effect of an injury done to one or more of 

the vertebræ; and where there is reaſon to think that the 

compreſſion is produced by a fracture and depreſſion of a 

portion of bone,| as we know from experience that every 
ſuch caſe will terminate fatally ir the cauſe of compreſſion 

be not removed, it would ſurely ! be better! to endeavour! 

ta raiſe it! than! to leave the patient! under an abſolute cer« 

* Page 76, 
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tainty of ſuffering. By laying Taz 1NJuRED parts freely 

OPEN, we MAY BE enabled to RAISE that poRTION of BONE by 

which the compreſſion is produced.“ 

9. And pray, Sir, is not, in every caſe, the adit 

produced by a fracture and depreſſion of a portion of the 

bone ? | | 

A. Yes. 

29. And pray, Sir, ſince people are breaking their legs a 

their ribs, and their necks, and their backs, every day, ſince 

you muſt have had many opportunities of making incilions 

of ſufficient length, and of hooking out ribs and ſternuims, 
and pieces of vertebtæ, with your fingers and levators, 

have you ever performed any of all theſe operations which 

you have been deſcribing? = 

A. No, Sir, never. 

Then, Sir, I have done. I am upon the whole yery 

much pleaſed with the honeſty and ingenuity with which 

you have anſwered, but I could have wiſhed upon the 

whole that you had deſcribed no operations but ſuch as 

yourſelf or ſome other perſon had performed. Though 
we like to encourage ingenuity in the young people who» 

appear at this Board, we never ſuffer them to conjecture 
about operations; and had you gueſſed and ſuppoſed, and 

conjectured, and concluded, in this way, the firſt time you 

were examined in this Hall, the indecency of the thing 

would have been leſs remarkable, and more pardonable ;— 

forty years of practice ſhould have done ſomething for you. 

| Second Examinator. 

9. Sir, if you pleaſe we ſhall now take an anatomical 

ſubje ; and one of the moſt uſual queſtions you know in 

| R 
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this place i is about the ſtructure of the eye, will you be fo 

good as enumerate the coats of the eye? 0 

4. Anatomiſts have conſidered the coats of the eye as 

NUMEROUS ! ! ! but there are only three which can be di- 

ſtinctly traced ; namely, the scx.eroTIC, the Choroid, and 
the Retina. The former has indeed been ſuppoſed to con- 

fiſt of different coats, to all of which names have been ap- 

propriated, viz. The tunica albuginea !'!! the cornea opa- 

ca!!! cornea lucida!!! &c. and even the choroid has 

been imagined to be formed of different tunics : But al- 

though a — maceration may ſeparate ſome of theſe 

parts into different lamellæ!!! the knife of the anatomilt 
is not able to do ſo; and as diſtinctions of this kind can 

never tend to — uſeful purpoſe, they mn to * uni- 

verſally rejected“!!! 

HS. Are you ſure, Sir, that any anatomiſt, except your- 

ſelf, has mentioned the ALBUGINEA as belonging in any way 

to the SCLEROTIC coaT Þ ! 

A, Yes, _ Sir—Pm not ſure, 

2, Pray, Sir, is not that ſurface of the choroid coat, 

which ſceretes the pigmentum nigrum, - which anatomiſts 

have named thi Tomentum, which is called alſo the Tuni- 

ca Ruiſchiana, = different in appearance and in ſtructure 

from the outer lamella of che choroid coat? 

A. Perhaps | 

9, What 7 the ciliary 2 mY 

A. Towards the middle of the iris, a number of di- 

ated lines are obſerved, which run from the circumference 

to the centre: THESE are DENOMINATED CILIARY PROCES- 

SE!!! and on their action the contraction and dilatation of 

the pupil appears to depend!!! for it ſeems to be doubt. 

Page 218. + Page 220. 
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ful whether any circular fibres exiſt in the iris or not !! 

Exam. Sir, to be plain with you I never heard before of 

the ciliary proceſſes, having any connection with the iris, 

except by touching it at the ciliary circle; as for the cili- 

ary proceſſes being fibres, for contracting the pupil! the 
doctrine is quite new. 

2. What is the Retina? 

A. The third and moſt internal coat of the eye is the 

Retina, which ſeems to be an expanſion of the optic nerve. 

It does not line the whole cavity of the eye, but appears to 

terminate ovxx the ANTERIOR EDGE of the sac or CAPSULE 

of the virx xo HUMouR ! ! which we ſhall afterwards have 

occaſion to deſcribe *.“ 

Exam. Really, Sir, theſe are very odd deſcriptions; have 

you got them out of Dr. Monro's new quarto book, 

which ſome people may — to have ſeen about 

three years ago ? 

A. Sir, it is very well known that I have laid down a 

reſolution of reading no books but my own ; and indeed I 

mentioned that fact already. | 

©, Pray, Sir, are theſe all the coats of the eye? 
A. * Yes, Sir, theſe are all the PROrER coaTs or cover- 

ings of the eye; but there are TWO MEMBRANEOUS EXPAN= 

SIONS which likewiſe cover a conſiderable portion of the 

BACK PART of the globe! ! and which by many have been 

enumerated as PART OF ITS TUNICS ! ! namely, the ALBUG1- 

NEA ! ! which we have already mentioned, and the TUNicA 

coNJUNCTIVA rf!!!“ | 

9. Pray, Sir, are the tunica albuginea, and the conjunc- 

tiva, different coats of the eye? 

Page 221. | + Page 222. 
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A. Yes . Indeed!!! 

A Pray, Sir, give me leave to aſk, are theſe two differ - 

ent coats, the tunica conjunctiva, and the tunica albuginea, 

in the back part of the eye? 

A. They certainiy are, Sir; at leaſt for any thing that I 

know to the contrary. 

Exam. Then, Sir, you may walk out of the room. 

The reaſon of the Examiner defiring the Candidate 

to walk out of the room, was, that during ſeveral of 

theſe replies and rejoinders, there had been immoderate 

burſts of laughter from the younger part of the ſociety ; 

ſome of the members who were next to take their TURN 

chuckled exceedingly at the thought of getting through 

their examinations ſo eafily, and others of the ſociety were 

ſeriouſly offended : They knew that Mr. Benjamin Bell 

could not be ignorant of the coatTs and numouss of the 

EYE, a queſtion to which correct anſwers are expected from 

every apothecary's boy. His anſwers, which he meant af- 

ter all, merely in joke, they took as a ſerious inſult upon 

the College. But this confuſion laſted only for a moment. 

The Candidate was called in again; and the Examiner 
having, with a conſiderable degree of reſpect, and we 

thought even of deference and undue humility, beg- 

ged him to be compoſed, and to anſwer ſeriouſly, went on 

as follows : 

Sir, we propoſe to reſume the ſubject, and to aſk a few 

queſtions relating to the diſeaſes of the eye. Pray, Sir, 

what is the meaning of the name Ar rOYON? 

A. It is a Greek word, Sir, ſignifying a tumour — 

ing from the eye. 

©. Does it not ſometimes ſignify a collection of rus un- 
der the coats in the eye ? 

* 
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A. I believe ſome authors have underſtood it fo, but 

not all, | 

2; What is the meaning of the word 3 

A. It means a collection of matter in the coats or hu- 

mours of the eye. 

©. Pray, Sir, does it not ſometimes ſignify an odd ſort 

of a black kind of tumour projecting from the coats of 

the eye like a grape? 

A. Perhaps it may, Sir. 

2, And pray what is an onyx? 

A. * The onyx is a diſeaſe ſo named 1 its reſem- 

blance to the nail of a finger *.“ 

©, The nail of a finger, Sir!!! ſaid the Examiner; 

you ſurely muſt mean the ring upon a finger: Onyx, you 

recollect, Sir, is an onyx why, it is an onyx ſtone, 

Sir. | 

A. Very true, Sir, ſo it is; I meant the ring of the fin- 

ger—I meant the ſtone of an onyx ring. 

A And pray, Sir, what is the meaning of the word 

Nobis? 

A. Unguis, Sir—I don't recollect, Sir! exactly, Sir! 

but! I believe! it means a diſeaſe of the eye, which —re- 

ſembles an eel. 

— hen 

Here the hall was again in an uproar. The gentleman 

was again deſired to retire. It was now manifeſt that this 

gentleman's voluntary offer of ſubmitting to an examina- 

tion was made with no better deſign than that of inſulting 

the College ; and after adviſing and debating what ſhould 

Vol. III. page 301. 
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be done, the n agreed to call him in again, and 

to do their utmoſt to reject him. 

Third Examinator. 

I am requeſted by the College, Sir, to put ſome irre- 
gular queſtions to you, on various occurrences in ſurgical 

practice. Wounds, every perſon who has that regard for 
bis profeſſion which every one ought to have, a wound, 

which is ſo common a ſort of an accident —is—is—onè of 

the ſubjects which I propoſe putting ſome more queſtions 

to you concerning—concerning wounds, I mean. ——Pray, 

Sir, what is your idea of a wound? * 

A. My idea of a wound is, that Dr. Luding is wrong in 

defining a wound to be“ a MORBID diviſion of parts, Wien 

in a ſtate of HEALTH OUGHT to be UNITED z but that wound 

ought to be defined thus: Every recent ſolution of con- 

tinuity of the SOFTER PARTS of the body, when ATTENDED 

with a correſponding DIVISION of the teguments, may be 

denominated a wound &. 

Exam. Faith, Sir, the two definitions, and all the other | 

definitions I have ever heard, are pretty much upon a par. 

I think you might leave off defining ſuch plain matters ; 

the patient will hardly miſtake a wound, and if the ſurgeon 

knows it only 15 the definition, his knowledge will not 

be of much uſe. I believe, Sir, punctured wounds, ſuch as 

are received in battle, are reckoned among the moſt dan- 

gerous: Pray, Sir, do you approve of dilating ſuch 

wounds? | | | 
A. Sir, © ſcarifying and dilating wounds was a practice 

recommended by almoſt every writer on the ſubject, and 

which, till of late, prevailed univerſally.— By ſcarifying the 
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forex, it was expected that the ſloughs, with which they ans 
ſometimes covered, would ſoones ſeparate, and that the cure 

would thereby be haftened. Later experience, however, 

| —ſhows;—that this reaſoning is fallacious ;—and inſtead of 
proving uſeful, - that ſcarifying very commonly does harm: 

It creates additional 'pain and inflammation, at the ſame 

time that it evidently extends the ſurface of the ſore, while 

it does not appear to be productive of any advantage. It 
ſhould therefore be laid altogether afide ! !! Even the di- 

latation of gunſhot wounds, ſo much recommended of 

late, ought to be employed with caution. When the paſ- 
ſage of a ball is not extenſive, and when the parts through 

which it has gone can with ſafety be laid open, —I believe it 

would be right in every caſe to do it with freedom from one 

end of tbe ſinus to the other ;—n0 harm could acrue from rr; 

and there is reaſon to imagine, as we have obſerved above, 

that ir would tend much to fotward the cure: But 7 

have never been able to diſcover what advantages could pro- 

bably be derived from the mere dilatation of the external 
opening of a gunſhot wound: It is propoſed with a view 

to give: a more free diſcharge to the matter than it would 

otherwiſe have: But in deep narrow wounds, formed by 

piſtol or muſket bullets, increaſing the diameter of one 

part of the ſinus, will have no ect whatever upon the 

reſt of it; and as it muſt evidently do harm, by enlarging 
the wound, while no benefit can probably accrue from rr. 

1 do not heſitate in oe that the 1 ſhould not be 

Sir, I cannot pay you any ec upon your per- 

ſpicuity. You began this long harrangue as if you had 
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deſigned to be underſtood to ſignify that it was your opi- 

nion that no narrow wound ſhould be dilated. Pray now, 

Sir, will you have the goodneſs to ſay diſtinctly, and with- 
out circumlocution, what you really do mean? You an- 

ſwer, Sir, as if you were inſtructing others; pray be ſo good 

as inform us, what you would actually do yourſelf; for I 
now begin to ſuſpect ſhrewdly, that you do not practiſe 

exactly according to the rules you recommend to others ; 

and indeed, if I underſtand rightly the general tendency 

of your anſwers, nothing can be more commendable than 

to practiſe in direct oppoſition to the rules you profeſs. 

Tell us plainly, how do you really do in caſes of wounds ? 
A. In the treatment of punctured wounds, our views 

ought to be the ſame as IN css oF SINusss ; indeed a 

wound of this kind is exactly a ſinus in a recent ſtate &.“ 

2. A ſinus in a recent ſtate, Sir! I don't underſtand 

you, and begin to ſuſpect you are again ſpeaking in a 

manner which has already given conſiderable offence, I 

therefore demand an expreſs anſwer to my queſtion, What 

do you yourſelf do in punctured wounds? 

ue practice I have long adopted in wounds of this 

kind ir this : When they run in ſuch a direction as to pre- 

vent a ſeton from being carried along their whole courſe, I 
lay them open immediately from one extremity to the other, 
or as far as it can be done with ſafety, either with a probe- 

pointed biſtoury, or with a ſcalpel and director .“ 

9. Pray, Sir, is this a common practice among ſurgeons? 
A, No, Sir; but “to thoſe not much accuſtomed to this 

* Page 104. + Page 106, 
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kind of buſineſs, the enlarging of a ſmall puncture, ſo as to 

form an extenſive wound, appears to be unneceſſary and 

cruel : but whoever has ſeen much of this branch of prae- 

tice WILL KNOW, that the greateſt diſtreſs often ariſes from 

the ſmalleſt punctures.” | | | 
©. Then, perhaps, you think this a very proper prac- 

tice for the army and navy ſurgeon ? 

A. Yes, certainly. In every wound, therefore, of this 

kind, particularly in thoſe which are often received in duels 

with /mall ſwords, and in battles with the paints of bayonets, 

the enlargement /hould take place even before the parties are 

carried from the feld; by which many inconveniencies 

which naturally attend theſe injuries would be prevented.“ 

A Pray, now, do you ever in your practice carry your 
ſcarifications deeper ? | 

A. Yes, Sir, to the perIoOSTEUM often; “ for it often hap- 

pens, that in deep wounds, while no inflammation. of any 

importance appears externally, while the PERI0STEUM is bis- 

COVERED to be much inflamed, and very painful; in this 

ſituation, nothing affords ſo much relief as ſcarifications 

made in the inflamed membrane, cither with the ſhoulder 

of a lancet, or with the point of a ſcalpel &.“ In dif- 

ferent caſes I have ſcarified the PERIos TEU in the manner 

here recommended; but when the FTENIOST RU is allowed 

to proceed the length of ſuppuration | Sys 

Exam. Suppuration of the perioſtcum ! !! Sir!!! Why, 

it ſeems to me, Sir, that, either by your not underſtanding 

my queſtions exactly as I meant them, or by ſome other 

® Page 84. + Ib. 84. 
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accident, we have got a little entangled. Let us, if you 

pleaſe, change a ſubject for one more er Pray, 
= what are piles! ? 8 

The piles are termed ec, or Blind; but when 

_ burſt, or diſcharge blood, . are termed er, or 

OPEN *!“ | 

9. What is the moſt frequent cauſe of piles! 
A. © Compreſſion produced by HaRDENED ræcxs col- 

lected in the RECTUM ; a circumſtance which, in consTITU- 

TIONS liable to | COSTIVENESS * !!! is very UNIVERSALLY met 

with T!!! uy 

Exam. Sir, I once more requeſt, you will give more 
ſerious and becoming anſwers; and conſider, Sir, you are 

not now talking to an individual, but a Society of brethren 
of the ſame profeſſion with yourſelf. What are the more im- 

ow cauſes of piles? 

The preſſure produced upon the tid 

PR EVERY CASE of pregnancy—by- the AVID UTE- 

Rus; and, laſtly, tumours of wyaTzvtR NATURE they may 
be, which, from their ſituation, preſs upon the hæmorrhoid- 

al veins. Thus, ſchirrous TuMorvus in the RECTUM, and ſimi- 

lar affections in the rROSTATE GLAND and BLADDER, are 

ſometimes productive of this effect; and ſwellings of the 

MESENTERIC GLANDS have likewiſe been known to compreſs 

the refluent veſſels in their courſe from the rectum !!! 
Exam. 1 queſtion much, whether any of all theſe cauſes 

you have alleged can produce piles—coſtiveneſs except- 

ed ? 

+ Page 255. t Page 355. 
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Can, © Coſtiveneſs, Sir, has ſuch eſſects upon theſe parts, 

that, in ſome inſtances, luxations of the os coxygis have 

occurred, from LARGE COLLECTIONS of HARD FACES in the 

rectum *.“ 

Exam. Why, Sir, really theſe things are ſo new, that you 

are better entitled to examine me, than I to examine you. 

Perhaps, Sir, you have operations for this too ? 

4A. Not exactly operations; but * whenever tumours 

in the contiguous parts are found to produce the diſeaſe, 

the MEans of cuxk muſt be DRC TED particularly to the 

REMOVAL of theſe +. 

Exam. Then, perhaps, the beſt way to cure piles ra- 

dically, according to the liſt of cauſes you have delivered, 

would be, to diſſect for the meſenteric glands—ſcore the 

proſtate - cut out the ſchirrous rectum and procure abor- 

tion!!! 

A. Pray, Sir, what is the diſeaſe called fiſtula in ano? 

A. © In conſequence of the latitude given to the mean- 

ing of the word Fiſtula, a great variety of appearances are 
EXHIBITED under the general denomination of FISTULA in Pe- 

rinzo þ !!!” | 
Exam. I meant fiſtula in ano. 

Can. Every ſinous ulcer in the neighbourhood of 

the rectum is a fiſtula in ano: and whoever will conſider 

attentively the different circumſtances relating to it will 

find, that the FISTULA IN ANO is of a NATURE as DETERMIN= 

xo! and fixed, as any diſorder which falls within the 11- 

Mrs of ſurgery 5.“ 

Page 201. Vol. VI. + Page 256. f Page 227. Page 282. 
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9. Do you apf Drove of the practice which once prevailed, 

of cutting out the entire fiſtula ? 

A. Sir, to take away any conſiderable portion of the te- 

guments above the anus, muſt always be conſidered as 

FORMIDABLE ; it would be almoſt impoſſible for a patient, 

in ſuch circumſtances, to retain ſtools of a Mort LIQUID 

NATURE. There is fortunately, however,—no good cauſe 

hy any perſon ſhould ever be roxcb INTo SUCH a bis- 

AGREEABLE SITUATION * II 1 

Exam. Are there any other diſorders about the rectum 

but theſe two, - fiſtula and piles? 

A. Yes, Sir, there is the imperforated anus ? 

Exam. What is to be done in the firſt place with im- 
—— anus 

A. Alrnocht an imperforated anus is not a frequent 

occurrence! yet as it is occafionately met with! and as it 
is of much importance to have ſuch deficiences ! ſoon diſ- 

covered, every midwife | ought to examine with attention 

the ſtate of all the natural paſſages ! as ſoon as poſſible af. 

ter delivery.” 

Exam. Aye, that is in the firſt place indeed. But pray, 

Sir, have you ever cut for the imperforated rectum, and 

tried by inciſion to find it? 

A. Ves, I myſelf have had two ſuch caſes; in 

both of which the gut lay deep, and in both I was fortu- 

nate enough to form an anus, which for a good many you 
has continued to anſwer the purpoſe SUFFICIENTLY !” 

9. And have you had a great deal of difficulty in pre- 

ſerving the opening! * 
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A. Yes, Sir, In each of theſe caſes a great deal of diſſi- 
culty was experienced in preſerving the paſſage ſufficiently 

wide and open. Indeed, no caſe I was ever concerned in 
afforded! ſo much trouble and perplexity as was experien- 

ced ! from each of theſe I have mentioned *.“ 

9. What would you do when, after ſeveral deep inci- 
fions, you found it impoſſible to reach the rectum? 

4. When it unfortunately happens that no paſ- 

ſage is obtained for the fixces by any of the means we have 
pointed out, might not we attempt an opening above the 

pubes or perhaps on the right fide, ſo as to reach THz ca- 

PUT COLI, with a view of making an artificial anus N ons 

OR OTHER OF THESE PLACES ?” - 

'Chis laſt anſwer, both from the ſerious tone in n which it 

was delivered, and the amazing abſurdity of the thing, 

threw the College again into a paroxyſm ;—ſome were ſo 

tickled with this burleſque upon ſurgery, and eſpecially with 

the notion of cutting up a little boy's belly in ſearch of the 

Sigmoid flexure, or Caput Coli, to make an anus of it, that 

they fell into immoderate and hyſterical exploſions of 

laughter; while ſome of the ſerious, ſour-looking gentle. 

men, the elders of the College, did not reliſh the humour 

ol it at all. 

The examinator turning once more to the candidate, 

ſaid to him in a ſerious manner, that for certain conſidera- 

tions, and in reſpect to his late reſpectable ſituation in the 

College, he was inclined to continue the examination. As 

for any indignity which he himſelf might feel from the un- 

becoming conduct of the candidate, he was willing to o- 

Page 297. 
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verlook it. The candidate ſignified his acquieſcence by a 

ſmile and a familiar ſort of nod, which was, however, of ſo 

equivocal a nature, that the examinator turned towards the 

gentleman who was next to examine, whiſpered with him 

for a moment, conſulting, as we imagine, whether he 

thought it decent or becoming to go on; and indeed it 

plainly appeared that this was the ſubject of his converſa- 

tion by the heſitating and confuſed manner in which he 

recommenced the examination. Turning half towards the 

candidate, he aſked him, Pray, Sir The words 

Pubis and Caput Coli were on his lips they rung in every 

ones ears; and while ſome tittered very audibly, others 

ſtretched on tiptoe expecting to hear the ſame extraordi- 

nary ſubject continued; but the examinator, with ſingular 
diſcretion and good ſenſe, aſked quite another ſort of que- 

ſtion—Pray, Sir, how do you Judge of the ſituation of a 

polypus? | | 
A. * When a polypus i is fuſpetted to have formed in the 

ESOPHAGUS, if no part of it PROTRUDEsS up towards the PnA- 

RYNX ! there will be caust to IMAGINE ! that it proceeds 

DOWNWARDS towards the sromach *!“ 

Exam. So, Sir, if you firſt ſuſpect a polypus, and then 

do not find that it protrudes upwards, you ſuſpect again 

that it protrudes 5 ? Pray how do you extirpate 

it? | 

A. With a 1 wire paſſed through a double canula. 

2, How do you manage when you find the patient 

hauking, and coughing, and ſneezing, and 
A, I cut his throat. 

Exam. Cut his| throat, Sir! You are infolent ! You in- 

tended this from the very firſt! 

® Page 113. 
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Cut his throat! refounded from all corners f the ball. 

At the very ſound the members were ſeen in perturbed 

motion „ like mots in ſunny ray.” They condenſed 

and thickened towards the centre, ſo that the candi- 

date, without doubt, muſt have been preſſed to death, 

had not the continual revolution of the atoms of which 

this black nuclæus was compoſed made ſome temporary 

openings in one of the moſt fortunate and relaxed mo- 

ments, the officer pulled the candidate backwards by 'the 

ſkirts out of the hall; and the object of their reſentment 

being thus happily removed, the hum ceaſed, and, like a 

hive of bees gathering round their queen, the members fat 

down at the board, arranging themſelves in their reſpective 

places round the Prefident, who made the following mode- 

rate and ſenſible propoſal :—* Gentlemen, We are all very 

« ſenfible of the contemptuous and forward behaviour of 

« the perſon who has juſt been examined. His ignorance is 

« very palpable, and we can with no propriety receive him. 

« Conſidering the honourable manner in which he ftands 

connected already with the College, we muſt all feel very 

* unwilling to do any thing which might inflict diſgrace up- 

on him or his relations. I once thought to have rejected 

* him upon account of his age ; but you lee plainly, gentle- 

men, how impoſſible it is to acquit ourſelves in this way &. 

The rejection of a member is a very unuſual thing. I con- 

« fels, that ſince I have had the honour of ſitting in this 

The Preſident manifeſtly in this ſpeech imitates the manner of the 

gentleman who ſat in the chair of the College of Surgeons at the time of 

the younger P H being examined: Indeed his ſpeech 

ſcems to be a mere plagiariſm from begianing to end, 

3 
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« chair, ſeveral unpleaſant things have happened. I beg, 
« oentlemen, that you will allow me to exert what I con- 

« ceive to be my higheſt prerogative ! allow me to interpoſe 
and moderate your reſentment on this occaſion ; this is 

« my natural office! Nothing could be ſo unpleaſant as 

« any thing of this kind becoming public. Let us call this 

« gentleman in again, if you pleaſe let us call him in 

again, —and appoint him one more leflon,—and 1 him 

* another opportunity.” 

The youngeſt member was ordered to call in Mr. Bell. 

When he appeared, the fourth Examinator now addreſſed 

him, and ſaid in a ſerious but gentle tone of voice, that 

the College had felt very indignant at the manner in 
which he had preſumed to anſwer the laſt queſtion. I was 
ſurpriſed, ſaid the Candidate, to hear from the adjoining 

room a good deal of diſputation. I have both practiſed 

and written different books on different parts of ſurgical 
practice for thirty years, and am not a little ſurpriſed that 

my chirurgical abilities ſhould be called in queſtion this 

day, or that my readmiſſion ſhould be at all a matter of 

debate ; but, Sir The Examinator here interpoſed 

with great mildneſs and ſuavity of manners, and informed 

Him that the Co ege had taken particular offence at his 

laſt words, when he ſaid, that, to relieve the breathing of 

the patient, he would “ cut his throat.” His throat, Sir, 

ſaid the Candidate I ſaid I would * cut it out!!!“ 

This apology ſeemed to give univerſal ſatisfaction, and 

was followed with a ſort of hum of applauſe, - The Exa- 

minator then begged that the Candidate would proceed in 
explaining his operation, which he did in the following 

manner : 
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* Ligatures may in general be applied round polypi of 

the back part of the noſe and throat in the manner we 

have directed, without much interruption to the breath. 

ing; but when they are deeply ſeated in the &/ophagus, 

and on all occafions when the application of the ligature is 

difficult and tedious ! it is proper to ſecure an eaſy and free 

reſpiration. during the operation! by pREVIOUSLY ADVISING !!! 

BRONCHOTOMY ! !! By this no additional Risk is incurred, 

for Ir may with eaſe and ſafety be accompliſhed ; and rr 

puts rr in our power to finiſh the operation more perfectly 

than we otherwiſe could po.” 

Exam. So, Sir, you cut his throat ſcientifically ?—lI think, 

Sir, it would have been much more like yourſelf if you had 

lit up his noſtrils, and ſplit his naſal bones with a chiſſel; 
that would at once have given him breath, and have ena- 

bled you to grapple with the polypus fairly ? 

A. Sir, I confeſs to you, I have myſelf imagined that be- 

fore you ſuggeſted it to me. WIEN, nowevER, polypi 

have acquired a large ſize, the obſtruction thereby produced 

in the noſtril is in ſome inſtances to ſuch a degree, that even 

with this and every other kind of attention, there is no 

poſſibility of in/erting the forceps. In ſuch circumſtances, 

as a conſiderable ſpace may be gained by laying the noſtril 

open, it may in ſome inſtances be proper to divide the car- 

tilaginous part of it by a longitudinal inciſion ; and, after 

extracting the tumour, to reunite the divided parts either 

by adheſive plaſters or with a couple of ſutures *.“ 

Exam. Juſt, I ſuppoſe, Sir, as a boy cuts up the gills of 

an eel when it has ſwallowed his fiſhing-hook too deep ? 

* Page 128, 
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Upon my word, Sir, your ſurgery is in ſo grand a ſtyle, 

that you are fit to operate on the leviathan himſelf,—and 
could write an admirable parody on certain paſſages of 

Job.——But my proper duty, being the laſt of four examin- 

ators, is to defire you to tranſlate a few ſentences of Latin. 

I am happy, HoWEVEX, in having had it in my power to 

rectify this ſlight miſunderſtanding. 

Allow me firſt, Sir, to inquire what your opinion is con- 

cerning the wounds of inteſtines, as I need not remind you 

that a certain ſurgeon has of late uſed great freedom with 

the old ſurgeons, _ even with ſome modern authors on 

this point ? | 

4. Sir, I have never read the n you allude to, nor 

ever will: I have laid it down as a rule, not to enter into 

controverſy ; and as for wounded inteſtines, I am ſtill of 

the ſame opinion I was before : * I think their opinion is 

ill founded, who would rather truſt to nature for the cure 

of a SMALL OPENING in the gut than INSERT a LIGATURE, 

in ſo much that I would not leave even the sMALIEST 

OPENING that . — ADMIT either chyle or fæces to paſs 

without STITCHING Ir UP,” | 

Exam. I know, Sir, you ** of truſting to na- 

ture! you truſt to nothing but ſtitches. Pray, do you uſe 

a couple of ſtitches, or how many ? 

A. A couple of them, Sir! © The flitches ſhould be 

CARRIED. COMPLETELY ROUND THE GUT; and in order to 

give as great a chance as poſlible of ſounding, THEY MicuT 

EVEN GO TWICE ROUND ! FIRST, at the edges of the under 
portion of the gut, and AFTERWARDS about an inch be- 

neath, near to where the upper part of it terminates,” 
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The Examinator here handing an old faſhioned book 

acroſs the table, defired the Candidate to open it where he 

pleaſed, and tranſlate a few ſentences, which he did accord- 

ingly. : 

Medicus fit eruditus, A phyſician is a rude man Id eft, 

That is—4b omni ruditate liber, Free from all rudeneſs— 

Hoc impetrat, He is a Captain Si addiſcit linguas, If he gets 

the tongues Ex quibus Latinam cardinalis dicitur, Of which 
the Latin is cardinally ſpoken—Magis debet, He more 

ought—Scribere, To write—2uam dicere, Than to learn— 

Si non lectum adire poteſt, If he cannot go to bed—Tamen 

per literas confilio inſerviat, Nevertheleſs, he can read all 
night. 

Miſerrima cui ſemper bene e/t, The pooreſt ſurgeon is al- 

ways hearty — Quando alis male, In the ſeaſon of fore throats. 

Pbarmacopœo non eſt concedenda praxis, Let no druggiſt 

practiſe — Quia non intelligit quod pertinet ad genium practi- 
cum, For his want of wit would ſpoil the trade—Refor- 

matio pharmacopœorum et moderatio taxæ, Clever ſucceda- 

neums, and griping charges—Summe necefſaria eft, Are 

the neceſlaries of life — Medici ęſt, judicare de g ri conditione 
—Take the meaſure of your patient's foot An opus fit, 

See that he be opulent—4r wires ferre poſſunt operationes 

chirurgicas, And able to pay for operations—Mutatio daga 

egrotorum contemnenda eft, Never mind your patient's wan- 
dering and changing—Non facile eger eft deſerendus, But 

ſtick to him like bicd-lime—Zz heroicis medicainentis adbi- 

bendis apud principes, Give heroic medicines to Dukes 

Non temere contradicat principi patienti, Pleaſe your belt pa- 

tients as well as you can—Malum tanto conſpectius in ſe, 

T jj | 
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The caſe is worth attending to— Qwuanto major eft ile qui 

a grotat, When a major is wounded Sint loci communes, . 

Mind the hotels—Sint diaria experimentalia practica, And 
the newſpapers are not uſeleſs in practice. 

The Examinator and the whole auditory ſeemed highly | 

delighted with the tranſlations, and ſaw very plainly that 

the Candidate was not ſo bad a ſcholar, but had a ſort of 

dry humour of his own. The Examinator, looking plea- 
ſantly in his face, and drawing the fore-finger at the ſame. 

time along the page, {topped it juſt under two lines, in the 

form of verſes, which had caught his eye. The Candidate 

without further hint tranilated them. 

ipe dum dolet— 

Poſt morbum medicus olet— 

e while he is in the fit,—— 

Or the devil a fee you'll get. 

The Examinator ſeemed particularly amuſed, and aſked 

him whether there was not a Scotch proverb as good as 

the Latin one, and as elegant as the tranſlation? The Can- 

didate replied 5 there was, but he had refrained from 

giving it, becauſe it was not his own originally, but the ſay- 

ing of an old friend of his now gone. 

Tak aye the fee 
han the tear's i' the ee. 

The good humour of every individual was now entirely 

reſtored ; and the Examinator thought only of turning up 

ſome paſſage of the book which might correſpond with 
ſome of the rg of the Candidate, who now began to 

| 
| 
[ 
| 
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appear much more reſpectable in the eyes of all the audi- 

tors ; and accordingly, after reminding the Candidate very 

politely of his ſingular improvements in ſewing up the 

wounded inteſtine, he defired him to turn over to the 

LXXXVII. Chapter, and there he would probably find 

ſomething that would pleaſe him, begging that he would 

be ſo good as read it aloud, and tranſlate it, for the amuſe- 

ment of his fellow members. The Candidate, with a gra- 

cious wave of his hand, and a fly inclination of his head, 

as much as to ſay, that he knew what he was going about, 

and how to go about it,” read aloud the following paſſage 

of Albucaſis. 

« Accipias formicas magnorum capitum. Deinde aggre- 

ga duo labia vulneris, et pone formicam unam ex eis quæ 

habeant os apertum ſuper duo labia vulneris. Cum ergo 

capit ſuper ea, et ſtringit os ſuum, abſcinde caput ejus, ad- 

heret enim, et non ſolvit. Deinde pone formicam aliam 

prope primam, et non ceſſes facere illud cum formica poſt 

formicam ſecundum quantitatem vulneris totius. Deinde 

reduc ipſum, et ſue vulnus. Illa enim capita remanent an- 

nexa in inteſtino, donec cibetur inteſtinum, et ſanetur, et 

non accidat infirmo nocumentum penitus. Et eſt iſte mo- 

dus ſuturæ cum formicis et inteſtino, non eſt niſi ſecundam 

viam fiduciæ et ſpei.“ 

« Accipias formice magnorum capitum, Take a quantity 

of big-headed ants—Deinde aggrega duo labia vulneris, Then 

lay the two lips of the wound nicely together Et pone 

formicam unam ex eis que habeant os apertum, And take up 

the ant which you obſerve gaping wideſt—Super duo labia 

vulnerts, Laying it to the two edges of the wound—Gum 
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ergo capit ſuper a, et /tringit os ſuum, And when he bites 

and clinches his jaws—4b/cinde caput ejus, adberit enim, et 

non ſolvit, Cut off his head, for it will ſtick and not come 

away—Deinde pone formicam aliam prope primam, Then 

clap another ant near the firſt Et non ceſſes facere illud 

cum formica peſt formicam, And ſo go on fixing ant after 

ant—Secundam quantitatem totius vulneris, Along the whole 

length of the wound—Deinde reduc ipſum, et fue vulnur, 

And fo thruſt back the gut, and ſew the belly lla enim 

capita remanent annexa in inteſtino, For the heads ſtick to 
the gut—Donec cibetus intęſtinum, Till the gut be ſoldered 

again Et non accidat infirmo nocumentum penitus, And the 

ſick man is as ſound as a bellt t i/te modus future cum 

formicis et inteſtino, non eſt nifs ſecundam viam fiduciæ et ſpei, 

And that is the way of s&wiNG GUTTS WITH ANTS HEADS a 

ſuture of good likelihood and promiſe.” 

The Candidate was now paſſed along to the Preſident at 

the head of the table, who, in his official capacity, went 

through the uſual ceremony of ſhaking him by the hand, 

which is the act of initiation, and, like the maſon's grip, is 
the infallible ſign of conſtant fellow-feeling, brotherhood, 
and profeſſional faith; from whom he was handed, in the 

true eſprit du corps, dancing the boulangee round the table, 

from hand to hand, till having finiſhed his circle, he was 

ſeated next the 4 with particular marks of diſtinc- 

| 



CONGRATULATION *. 

COLLEGIUM CHIRURGORUM 
Literatura et experientia proba inſtitutione et multis pere- 

grinationibus exteris celeberrimus. 

Lom, in my firſt Number, congratulate you upon hav- 

ing among you a member ſo well able to ſupport the, dig- 

nity of your ſcience ; and now I give you joy of a mem- * | 

ber whom J have proved to be ſo deeply intereſted in main- 

taining the intereſts of your trade! one who has combined 

numbers in its ſupport, by the ſureſt of all bonds ! by cer- 

tain perplexed and indefinable intereſts, which politicians 

call mutual facilities, and mutual reciprocities ; who has de- 

monſtrated, that calculations which ſeemed to defy arith- 

metic and algebra, and the plus and minus which brings 

T have every reaſon to believe, from the peculiar merits of the work, 

and the uncommon induſtry of my friends, that my firſt Number is out of 

print. Whether this be the caſe, or whether it be that it has fallen a vic- 

tim to ſome of the various fatalities which its puny race is expoſed to, I 

am adviſed by my friends to reprint the moſt valuable paſſages of it, and 

eſpecially thoſe which are neceſſary to the underſtanding of this ſecond 

Number. The PrxoctLamaTtions, FaBLEs, and ConcLiustons, are the 

pieces which I myſelf admired moſt, and my friends indeed flattered me 

upon them not a little, The following Congratulation, addreſſed to Mr. 

John Bell, is the pattern after which I have cut the congratulation upon 

the re-admiſſion of Mr. Benjamin Bell :;— 

Me. ſpall conclude with congratulating the Royal College of Surgeons 

mn Edinburgh, veox the luſtre which this noble diſplay or our author's 
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philoſophers out of their difficulties *,” may be reſolved 

without jealouſies, ſuſpicions, murmurings, or the ſlighteſt 

diſcontent ; who hath demonſtrated, that if ſcience re- 

quires a head, trade requires only horſes and heels ; who 

hath ſo parcelled out the people, and divided his favours 
in the houſe of Gotham, that none need deſpair of obtain- 
ing promotion, aſſociation fraternity in his turn, and the 

bleſſing of daily bread to keep him ſtrong for labour; who 

hath demonſtrated, moreover, for the comfort of thoſe 

brethren who are weak in ſpirit, that if wiſdom be requir- 

ed, it is of that kind © which giveth ſubtilty to the ſimple, 

to the young man knowledge and diſcretion.” 

« learning and wiſdom w1LL reflect upon ix. How highly wirt Ts 

« name be reſpected abroad! How ſuperior wiz. ir appear when com- 

« pared with the great ſchools i other countries! Forxmcners will 

« doubtleſs conclude, that the other members of that body azz vor Me 

% INFERIOR IN ANATOMICAL, and more eſpecially in chemical knowledge, 

« to OUR ILLUSTRIOUS AUTHOR. He alone has known yroeERLY how to 

& pRESERVE ! and to beep up ! its dignity / He alone ! has known ! PROPER- 

« Ly how to — the diſcoveries of others. And ſhould any 

« grumbling Dry dare to complain, he knows ! how to reduce him 

&« to filence, by telling him ! that the conſtitution of the Royal Conege of 

„ GSurgeons gives to every one high privileges in ſpeaking.” 

* Vide No. I. page 30. 



A 

TRUE AND WONDERFUL DISCOVERY 

OF A 

UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE. 

« In many words there is folly.” 

Ir is well known that there was a time when a great pro- 

phet proclaimed a judgment upon this land for the heinous 

and crying fin of punning ; but of late a more grievous 

misfortune hath befallen many kingdoms of Europe in the 

inordinate growth of ideas and words; whence come mur- 

murings, plotting, and revolutions—new manners; new 

morals, and new religions—new divinities, and new Sab- 

baths—new marriages, new burials, new diviſions of time, 

new notions of eternity, — which innovations, all ſo dau- 

gerous to the public wea], proceed plainly from this inor- 

dinate growth of words, which have increaſed, are increuſ- 

ing, and ought to be diminiſhed, For this dangerous and 

growing evil have I, with infinite diligence, by a ſort of 

philological digeſtion, diſtilled from the volumes of my fa- 

vourite author an infallible cure—as heretofore thoſe who 
| _ 
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loved truly the Spagyric Art—and cleaved unto Paracel- 
ſus—* did extract drugs of fingular efficacy from the dung 

of man and other beaſts, ſpittle, urine, flies, mice, the 

hooves of goats and aſſes—and the aſhes of an owl's 
brain &.“ | | 

In the diſcovery of a univerſal language, it were much to 

be deſired that there ſhould be few words, and that theſe 

ſhould be expreſſed by few ſigns; in order that the ideas be- 

ing thus reduced in number, and ſimply expreſſed, might be- 

come common toall nations.—In this great philoſophical ſpe-- 

culation no one has excelled our favourite author—nor bath 

there been any thing, I will venture to ſay, ſo perfect as 
| his new language, nor ſo likely to be of profit to the world, 

fince the day of the confuſion of Babel. 

The Chineſe, who certainly eſcaped firſt from that ſcene 

of diſmay, wandered eaſtward as far as the Yellow Sea 

would allow them—and as they travelled along night and 

day through ſtrange places, with their children on their 

backs, they made a paction, that no one ſhould utter 

more than one ſound at a time, and that as ſhort as poſ- 

fible—and this act of mere terror in a ſet of wanderers is the 
| 

real cauſe of 2:3 greatneſs and power of the Chi- 

neſe Empire. 

There was no pillar of fire to guide them, and they tra- 

yelled on in darkneſs and filence. The firſt diſmal night 

they ſpoke never one word, great nor ſmall ; but, in the 
morning, they tied their ſandals on their feet, and their 

B. G. a Portus. Defence of the experiments of Paracelfus. 
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babes on their backs, and travelled ſtraight onwards, The 

ſecond day, the women, no longer able to bear the double 

burden of the children and their own ſilence, aſſembled in 

a great plain—and, while the men finiſhed the ſmall quan- 

tity of wine that remained, the women regaled themſelves 

with talking, in which they indulged to ſuch exceſs, that 

the wiſer and more elderly among them, (reminded by this 

din of the diſaſter which had happened no more than two 

days before), propoſed, © that no word ſhould exceed 

one ſyllable in length”—and they alſo agreed (as was moſt 

natural in an aſſembly of women), “ that each word ſhould 

have at leaſt one vowel ;” whence the Euphonia, the ſoft- 

neſs and delicacy of the Chineſe, and of all eaſtern languages. 

It is well known that as eaſily might we teach a man 

to write without hands as to reaſon without a reaſoning 

language ; and it is plain, from the origin of the Chineſe 

tongue, invented by women, not growing up ſlowly like 

other languages, which, as Horace obſerves, vegetate, and 

grow, and bud, and flouriſh, and drop their leaves like 

trees, but, organized at once! why the Chineſe have conti- 

nued ſtationary ever ſince in reſpect of ſciences and arts, 

No civil wars, no outrages, no murders, no revolutions dif- 

turb the vigorous fleep of that mighty empire, which 

grows and grows, but never changes. The great charm 

which perpetuates this lethargy is the language, which 

is monoſyllabic ;—a man utters ſyllable after ſyllable, 

and word after word, and creeps on with o's, and a's, 

and oaw's, like cats crawling from tile to tile on the 

houſe tops ;—he crawls along from ſyllables to words, from 

| U ij 
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words to — and, with the help of a few flouriſhes 

of his finger in the air to explain his au's—and oaw's—he ' 

can ſpeak almoſt any thing. 

This ſingular conſtruction of the language 1 the 

Chineſe in that compoſed and orderly ſtate of mind, in 

that perfect apathy and tranquillity which makes him a 

right integral part of the empire. The flow, perpetual 

evacuation of words prevents any fermentation of mind; 

as well might you expect a ſquib to blow up a caſtle, 

as the ideas of a Chineſe to be condenſed into any 

intellectual explo on. The ſlow enunciation of ſyllable 

after ſyllable, prevents the germination of genius, and 

checks the . of hot blood and ill humours ! 

In China there f no curſing, ſwearing, blaſpheming, 

preaching, haranguing, gibing, jeering, quarrelling, aſ- 

ſembling, aſſociating, organizing and revolutionizing. This 

limitation of words hath abridged their ideas; the limita- 
tion of ideas — abridged their intellectual powers; the 

abridging their intellectual powers hath made them a great 

people: and this being ſuddenly achieved by this ſole diſ- 
covery in language, they were as great a people three thou- 

ſand years ago, as they are at this day. | 

This is a full and true account of the riſe and preſent 

greatneſs of the Chineſe empire; and well were it for 

mankind, 1f we could as plainly diſcover how other em- 

pires grow little, as how this one hath grown ſo great. 

'The author of a ſyſtem of ſurgery is Emperor over do- 

minions of his on creating; whoſe ſafety and happineſs con- 

fiſts in filence and eternal ſleep. His chapters are provinces ; 

his operations battles; his theories are the religion of his ſub- 
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jects. Quotations are but petty inſurreQions, which he enters 

upon the records of the empire, only becauſe they are ſubdu- 

ed. His opinions are the public faith. His ſeat is high among 

the barren mountains of Tartary, but his image he ſetteth 

up at the gates of the empire, that his ſubjects may fall 

down and worſhip ; that they may remember, as they tra- 

vel through the provinces and highways, that all viſible 

things are but emanations of his wiſdom. The language 

of his dominions is ſimple as the o's and oaw's of the Chi- 

neſe Empire; his circumvallations, are ſolid and exten- 

tenſive as the wall of China; and his ports are for ever 

ſhut againſt all invaſions of knowledge. 

Our author, born in a barbarous and ignorant age, feel. 

ing, like Zenzis-Kan, the ſuperior influence of his own 

aſpiring mind, and not unconſcious of the univerſal empire 

for which he was deſtined, began early in lite to cultivate 

philoſophy and letters, and to lay ſure the foundations of his 

future greatneſs, He had remarked how much arts prevail 

over arms, how a poliſhed people have always ſubdued the 

lavage hordes by whom they had been conquered. And 

greatly did he ſet his heart upon this diſcovery of a uni- 

verſal language, where a few ideas might be repreſented by 

a few eaſy ſigns. His younger days, aye, and nights alſo, 

did he ſpend in ſtudying the Categories of Ariſtotle, and the 

Univerſal Philoſophy, and Tranſcendental Metaphyſicalcon- 

ceptions of Biſhop Wilkins. For well had he conſidered, 

„that the right ordering of the tranſcendentals is a thing 

of no ſmall difficulty ;”” and the philology of the Chineſe 

miſſionaries did he not deſpiſe. Ry | 
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Yet wanted h not penetration to diſcern the fatality | 

both of individuals and of nations, in embarking up- 
on'a boundleſs ſea of Predicaments and Generals. He 

perceived, by an intuitive glance, that there was but one 

way to univerſal empire over mind and language. He 
firſt obſerved how much the human faculties might be 
limited, and ideas abridged, by operating upon language ; 

towards the retrenching ideas, he gathered in the words, 

tied them up in bunches ; thę uſeleſs ones he threw entire- 

ly aſide, and preſerved only the radicals, and the conjunc- 
tives. 

It cannot be denied, ſays Biſhop Wilkins, © that a vari- 

ety of words is an appendage to the curſe of Babel, name. 

ly, the multitude and variety of languages,” This great 

and univerſal defect which Wilkins could only lament, 

hath been entirely done away by our author. His volumes 

are one continued demonſtration of the art of diſcovering 

by conjeQure—of reaſoning without facts—and of writing 

without words. 

There is a ſort of enthuſiaſm which one is apt to be in- 

fected with when praiſing a favourite author; but I declare 

upon the word of a faithful philologiſt and critic, I have 

found no more than thirty words in the eight Octavo Vo- 

lumes, Radicals, Conjunctives, and all: had I diſcovered 
more, I ſhould moſt aſſuredly (however derogatory to the 

abilities of my favourite author) have declared the truth. 

On the contrary, I will undertake to prove, that any one 

who will ſtudy this author and his ſtyle with due dili- 

gence, ſhall be able to write a volume (and that is equiva- 

| 
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lent to writing eight volumes) with the help of thirty- four 

words, great and ſmall ; in ſhort, that he ſhall perform his 

piece with no greater number of notes than there are 

of keys in a piano- forte (that is a piano forte of four 

octa ves, with the additional keys), the radicals ſtanding 

for the full notes, and the conjunctives 0F—BUT—AND 

—HOWEVER—IT—IT—for the /emitones. 
One thing is particularly to be remarked, concerning the 

RADICALS of this ſhort and univerſal language, That they 

have a wonderful aptitude to cohere in couples and leeſhes ; 

but when you try to run them together into any more inti- 

mate connection, you find, to uſe the metaphorof the French 

academician, that the materials of your ointment will not 

mix. You may, indeed, bind them together with couplatives 

and conjunctives more or leſs forcible ; but, do what you 

will, the radicals ſtick up as fairly as the ſpikes of an 

iron rail, You may run your eye along the-points of 

theſe radicals, and count till you turn giddy, but you can 

make out no moredifference betwixt radical and radical than 

you could mark in the braſs nails which adorn your eaſy 

chair. 

And there is another thing very remarkable, that, either 

in analyſing this language, or in uſing it, you have no occa- 

ſion to be particular in diſtinguiſhing Nouns from AccipExrs. 

This is a mere democracy of words, where all are on a 

perfect equality; and moſt of them Sans-Cullotiſh. They 

obey none of the laws of Grammar, neither philoſophical nor 

natural; but every word flands up for itſelf. Their con- 

grels is not after the manner of the vulgar copula of gram- 
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marians : they unite by modes peculiar to the language 
they belong to—tautologically, hyperbolically, redupli- 

catively—congruouſly, incongruouſly, ſynonymouſly,— 

with all unuſual and unexpected modes of inflection, con- 

nection, contortion, concatenation, amplification, and 

abreviation :—There is every thing in their arrange- 

ment that can be eſteemed pleaſing or wonderful: 

They amuſe the eye exceedingly, ſometimes / running to- 

gether like quick. ſilver, and at other times you ſee them 

ſeparating like water and oil, notwithſtanding the moſt 
furious and unremitting agitations and ſhakings of the ope- 

rator. ; | 

Ravpical Worbs. 

The radicals, by which: the nature, cauſe, cure, and 
termination of ſome formidable diſeaſe may be explain- 

ed, are ſuch as follow : 

Induced - incurred— ſupported— terminated— general 

nature—particular cauſes—terminating in terminations— 

occurring of occurrences—ſources of uneaſineſs—proftra- 

tion of ſtrength—frequent applications—applications of 

preſſure—produdctive of advantage—cauſes of failure—cer- 

tainty of ſucceſs—having recourſe to operations—reme- 

dies put in practice—ſubſequent ſymptoms—inclination to 

aggravate, and tendency to augment—producing changes 

—obviating accidents—and effectuating ends.—In ſhort, 

with theſe radicals only the diſeaſe is deſcribed, the opera- 
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tion performed—the affection cured—the operator praiſed 

—and the whole affair finiſhed with the help only of a 

few vulgar couplatives, as—the—for—perhaps—howevyer 

And 1T ir. 

BuNcHES OF RADICALS. 

InpuceD.—Inducing ſymptoms—inducing diſeaſe—in- 

ducing hemorrhagy—inducing fever—inducing ſuppura- 

tion — inducing gangrene —inducing authors—inducing 

practitioners— inducing others inducing me—inducing 

me to obſerve—inducing accidents—producing accidents 

—-PRODUCING DESTRUCTION—PRODUCING DECAY. 

TxNvinG,—Tending to induce—tending to indicate 

tending to diſeaſe—tending to inflammation—tending to 

gangrene—tending to increaſe—tending to decreaſe— 

tending to aſſiſttending to prevent—tending to cure 

tending to deſtroy —tending upwards—tending downwards 

—tending to open—tending to cloſe—tending to promote 

—tending to augment—tending to deſtroy the intereſts, 

&c. | 

Recourst To.—Have recourſe to bleeding—have re- 

courſe to purging— have recourſe to vomiting, and have 

recourſe to bliſters, and have recourſe to glyſters, have 

recourſe to inſtruments—and have recourſe to various in- 

ſtruments—and have recourſe to operations—and have re- 

courſe to various operations—and have recourſe to advice, 

and have recourſe to a ſurgeon, and have recourſe to a ſtile 
ful furgeon—and, have recourſe t every thing that can 

promote, &c. 

Wirn 4 VIEW ro.— With a view to compreſſing— with 

X 
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a view to relieving—with a view to interpoſing—with a 

view to uniting—with a view to ſeparating—with a view 

to preventing—with a view to curing—with a view to ac- 

compliſhing—with a view to obtaining—with a view to 

this, with a view to that—with a view 10 every thing. 
Becomts.——Becomes greater becomes ſmaller—be- 

zecomes eaſy - becomes ſmooth—becomes 

uſeleſ becomes ſuperfluous becomes ſoft. - becomes eaſy 

— becomes pliant—becomes—what you will. 

Errrcruvate.—To effetuate the obliteration of cavities 

— to effetuate the evacution of blood—to effectuate the 

extirpation of tumours—to effectuate the cure of diſeaſes 

— to effetuate the reduction of hernias—to eſſectuate the 

repoſition of bones—to effectuate the deſtruction of tumours 

—to effectuate the ſtoppage of arteries—to effectuate the 

reunion of ſores—to effectuate the purpoſes of ſutures—to 
effefuate all our purpoſes. 

Vartous.—Various diſeaſes various facts various oc- 
currences various occaſions various kinds various ſorts 

various affections various methods various operations 

put in practice, and remedies put in practice, and trials put 

in practice, and poſtures put in practice and methods put 

in practice and endeavours put in practice, and various 

methods and means put in practice and theories put in 
practice, and re ommendations put in practice and every 

endeavour, and contrivance, and invention put in practice to 

accompliſh certain ends. 
| 

IncurRED.—The riſks incurred, and the riſks incurred, 
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aye, and the risKs incurred, and the trouble incurred, and 

the diſadvantages incurred, and the inconveniencies incur. 

red, and the pain incurred, and the dangers incurred—the' 

miſc hiefs incurred, and the criticiſms incurred. 

IN GENERAL.—Diſeaſes in general—ſymptoms in general 

—bodies in general—hard bodies in general—foreign bo- 

dies in general—hernias in general—buboes in general— 
collections in general—blood in general—operations in ge- 

neral—hemorrhages in general—evacuations in general 

ſurgeons in general, and every thing in general. 

PARTICULAR.—Particular inventions, and particular con- 

trivances particular remedies, and particular operations 

particular means, and particular methods particular poſi- 

tions and particular paſtures particular practitioners 

particular theories, particular ideas. 

RENDERED.—Rendered eaſy rendered certain —render- 

ed obvious rendered uncertain rendered painful —ren- 

dered pleaſant rendered unneceſiary—rendered uſeleſs. 

Dirrrxzxr.— Different diſeaſes and different caſes-Aiffer- 

ent occaſions, and different accidents, and different times 

different practitioners, and different ſurgeons—different re- 

n:cdies, and different cures, and different operations—differ- 

ent writers and different authors—different treatiſes, and 

different books different times and different ways, and dif- 

ferent occaſions different modes and different manners 

different arguments and different reaſons—ditlerent bleed. 

ings different tumours, and different collections in differ- 

ent parts of the body, and different people have written on 

different parts of my wr. This is probably the divers 

ways—and divers men of holy writ. 

X ij 
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Arrricariox.— Application of heat—application of cold 
—application of prefſure—application of cupping glaſſes— 

application of thoſe animals called leeches—application of 
inſtruments—application of hands—application of hands 

and fingers——and leeches are adviſed, and bleeding is adviſ- 

ed—and the application of preſſure is adviſed—and practi- 
tioners are adviſed, and in page 140, the pradtitioner's 

thumb is adviſed. 

HowEver,— wever it happens—it happens however 

—lit often happens however—it always happens however— 

it commonly happens however—that happens is, as it 

were, the sHapow to bowever—for may however, and this 

however, and that however, and all however—we difter 

however—the caſe however—the circumſtances however 

—the different circumſtances of caſes, however—and au- 

thors however—and many, however—and all, however— 

and I myſelf, however. | | 
OccuxxENcRS. Daily occurrences, and dangerous oc- 

1 occurrences—and accidental oc- 

currences, and frequent occurrences, and rare occurrences 

Hand various occurrences—and every occurrence, and all 

Occurrences. 

The ſentences in this mode of writing are in general 

rendered perſect 0 the author hat recourſe to all theſe 

various words for effeftuating his different purpoſes of ex- 

planation—but I am induced to believe, that his compoſition 

is mo/t perfect in general, or tending to the utmoſt perfection, 

| however, when this word oCcURRENCE recurs moſt frequent- 

ly, for we may, from the frequency of its recurrence, ven- 

ture to pronounce it to be what Biſhop Wilkins calls- the 
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Tranſcendental, or, as Burke would ſay, the Lord of the 

Dominant. 

Theſe are the chief radicals, which he who would learn 

the language muſt recite with inceſſant diligence; for 

though one toſſes them down at random, like counters, 

one is ſenſible how very nearly the accidental combina- 

tions of them approach to the ſound at leaſt of a rational 

diſcourſe, how different the ſound is from any thing one 

has heard before, and how impoſſible it would be to de- 

grade this language to the tone of ordinary compoſition. 

EXAMPLE. 

« Thus, it rarely happens, however, that any difficulty is 

obtained in occurrences of this kind; for when it occurs, 

as no doubt it will do ſometimes to the beſt and moſt 

perfect practitioners, the circumſtance is to be treated 

« like other occurrences of the ſame general nature; 

« whence it often happens, by means of the inferior ex- 

« tremity terminating in it, indeed it by the general appli- 

« cation of preſſure is—terminating fatally may frequently 

be guarded againſt, you may be thereby rendered cer. 

« tain of ſucceſs, for the inconveniencies which ſuch oc- 

% currences are ſure ſooner or later to induce, &c.“ 

I have here, for the amuſement of my reader, thrown 

down theſe radicals at a venture. Theſe glorious conſtel- 

lations of words are like light ſhining through a vacuum, 

without any ſolid body to reflect the rays. They want 

only a ſubject to arrange themſelves round, to fall into a 

moſt harmonic order. Nothing of the acute reaſon- 

ing or fine wit of the author is perceived in this ag- 
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cidental grouping of the radicals; there is nothing but 
the mere ſound of the language. Yet even the bar- 

ren ſound will give pleaſure to thoſe who have ſtudied 

the author, and who remember the inſtruction and amuſe- 

ment which thoſe very words are wont to convey, to hear 

the very ſound is inſpiring, and is enough to make a true 

admirer caper with delight Ban—ban—Caliban— he be 

maſter, I be man — ban ban.— 

Or THE CoPULa. | ? 

Next come we to the coPULa, the parTICLES which join 

the RA DIcAls together; which particles modern grammari- 

ans, with more wit, and conſequently with leſs ſenſe and eru- 

dition than the ancients, have thought fit to degrade with 

various unſeemly and fantaſtic compariſons, ſaying, that they 

are the Turpentine which helps to mix the oil, wax, and 

Galbanum of our ointments *. Theſe particles (ſay gram- 

marians) are the Pitch, the Lime, the Glue, the Mortar, with 

which we plaſter the radicals, ſo as to make them cohere. 

They are the ſtitches with which we ſtitch our rags and 

patches together. They are the Nails, Pegs, Hooks, Bolts, 

Dove-tails and Rabbittings with which our work is joined. 

The particles, yet—and—but—and 11—1T— are thoſe in 

which our author chiefly delights, and the firmneſs of the 

nexus, which he makes with the help of thoſe very ſimple 

bolts, is inconceivable! this is obſervable even when he is uſ- 
| 

* « Que nous ne fagions la faulte que feroit celuy qui calomnieroit un 
* autre pour avoir dit, que un oignement ſeroit compoſe de cire & de gal- 

* banum, alleguant qu'il auroit obmis a dire le feu & le vaſe, ſaus leſquele 

« on ne ſcauroit meſſer leſdites drogues.” 
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ing radicals which have no natural relation to each other, 

nor any aptitude to cohere; indeed the leſs aptitude the 

radicals have to cohere, the more do we perceive the force 

and power of the grammarian in joining them. 

EXAMPLE, 

« Yxzr—when one ſubject is naturally connected with ano- 

ther, I ſhall not anywhere attempt to ſeparate them!!! 

and—when the deſcription of any operation can be more 

eaſily underſtood from what I have faid concerning another, 

I ſhall conſider them in immediate ſucceſſion ! ! ! Bur—in 

other inſtances, when no connection can be traced between 

the different articles treated ! ! ! of No methodical arrange- 

ment can be with advantage attempted &.“ 

Perhaps no perſon has a perfect conception of the ſtabili- 

ty of our author's manner of joining his words, except myſelf, 

He builds ſtronger than the ſhip-wright, the carpenter, or 

the maſon. I have tried his ctxcUMVALLATIONS with all kinds 

of pioneering tools, I have ſtood a whole day driving my 

points of admiration and interrogation ! ! ! like chifſels 
into every chink, and have not been able to make a 

hole big enough to let in my hand. I have made no 

more impreſſion, by Heavens, than if I had been digging 

at the rock of Trichinopoly. His circumvallations are not 

only as I have ſaid, as long as the Chineſe wall, but as 

lofty as the Tower of Babel, and as hard as a Metallife- 

rous Mountain! and I am at laſt come to a conviction, 

that there is no other way of making the ſmalleſt impreſſion 

upon them, than by blowing the trumpets ſeyen times 

round them ! as heretofore againſt Jericho. 

* Preface, page 10. 
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Poets of genius have often been admired for their hap- 

py talent of expreſſing motion by the rythm and ſound of 

their verſes, as flying, creeping, rumbling, grumbling, ſail- 

ing, riding! but I do not recolle@ that I ever ſaw any re- 

preſentation of a ſhip riding at anchor. 

ExamMPLE. 

By ſome we are led to conclude that Polypi are al- 
ways of a doubtful nature with reſpect to the event or ter- 

mination of them!!! That for the moſt part they are even 

of a dangerous nature, and THEREFORE that we ought to 

conſider every perſon in whom they occur as 1n a hazard- 

ous tate / ; whilſt others aſſert, that although they may 

occaſionally be productive of ſome inconvenience // Let 

that they are very rarely attended with any kind of riſk 

Some, again, are ſo extremely timid, &c. &c. *“ 

Often have I heard it obſerved, and felt it too, that one 

is more ſeverely ſea-ſick, when the ſhip lies at anchor, than 

while ſhe is running at the rate of fourteen knots an hour ; 

but never did I feel the ſenſation ſo diſtinctly in my head, 
ſtomach, Hyppochondria and Midriff, ſo as in reading this 

paſſage. But our author does not always bob like a ſhip's 

buoy, nor rock like a hobby-horſe, in this manner. He 

often manifeſts both the ſpeed and wind of a race-horſe, 

indeed I will venture to match him in long breath with 
any of the heroes who dived for the p- ſs p-t in Fleet-ditch. 

Of this I will venture to deliver one ſmall ſpecimen, chief. 

ly with the deſign of demonſtrating to Mr. Bell junior how 

eaſily he may n three or four pages into as many 

2 Page 98. Vol. IV. 
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lines, and partly for the ſake of trying a few more of my 
ſharp rools, my chiſſels, my points of admiration !!! for if I 

can do nothing with them in this laſt impetus, I am reſolv- 

ed that I will leave them buried among the rubbiſh, 

&« I willingly his taſte to each allow; 

« Well, ſaid the dame, I ween who kiſo'd her cow.“ 

« It does not appear, therefore, that the cauſes uſually ſup- 
«% poſed to be moſt produdtive of carious teeth have much 

* effef !!! nor do we know of any incidental occurrence to 

« which in particular this affection can be attributed: From 
all the obſervation I have been able to make upon ir, I 

„think we ought rather ro conſider ir as depending for the 

*« moſt part upon ſome general conſtitutional cauſe ; upon 

* ſome tendency in the ſyſtem to produce a waſting or DEcar 

of this particular part. The cauſe of this again I ſhall not 

«« pretend to explain; but I think it perhaps equally pro- 

«+ bable that this rotting of the teeth wwe are now confidering, 
depends upon /ome general affection of the ſyſtem, as that 

pain in the gout ORIGINATES from ſome general cauſe. In- 

« ftances no doubt ſometimes happen, of teeth becoming cari- 
„ ous evidently from ſome particular occaſional cauſe, and 

« eſpecially fromexternal violence breaking! or cracking ! the 

„ enamel. This, however, is not a common occurrence : in- 

« deed rr is very rarely met with when compared with the 

frequency of carious teeth; a DiszasE Which in moſt in- 
« ſtances begins without any evident cauſe, and which in ge- 

* neral has ſubſiſted for ſome time before being noticed. 

„But allowing that the orINION WE HAVE OFFERED upon 

« this point were admitted, it may be aſked, Zo what purpoſe 
> TH 
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WILL IT TEND ? " WIII Ir!!! ſuggeſt any difference in 

the treatment of the diſorder 4 I think ir- ICL!!! As 

the pain of the toothach creates much impatience !!! and 

is with difficulty ſubmitted to, ir the affected tooth 15s cari- 

ous, IT is IN general not oNLy the deſire of the patient, but 
the earne/t advice or PRACTITIONERS, to have 11 extracted, 

as being the moſt cERTAIN MEANS of obtaining relief. In 

violent degrees of toothach, when the other RME DIES !!! 

uſually employed!!! are FouND To FAIL, extraction of the 

diſeaſed tooth oveur certainly To BE adviſed !! and in 

« ſuch circumſtances no perſon can be more clearly of Tris 
« opinion than I am but I am equally clear, that, in com- 

mon practice, this is carried too far, and that many teeth 
are PULLED daily which oyght not to be Tovcned. In moſt 

inſtances, the pain will be removed immediately on the di/- 

eaſed tooth being extracted: but it very commonly happens 

that the relief thus obtained is only temporary, and that the 

caries ſoon rixxs upon ſome other tooth, which in a ſhort 
| 

time becomes as much diſeaſed as the firſt ; and this being 
likewiſe removed, the diſorder often proceeds from one to an- 

other, till ſcarcely any are left!!! I have met with vartovs 

INSTANCES of this, where almoſt the whole teeth have been 

ſucceſſively taken out, ons becoming carious ſodn after the 
removal of anoTytr. Nor!!! is there even at laſt !!! any 

advantage gained by THE PRACTICE ; for, after all the teeth 

are taken out, the pain in many caſes remains equally ſe- 

vere in the jaw itſe}f. (Guillotine him then.) 
« The fiequent occurrence of caſes !!! (not caſes of 

teeth) but caſes of this kind tends much to eſtabliſh 

the opinion of carious teeth being often a conftitu- 

tional diſeaſe; and ir likewiſe ſuggeſts the propriety 
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or leſs frequent extraction than what !!!“ in common 

practice is found to prevail.“ As we can never at firſt be 

certain whether the diſorder depends upon a general cauſe 

of this nature or nat, it is perhaps right in every caſe to ex- 

tract the fir/t, and EVEN the ſecond tooth, that becomes af- 

fected, as /oon as the violence of pain renders tr neceſſa- 

ry !!! but whenever the diſpoſition is ſo ſtrongly fixed in 

the habit that a third or a fourth are ſoon obſerved to be 

diſeaſed, the patient hu be always adviſed rather to ſub. 

mit to a good deal of diſtreſs than to EXTRACT: any more '!! 

and it often happens, when he has reſolution to ſubmit to 
one fit of the toothach, and to wait till it is completely 

over /!! THAT he never afterwards, in THis tooth at leaſt, 

feels any return of it!!! Caszs no doubt occur! in which 

THIs does not SUCCEED !!! but it anſwers often enough to 

warrant the propriety of giving ir a fair TRIAL ! in perhaps 

every in/tance { Even where it fails, there is no harm done 

by the trials ! 

„And when ir is found to ſucceed ! 

„Ihe advantage gained by rr is great indeed? 

For a conſiderable time, I adopted the common practice 

on this point in its full extent! | Every carious TOOTH !!! at- 

tended with pain I adviſed to be pulled!“ but finding in ge- 

neral that no advantage was derived from it, the reſult be- 

ing for the mg part! nearly as I have already deſcribed! 

I was hence induced to attempt a different method; and 

now, after a patient has had tw or three teeth extracted, 

« if the diſeaſe ſill continues to return, I never ade the 

practice to be puſbed farther, uxLESs when the pain is ſo 

«* very ſevere as to RENDER ir abſolutely neceſlary, which is 

* not however often the cas. By avoiding expoſure to 

2 * ij 
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cold during the ft, and by exhibiting doſes of laudanum 

„ proportioned'to the degree of pain, the diſtreſs produced BY 

« it 18 at laſt in general removed; and by due attention to 
cleanlineſs, particularly by frequenily waſhing the mouth 

with cold water, anp, when practicable, by! ſtuffing the 

opening in the carious tooth, ſo as to prevent the air from 

% finding ACCEsSsS to 1T !!! many have been ſaved, not only 

from the pain and diſtreſs of pulling theſe teeth which be- 

« came firſt affected, but of bing others, which in all proba- 

« bility would have become carious if the common practice 

© had been followed of extracting every diſeaſed tooth as ſoon 

«as it becomes in any degree painful !!!!! 

« Having THvs endeavoured to ſhow that carious or ſpoil- 

«ed teeth are ay frequently produced by ſome GENERAL 

4 conſtitutional cauſe !!! we ſhall now proceed to conſider 

more PARTICULARLY the m2ans to be employed, not only for 

preventing, but for removing toothach depending _ 
« this cauſe 9 We * 55 

- Lad 

e That erer this ſhould have ſewer words than a parrot— 
é and yet the ſon of a woman.“ 

We have proved the importance of this diſcovery to the 

learned world; and our author's title to it is beyond diſpute. 

It only remains that we ſhould recommend theſe precious vo- 

lumes in the _ of our firſt Number, “to every intelli- 

gent and aſpiring young man, who wiſhes to be at once a- 

* ſtoniſhed and improved,” for in proportion to his intelligence 
will his improvement be,“ and there let him contemplate 
and admire, and gather, and adorn his brows with the moſt 
e fragrant roles of ſcience, and ſatiate his appetites with its 

* Vide Benjamin Bell's Syſtem of Surgery, Vol. IV. p. 257. 
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« moſt delicious ſweets * ;” only let him beware not to eat 
too freely of the Ravicars, the inſane root which takes the 

reaſon captive, for the derangement of ideas which might 

follow, is not to be riſked. , By exceeding he might come 

at laſt to rave about, © adorning his brows,” and roſes 

of ſcience,” and“ delicious ſweats.” 

It is well known, that in the great fire of London the 

book of Biſhop Wilkins on Univerſal Language was all burn- 

ed in the printing office, to the great grief of that right reve- 

rend prelate ; and it is equally well known, how on that oc- 

caſion the hall of the Royal Society was hung with black 

baize. Should any accident befal thoſe books of yours which 

we have reviſed ſo carefully, there is much reaſon to believe 

that the Royal College of Surgeons would put an Eſcut- 

cheon on their hall, with the duck's heads, ſculls, hour glas 
ſes, and other emblems of mortality ; the members would 

march in proceſſion long and mournful, to ſee your works 

quietly inurned in the gloomy vault of the Capulets— 

and the undertakers, whoſe buſineſs it is to mourn, albeit 

they have no feeling of their trade, would not, on this oc- 

caſion, be inſenſible to the general grief. 

* Vide No. I. page 66. 
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CONCLUSION. 

Addreſſed to Benjamin Bell, Eſquire, Fellow of the Royal Gul. 
lege of Surgeons, 

Go not forth haſtily to ſtrive leſt thou know not what to do in 

the end wy thy neighbour hath put thee to ſhame. 

My taſk is done. What muſt you feel, when I myſelf 
turn from it with diſguſt. To you, whoſe conſcience is not 

eaſily moved, I will yet addreſs a few words more, and per- 

haps thoſe things which have hitherto offended your ear 
only, may fink a little deeper. The apologies which I owe, 

TI owe to the public, not to you. I lament the language 

1 have been ſometimes betrayed into; indeed I might have 

choſen the leaſt offenſive, for none could have expreſſed 

the contempt which your ſentiments, your conduct, and 

your writings have inſpired. 
Without the learning of a ſcholar, or the far nobler pri- 

vilege of a 2 you found writing neceſſary to your ſuc- 

ceſs ; you have taught your profeſſion, without learning it; 

you have ſnatched at a kind of fame, which you have not 
abilities to ſupport ; you have ſeized a moment when there 

was no reſpectable book in ſurgery ! and have ſupplied the 

want with ſuch compilations as have been coldly receiv- 

ed for lack of better; you have made writing a ſort of 
handicraft ; and * ſcience, ever honoured till now, you 

| 

| 
| 
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have converted into a trade; you have ſucceeded beyond 

what almoſtany man could deſire, and far beyond what you 

can deſerve ; for theſe many years you have enjoyed the 

greateſt of all bleſſings, the reſpe of your fellow citizens; 

they have beſtowed it ſo freely, that if you ever loſe theit 

good opinion, you muſt be ſupremely unworthy,—and ſu- 
premely unhappy, if unhappineſs of this Kind can reach 
an unfeeling heart. 

God forbid that I ſhould miſconſtrue your actions. I am 

almoſt afraid at what I have ſaid. He is a bad man who 

thinks thus of another without reluctance. Yet there is in 
ſome men a curious and anxious obliquity of conduR, 

which, like the gliding of the ſerpent, leads the eye along 

through all ths wily mazes. Your adyertiſements—your 

prefaces—your politics—your books—yout combinations 

in trade—your rapacious purſuit of fortune, proclaim a 

mind inſpired by no love of ſcience, warmed by no gene- 

rous feeling towards younger men ſtruggling for life among 

the waters. | 

In one thing only am I deceived. I would once have 

deſcribed you in the words of our Arch-Traitor Logan, 

« A man who would never help his friend, nor hurt his 

foe ;” but the aſſaſſin has concealed his name, and ſaved 

your reputation. 

If theſe books, which I have ſeverely reviewed, be really 

uſeful, well compoſed, full of the true doctrines of ſurgery, 

my criticiſms will be diſregarded—and every arrow I have 

drawn againſt you will drop harmleſs. But there is 

a kind of criticiſm from which no book is ſafe; if I 

have been guilty of injuſtice, I ſhould be ſorry for it.—I 
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am indeed ſorry that you and I are not on more equal 

terms, — Should my name ever become equal to yours, I 

ſhall not fail to diſcloſe it; but to declare it now would 

only add one pang more to thoſe you have already ſuffer- 

ed, I mean the cruel reflection of having been rudely criti- 

ciſed by one far beneath your notice ;—to you this bla- 

20n would bring no comfort ;—and I have on my part ſo 

little to loſe, that the diſcloſing my name could not even 

be received as a token of courage. 

I have but given you page for page—fable for fable— 

proclamation for proclamation, —and yet I fear that no- 

thing would wipe out the ſtain of having written an ano- 

nymous pamphlet.—-A thirſt for revenge would but aggra- 

vate the offence which nl ay 2 for an injured friend 

Farewell. 




